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college team 14 to 0 in two 15 minute
Waldo and Penobscot Fair.
halves.Monday saw some great trotat
f
ting
Rigby Park, one event being the REPORTED FOR THE JOURNAL BY E. C. DOW.J
lowering of the world’s record for 2-yearThe
olds, when Jupe, owned by D. A. Snell of and twenty-eighth annual fair of the Waldo
Penobscot Agricultural Society was
New Bedford, went in 2.14 1-2,
beating held at the
the record of 2.15 1-4 made by
society’s grounds at Monroe on
Billy
Sept. 15, 16, 17.
Bretton at Lexington, Ky., last year.
It has been the
At a meeting in Augusta Monday, the
practice of this society in
lish and game commissioners planned for the past to show the
neat stock only on the
the distribution of 200,000 fish through- first
day of the fair; but this year a
The Maine Election.
The Bangor
Whig & Courier publishes the official returns as filed at the office of the Secretary
of State of the congressional vote in all
the districts complete except from a few
towns, for which the governor vote is
taken, showing that the aggregate vote
for the Republican congressmen reaches
83.sou against 54,319 for the Democratic
candidates, giving the Republicans a plurality in the state of 49,491, of which Reed
has 10,539; Dingley, 15,13d; Milliken, 12,802 and Boutclle, 12,234.It appears
that a Democratic representative was
elected in the Frenchville, Aroostook
county, district, and that makes five
Democrats who w ill have seats iu the next
house, not counting Major Dickey of Fort
Kent, who, though a Democrat himself,
was elected by the Republicans.
These
five Democrats are Maxime P. Gagnon,
Frenchville; John M. Kaler, Scarboro;
James A. Levensaler, Thomaston; Charles
E. Lane, St. George and Charles E. Edmunds of Corinth.The vote polled in
Deer Isle was: Powers, Rep., 200; Frank,
Dem., 107; S. B. Tliurlow, Rep. nominee
for Representative to Legislature, 283; D.
X. Fifield, Dem. nominee for Representative to Legislature, 88.
Thurlow’s majority 195, and including Isle an Haut and
Swan’s Island, 224.It is said that when
Major Dickey of Fort Kent comes back
to the Legislature this winter, he will be
likely to sit on the Republican side. For
the first time iu many years the Major
had opposition.
A Democrat named Laliberte ran against him, and corralled the
straight Democratic vote to a large extent.
The Republicans on the other hand voted
for the Major, and elected him by 150
plurality. In years past the Major has
received practically unanimous elections.
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Political Points.
Present
indications are that the Republicans will have
the control of the next United States Senate.
Senator Carter of Montana has declared for McKinley, and Senator Cannon
of Utah is said to be in the same position.
These are two Republicans who aided iu
blocking the tariff bill iu the late session
of the Senate.
This more recent action
on their part looks
very much as if they
would do so no longer.
It would make a
uinerence ot tour votes, and the unhandsome treatment which Senator Dubois of
Idaho, another of the Republican recushas had at Democratic-Populist
ants,
hands, may well cool the ardor of Republican seceders in his region. The Boston
Herald, after a review of the situation
s >y>:
‘There need be no surprise if the
supporters of McKinley fully control the
next Senate”_It has been cfefmitely decided that Wm. J. Bryan, the Democratic
candidate for president, will visit Arthur
>evva 1: at Bath mi .Saturday next and will
speak '.n that, city on Saturday night. On
the ariival of the noon train from Boston
ar
lnrtland
Mr. Bryan will deliver a
sp»‘t'*h from the rear platform of the
private • ar which has been offered him by
tlie Boston (V Maine.
He will then proceed to Bath, deliver a speech there in
the evening, lcmaiu .is 31 r. SewalPs guest
during Sunday and probably return to
Boston Monday.\ delegation of coninieicial tia’.elers visited Vice Presidential
Candidate Hobart at Republican heudMi.
«|Uinters in New York, Saturday.
Hobart made a short address, in which he
said he always thought of commercial
travelers as men who had never been
buncoed and lie knew they could not be
buneoed by any platform like the Chicago
platform. There was great cheering as
Then the memMr. Hobart concluded.
bers of the delegation were personally
introduced to candidate Hobart, Senator
Cuay and Chairman Mauley.Sec. CarHe has
lisle is going to take the stump.
not forgiven or forgotten the way in which
his enemies triumphed over him in the
election of silver delegates to the Chicago
convention, ami it is understood that the
president is as anxious as he is to see Kentucky redeemed from free silver in November. Mr. < arlisle's services are much
in demand not only in Kentucky but iu
Illinois, Michigan and other western
States, and if lie would consent engagements would be made for him every night
between now and the end of the earn-
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ullicers were elected:
y Lord of Bangor: secre'.Mug

Portland, treasurer,
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<»f Biddeford; commitme. \V. \Y. Stetson, AuE. M. Blanding, Ban-:at i sties, M. N. Hicli, E.

Sibley, Belfast,

.\. S.

W. \V. Stetson. There
the Congress Square
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State of New England_
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"*'-'Mthard of Richmond were
u 11 o'clock, the full MaThe Maine Comli used.
11 diner conducted tin* serins from all over the State
A ness in the city was sustiiours during the cereuiark of respect.
The reterred in the family tomb in
<*;•-! y.
Mr. Southard was
n in the State....There are
people in Maine who have
-<
of 100 years, and four of
<
same name—Mrs. Emma
am of Booth bay, 102 years
I'. I). Rinkham of HarpsNovember, 1795; Mrs. Eliza
u
Milbridge, who celebrated
■ihday Jan. 7th last; and
ki.am, 104 years old, who lias
from I’ittston to Gardiner,
io ust as much work as the
..The Green Mountain

change

various parts of the State.

out

paign.Representative Mioae oi Nebraska, who lives iu Mr. Bryan's city of
Lincoln, says: “The electoral vote of

j

Nebraska w ill surely be cast for McKinley
and Hobart, sound money and protection.
Mi. Bryau will not carry his own voting
precinct. A recent poll of the precinct
showed that McKinley and Hobart would
poll 204 votes as against 71 for Bryan.
The Republicans will carry the district by
if the election
at least 2,500 majority,
had been held one month ago the democrats would have carried the State by
Now it
from 10,000 to 15,(MX) majority.
The cause
is irredeemably lost to Bryan.
of this
change, is because a great
number of voters of Nebraska have been
carefully studying the financial question;
something they have never done before.
They have come to the conclusion that
they want no 53-cent dollars in theirs
Hence the assurance of Republican success.”
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The 34-foot sloop Spray,
In Brief.
destroyed by lire last Sat- Captain Josiali Slocum, which sailed from
The Kennebec county
Boston, April 24, 18‘Jo, to circumnavigate
se
21st after a week’s
i
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Sept.

reported
'•obeying

77 indictments,
the liquor law.
iiia Getchell was sentenced
nt for life at Tliomaston for
liusband in Sidney in 1894.
>s on the Kennebec river
nt this season u}> to this
•'■ales have fallen olf on aceather. About. 80,000 tons
uu-nt.. less than usual.
A
: ihis will be marketed beii
closes.
Kennebec ice
ugliest price this season of
...Secretary Farrington of
and (dime Association says
and ’07 will be the best
us for
big game, moose,
■

r

being unusually plenti-

oith Shoe Co. of Old Town
Liabilities 833,000; proba'-.000.
The cause of the fail*
he the fluctuations in the
a and
inability to make colwesteru houses handling the
stock on hand for which
is will be made up and disThis will take live or six
'"■n. Hyde of Bath is much
! •"•
opening of bids for torpedo
us that he feels coulident the
'Turks will be awarded at least
Arty knot class, especially as
aids which guarantee thirty
a
knots. Gen. Hyde says opwere quite dumbfounded at
mid speed which he promises.
r""t ball season was opened at
“day, the Bangor High school
!He defeated
by the Maine State

tlie world

arrived at Apia,

ls(J0, where

Samoa,

on

i'ewr

necessary
repairs were made. Early in August she
for
Auckland,
sailed from Apia, steering
N. X. Capt. Slocum will sail from the
latter port for \ okohama, and then proceed on his way home by way of seaports
in
stopping at Havre and Liver-

July 10,

a

Europe,

pool.Much damage is reported along
the coast from Saturday's gale.A despatch from Constantinople says the Amer-

ican* legation in that city has received
consulnews from one <»t the American
ates that a fresh massacre, in which a
large number oi Christians were killed,
at Ehin, in the valley of
has taken

place

K harp ut.
Words of Cheer from Montana.
To the Editor of The Journal: Isay
hurrah for Maine! I am proud of my native
HanState. If Chairman Hanna can induce
to
son’s boy orators and G. Fred Williams
it will
come to Montana and speak I think
be in the McKinley column the third of November. Hon. D. E. Folsom, a native of
New Hampshire, commenting on the returns
from Maine, said it was so nearly unanimous
lie thought the chairman of the Republican
State committee could be instructed to cast
the vote of the State in November. McKinand m
ley sentiment is growing in Montana,
this section of the State wre have the silvertalked to a whisper.
Yours for McKinley and Hobart,
Dr. J. Craig.
White Sulphur Springs,Mont.,Sept.17,180b.

ites

was made ami all
stock was kept on exhibition two days. The
society has built a
long row of cattle sheds this year and it was
thought that there would be plenty of shod
room for all stock
that would be shown.
But the liberal premiums
offered anti the
better provision made for
for

caring

brought

stock,

the fine animals in such numbers that the sheds were crowded to
their
limit and many head were tied outside.
The showing of oxen was
something remarkable and wholly unlooked for. In these
days of steam and
when horses
out

electricity

being crowded
possible that

are

the wall, it hardly
many yoke of oxen
could be found within the limits of the society. Vet there they were, and they were a
great attraction.
Several large herds of farm stock were
shown, which want of space will not permit
to

seems

so

describe in detail. The horses and
colts were there, as were also the
sheep and
swine.
to

us

the poultry department a change in
classification and premiums resulted in one
of the best displays of fowls ever seen at this
fair.
The hall exhibit at this fair has been

Best ten specimens—Miss Eva Pickard,
Newburg, 1st; J. W. Adlington, Winterport, 2d;D. Libby,3d.
Bellflowers—G. W. Snow, 1st; J. W. Adlington, 2d.
R. I. Greenings—G. W. Snow, 2st; W. P.
Woodworth, 2d.

Nodheads—H. S. Webber,Monroe, 1st; A.
B. Elliott, Monroe, 2d.
Wins. Favorite—R- L. Clement, Winterport, 1st; J. W. Adlington, 2d.
B. L. Greenings—H. S. Webber, 1st; D.

for the past rive years, and
is due to the officers who have this department in charge to say that their efforts to
use everybody with perfect
justice has made
this part of the Monroe fair the equal of
either of the State fairs. There were rive
hundred plates of fruit on the tables and a
a good show of vegetables,
grain, etc.
The attendance was good throughout the
fair aud if the last day had been pleasant
the previous record for a great crowd would
have been broken.
The. premiums as awarded in the several
departments are as follows;
Town team—A. B. Snow, Jackson,
1st;
Town of Jackson, 2d ; Town of Dixmont, 3d.
4 ox team—James Battles, Frankfort, 1st;
A. B. Snow, 2d.
Farm stock—W. W. Dolloff,Dixmont, 1st;
Bickford Bros., Dixmont, 2d.
Dairy herd (8 head)—C. F. Fogg. Jackson,
1st; Freeman Ricker, Jr., Monroe, 2d.
Dairy cows (4 head)—N. L. Littlefield,
Prospect, 1st; C. F. Fogg, 2d.
Three y* ar old cow—Freeman Ricker, Jr.,
1st; C. F. Fogg, 2d.
it

lum n

cows—vv

Ricker, Jr.,

>v

uoiion, ist;

r reernau

2d.

Stock cows—Herbert Black, 1st; Jot l Lane,
Fraukfort, 2d.
Three year old heifer—Herbert Black, 1st;
Emery Benson, Frankfort, 2d.
Two year old heifer- Freeman Ricker, 1st;
W. H. Toothaker, Dixmont, 2d.
Heifer calf—Freeman Ricker, 1st; X. L.

Littlelield,
Fat
2d.
Fat

2d.

cattle—James Battles, 1st; A. B. Snow,

calf—C. 0. Mardeu, Swanville, 1st;
I Icrbert Black, 2d.
Fat two year old—Joel Lane, 1st; Benj.

Simpson, liixinont,

2d.
Fat three year old--J. E. K'tnball, Jackson, 1st; E. C. West, Frankfort, 2 1.
Tim e year old steers-—J. E. Kimball. 1st;
Herbert Black, 2d.
Two year old steers—Benj. Simpson, 1st;
J. A. Dodge, Jackson, 2d.
One year old steelHora< e Lane, Frai kfort, 1st.
Steer calves—L. D. Jones, Brooks, 1st;

Joel Lane, 2,1.
Trained steers—J. A. Dodge, Jackson, Is::
II trace Lane, 2d
Herd thoroughbred stock N. L. Little<

e;d. 1st: W. \Y
Durham cow

1 *ol loiT, 2d
K. C. West,

1st;

Horace

Lane, 2d.
Jersey

N. L.

cow

Dollol'f, 2d.
Durham two

ing, 2d

Barley—James Bickford, 1st.
Oats— B. F. Harding, Troy, 1st;

old

heifer—Horace

Line, 1st.
Jersey two year tdd heifer—S. A. Tlmr1"W, Xewhurg, 1st; Bickford Bros., 2d.
Durham one year old heifer—E. 0. West,
1st; Horace Lane, 2d.
Jersey one year old heifer—W. W. Dolloff,
1st; W. 11 Tootliaker, Dixmont, 2d.
Jersey heifer calf—X. L. Littlelield, 1st.
Jersey bull—X. L. Littlelield, 1st: W. H.
Toothaker, 2d.
Durham bull—E. C West, 1st.
Durham bull calf—E. C. West, 1st; Horace
Lane, 2d.
Jersey bull calf- X. R. Littlelield, 1st; W.
W. Dolloff, 2d.
Grade bull—Herbert Black, 1st; George O.
Holmes, Waldo, 2d.
Grade bull calf—0. C. Marden, 1st.
Matched oxen—James Battles, 1st; (J. E.
Felker, Monroe, 2d.
uraii oxen

(any

size;—james Dames, isi ;

J. R. Bailey, Brooks, 2 ; C. C. Marden, Mil.
Draft oxen (7 feet nr under)—Daniel Maservy, Morrill, 1st; Joe! Lane, 2d.
Draft oxen (ti 1-2 feet or under)—Delbert
Paul, Morrill, 1st; C. E. Felker, 2d.
Single draft horse—Mansur Pease, Burnham, 1st; E. H. Greeley, Swanville, 2d.
Draft horses (any size)—W. B. Ellis, Monroe. 1st: M. C. Pease, 2d; C. A. McKinney,

Winterport,

Md.

Draft horses (1,000 lbs. or under)—Geo. O.
Holmes, 1st; John Jenkins, Monroe, 2d.
Heavy draft stallion—E. B. Greeley, 1st.
Driving stallion—Bay View Stock Farm,
Belfast, 1st.
Trotting stallion—Bay View Stock Farm,
1st; E. C. West, 2d.
Four year old stallion—E. D. Shi hies,
Knox Station, 1st; C. A. Piper, Belfast, 2d.
Thoroughbred stallion -E. B. Greeley, 1st;
Bay View Stock Farm, 2d.
Two year old stallion—H. E. Haley, Winterport, 1st.
Breeding draft mare—C. A. McKinney, 1st.
Breeding trotting mare—I. G. Reynolds,
Brooks, 1st; Chas. Ritchie, Winterport, 2d.
Four year old draft colt—C. A. McKinney,
1st; J. R. Littlefield, Brooks, 2d.
Three year old draft colt—0. A. McKinney,
1st; J. R. Littlefield, 2d.
Four year old colt—1. S. & II E. Staples,
Brooks, 1st; 1. G. Reynolds, 2d.
Two year old colt- J. H. Thayer, 1st.
One year old colt— Bay View Stock Farm,
1st; E. 0. West, 2d.
Colt under 1 year— I. G. Reynolds, 1st.
Flock sheep (8 head)—A. C. Fcrnahl, Dixmont, 1st; C. E. Felker, 2d; Guy Twombly,
Monroe, Md.
Flock thoroughbred sheep—I. G. Reynolds, 1st.
Thoroughbred buck- LG. Reynolds, 1st;
C E. Felker, 2d.
Boar- VV. S. York, Frankfort, 1st.
Breeding sow Freeman Ricker, 1st; Joel
Lane, 2d.
FOWLS.

W. P. Woodworth, SimpCorner, 1st; George O. Holmes, 2d.

Light Bralima
son’s

Langsliau—

vV. P.

Woodworth,

1st.

Brown Leghorn—Geo. O. Holmes, 1st; A.
J. Keuniston, Dixmont, 2d.
White Leghorn -W. P. Woodworth, 1st;
George O. Holmes. 2d.
Barred Plymouth Rock—W. P. Woodworth, 1st; George 0. Holmes, 2d.
Geo. O. Holmes,
White Plymouth Rock

Lihhv,

L)

Corn (8-rowed)—Dudley Miles, Newburg,
1st; M. S. Leavitt, 2d.
Corn (12-rowed)—H. F. Leavitt, 1st; Dudley Miles, 2d.
Peas—G. W. Snow, 1st; J. W. Adlington,
2d.

White Beans—D. J. Putnam, Jackson, 1st;

J. W. Adlington, 2d.
V. E. Beans—H. F. Leavitt, 1st; G. W.

Snow, 2d.
Early Potatoes—W. B. Goodwin, 1st;
Frank Grant, Winterport, 2d.
White potatoes—Dudley Miles, 1st; W. B.
Goodwin, 2d.
Colored potatoes—S. E. Littlefield, 1st; H.
F. Leavitt, 2d.
H. F. Leavitt, 1st,
Rutabaga turnips
Frank Grant, 2d.
Strap leaf turnips—G. W. Snow, 1st; H. F.
Leavitt, 2d.
Cattle beets—H. S. Webber, 1st; A. W.
Hardy, 2d.
Table beets—A. W. Hardy, 1st; G. W.
Snow, 2d.
Onions—W. T. Jones, Hampden Centre,
1st; Dudley Miles, 2d.
Hubbard squash—H. L. Leavitt, 1st; H.S.
Webber, 2d,
Turban squash—H. F. Leavitt, 1st; G. W.
.Snow, 2d.
Marrow squash—Paul Brown, Newburg,
1st; M. S. Leavitt, 2d.
Marblehead squash—H. F. Leavitt, 1st;
—

G. W. Snow, 2d.

Cabbage—W. Henderson, Newburg, 1st;

Pumpkins—H. F. Leavitt, 1st; H. S'. Webber, 2d.
Carrots—A. W. Hardy, Winterport, 1st;
H. S. Webber, 2d.
Exhibit of bread—Mrs. Belle Webb, North
Monroe, 1st; Mrs. J. A. Holmes, Winterport, 2d.
Cake— Alice Twombly, Monroe, 1st; Mrs.
Benj. Fish, Winterport, 2d.
Table Luxuries—Mrs. Benj. Fish, 1st;
Mrs. J. A. Holmes, 2d.
Strawberry preserves—Mrs. E. L. Elvvell,
Brinks, 1st ; Mrs. Benj. Fish, 2d.
Plum preserves—Mrs. S. A. Lord, Monroe,
1st; Mrs. Benj. Fish, 2d.
Pear preserves—Mrs. J. A. Holmes, 1st;
Mrs. Benj. Fish,2 l.
Canued berries—Mrs. Benj. Fish, 1st:
Mrs, J. A. Holmes, 2d.
Assorted pickles—Mrs. Benj. Fish, 1st;
Mrs. J. *
Holmes, 2d
Apple jelly Mrs. B. F. Harding, Troy,
1st; Mrs. S. A Lord, 2d.
Currant .Teily—Mrs. Benj. Fish, 1st: Mrs.
S. A. Lord, 2b.
Grape je;ly —Mrs. S. A. Lord, 1st: Mrs.
Benj. Fish, 2d.
Raspberry jelly— Mrs. B, F. Harding, 1st ;
Mrs. Ben j. Fish, 2 1.
Exhibition and management of be.-s— W.
T. Jones, Hampden Centre.; 1st; I)r. C. F.
Cowen, West Hampden, 2d.
Creamery butter—D. L Dyer, 1st.
Dairy butter—S. A. Littlefield, Monrot
1st; Nettie Littlefield, Prosper!, 2 1.
Cheese- (i. H. Clement, Wiuterport, 1st
—

THE RACES.

The following is
for the three

days

3 year old

summary of
of the, fair
a

trot

and pace.

Purse

the

races

$50.

!> in., -J. W. Thayer, W interport ::
A. ,J, Burrill, Newport.;;
Laura B., Idk. m., K. W. Burrill...1 1
1). m., C. 11. Nelson, Waterviile.1 I
Time, 2.k; 14 2 48 1-4.

Whist,
Thyme, hm,
Niekle

Siikev,

2.29 class. Purse $175.
.2
King Pin, g. s. C. L. Lane, Brooks.
Hilda, oil in., H L. Williams, Hartland
L.
F.
Montville..4
Nash,
Mac.kumboy, blk.g.,
h
Sarah Fuller, b. m ,C.H. Nelson..
Maud Pitoher, !). no, I.. L. Gentner, Belfast.':
Time, 2.2k 14; 2.27 14; 2.24 1 4.
...

Wagon Race. Purse $25.
Lady Dirig'o, g. m., H ( Buzzed, Monroe...
Lady l)awu. eh. g., H. Lilllelield, Monroe, .n
Henry Jt Person. b. s., K. W. Burrill, New3
port.
Ned H.. b g., Ivory Kicker, Monroe.4
< elia Wilkes, b. ml. Fred (retchell, Orland.l
Time, 3.0b; 3.00; 3.08 1 2.
s.z-t

inn

aim

rare,

imse

2
1
4
r,

5

3

2

4

2

5 dr
4
•;
1

4
3
1

H. H. Carter went to Buston last
Saturday
business.

5
2
1
3
1

7
2
4
3
1

7

5

6

6

Purse $150.
2.35 class
Conograph, sr.g., li. 1.. Turner, West Wash6dis
ington
Aaron, roa. g., W. A. Deering, Orland.. ..5 4 5
Normander, b. m., C. R. Wellington, Albion.3 5 3
Joel R., b. g R. W. Burrill, Newport.4 3 4
Wellington, g. g., H. L.Williams, Hartland.2 2 2
..

dis
Petronel, b. m B. H. Coombs. Belfast.
Keno I. 1». » J. A. Adams, Unity.1 1 1
Time, 2.26 1 4; 2.29 1-4; 2.31 1-4.
...

4

year old class.

Purse $85.

d'Arville, b. m., A. H. Hansoom,
Winterport..5 6 6
Nickle Whist, b. m., J. H. Thayer.6 3 5
Mollie R., b. m., Bay View Farm, Belfast .2 4 3

Camille

Bertha L., b.

m.,

W. L. Barrows, Union—l

.4
2
Sybria, g. in., C. R. Welliuglon, Albion.
Silkey, c. in., C. H. Nelson, Waterville.3 5
Time, 2.41 2.40; 2 39 1-4.
3 minute class. Purse $100.
Rocket, bro. g.. W. G. Reynolds, Brooks....2 4
Aaron, bro. g., W A. Deering, Orland.5 2
..

Abbie

A

b.

in.

I. F.

Grant.

Frankfort

...3

3

1
4
2

William F.Triggs went to Bucksport Suna short visit.

T. L., ch. g., F. G. v\ bite, Belfast.. .—2 4 5
Yt-ni Vici, b. g., H. M. Bean, Camden.
.4
2
4
Paul T., id;, g., Henry Davis, Oldtown.3 1 1
Kbeii L., blk. g., C. E. Boody, Brooks.5 5 3
2
Silver Street, 1>. in. C. H. Nelson.1
Time. 2.23 3-1; 2.22 1-2; 2.22 1-2.
Purse $125.
2 39 class.
Susie W., ch. m., E. C. Boody
2
7 7 7 6
r.o.
Brooks.
Ouija, b. m., H L. Williams,
HartlainL.
-.7 3 2 4 4
r.o.
Leon, blk. g., L. I. Bickford, Ban1
3
1
3
3
3
gor...5
Frank Miller, b. g., J. II. Cates,
Jackson. 3 4 6 5 dr.
Ellen M„ ch. m., E. C. West,
8 5 8 8 7
Frank tort.
r.o.
Joe Gray, blk. g., 1‘. E. Lewis.. .6 2 1 3 5 2 2
4 6 5 2 1 1 1
Lenora. 1). in.. F. E. Peering
Vogleson, ch. m C. H. Nelson..1 8 4 6 2 4 4
Time, 2.33 1 4; 2.34 1-4; 2.35 1-2; 2,33 1-2; 2.29 3-4;
2.37.
It took seven heats to decide the 2.39 race.
Owing to wet and darkness, it was put over

('

—

..

—

F.

Dunton, Esq.,

on

business.

was

iu

Boston last

Albert C. Burgess went to Fort Fairfield
on business.

Mrs. H. C. Marden went to Boston last
for a short visit.

An original pension has been granted
George W. Davis, Belfast.

Mrs. Eleanor Oreuttarrived
Saturday from
friends in Rockland.

to

daughter, Mrs. George S. Mills.

Miss Myrtle Mitchell returned last Thursday from a visit to friends in Boston.

Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Kuowltou went to
Boston Tuesday for a short visit.

Maud Gammans arrived home last
a visit to Newton, Mass.
Thomas Haugli aud John Hurley left Monday for Buffalo, N. Y., to visit relatives.

F. E. Wiley returned from bis
trip by yesterday morning's boat.

L. If. Jipson is to serve as a
policeman at
the Exeter fair Sept. 29 and :'.0 and Oct. 1.
Mrs. gliomas B. Fernahl of Lincolnville
visited relatives in Belfast the
past week.

Miss Mary Wood left Monday for Mars
Hill, Aroostook county, to visit her mother.

Airs. E. H. Vose of Calais is visiting her

Miss

Edwin Frost and family left Tuesday for
Middletown, Ct., where they are to reside.
Capt. Charles Baker and wife are visiting
their daughter, Mrs, Storms in Rochester

George A. Hartshorn left Saturday for
New Y'ork to take a position on a steamer.

N. Y.

j
Miss Estelle Tapley of Brooksville was a
guest of Capt. aud Mrs. N. S. Lord lastyveek.
Auditor, etc.
Evening. Addresses of welcome, for the 1
Miss Kate Haugli returned to Boston Fricity, by Mayor Hanson; for the churches, by
Rev. G. G. Winslow; for the local union, by day after a vacation of seven weeks in BelMrs. L. G. Clark, and response by Mrs. L. J. I fast.
Spaulding of Caribou.
Roseoe Staples of Rockland was in this
WEDNESDAY.
city
Friday on his way home from the Monof
Forenoon, Reports
Superintendents of j roe fair.
work, followed by memorial service.

of London.

THURSDAY.

Forenoon, Reports continued, and miscellaneous business.
Afternoon, Reports continued, and unfinished business.
Evening, Address by Mrs. Katherine Leute
Stevenson, and closing exercises.
All the sessions will be opened and closed
with devotional exercises and the noontide
prayer will be held each day.
At intervals during the* convention fraternal delegates from other societies will be
introduced, responding briefly. Miss Sibley
represents the Christian Endeavor; Miss
Webber the Epworth League, etc.
Lost Overboard in the
William

White

of

Bay.

Drowned

Searsport

from

Schooner t'lara.

:

Mrs. Martha Rust and Mrs.
George G.
Pierce went to Boston Monday for a short
visit.

Mrs. Mary
Tuesday to

She

went,

ashor

near

some two

den Harbor.

Cant. Curtis

by

team

hoard.

mouth of

the

Spring Brook,

at the

Miss Lizzie Collier of Providence, R. I., is
Belfast, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Clias.
F. Ginn.

Raymond Rogers is assistant station agent
Belfast,, in place of Ralph W. Smith resigned.
at

Arthur Staples of Citypoint went to Lynn,
Mass., last week to take a position on the
electric cars.

Mr. and Mrs. I. O. Pistes of

Mass., are visiting relatives
vicinity.

Fred J. Durham of Norfolk, Va., left for
home last Thursday after a visit to friends
in Waldo county.
R. Thompson and Walter Cooper left
Monday morning for a business trip
to St. John, N. B.

Harrington.

train

C. Thompson of Boston returned home
Monday from a visit to his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. E. R. Thompson.

the

miles north of Camcame

to

Belfast

Monday, arriving here about

noon.

schooner arrived here in the forenoon.
Mr. White was a house carpenter who had
lived in Searsport about three years. He
was formerly a resident of Bucksport for a
snort time, and was a widower with no im-

The

mediate relatives save a daughter residing
in Boston.
Lint little is km >vu of his ante-

He was about (JO yeai s of age.
'.’apt. Cuilis is in the stevedore business
in Brunswick and is visiting his old home in
Searsport. In getting the schooner under
the mooring here
way from
Saturday
night the boat’s painter caught around the
mooring spar and in clearing it Capt.. Curtis
lost o\ -rboard a gold watch worth £75.
cedents.

County Grange.

Mrs. Geo. R. Berry of Chicago, formerly
Miss Clough of Liberty, is a guest of Miss
Lena KernaUl.
ueorge £>. wins went to Fort Fairfield
to attend the Cougregationalist

A

annual

class of nine

was

instructed in the tilth

degree.

address of web tome

Edgecomb, and
Thompson, Esq.

was

by

the response

Mrs. Percy
Wm. P.

by

the Secretary and Treasurreports
er were read, both making very favorable
showings. Twelve meetings were held during the year and the fifth degree was conferof

The

red on
about

20b fourth

1,000 fifth

degree members, making
degree members m the

county.
The dinner

was

served

as

usual in

Monday

State Convention.
Mrs. Angeline Allenwood arrived at her
home in Belmont Saturday fivm a isit in
Manchester, N. 1 [.
Miss

I.utiier S. M

I'hia

Virgil
as

the din-

room <>f Equity Grange,
that Grange
furnishing tea, coffee, beans, etc., and the
members bringing lunch baskets.
At. the afternoon session the following
officers were elected : Worthy Master, James
G. Harding, Waldo; Overseer, B. F. Foster,
Freedom; Lecturer, Wm. D. Elliot, Knox ;

ing

Steward, N. A. Littlefield, Thorndike ; Gate
Keeper, Fred Clark, Belfast; Chaplain,

II.
Cunningham, Belfast; Ass’t.
Steward, E. E. Clements, Waldo; Secretary,
Chas. A. Levenseller, Waldo; Treasurer,
Howard Murphy, Belfast; Flora, Mrs. B. F.
Foster, Freedom ; Ceres, Mrs. J. G. Harding,
Waldo; Pomona, Mis. J.H. Cunningham,
Belfast; Lady Ass’t. Steward, Mrs. E E.
Clements, Waldo. The officers were installed by Past Master A. L. Mudgett of Belfast.
The next meeting will he held with Mystic Grange, Belmont, October Kith. The address of welcome will he by Mrs. Hannah
Janies

V. it-raiis,

Aamn

Alexander and the response by Joseph Ellis.
The question for discussionjwill be, “Resolved, That the income tax is a just tax.” The
program will include a recitation by Mrs. E.
P. Alexander, song by A. L. Mudgett, remarks by the sisters, and a program by Mys-

tic Grange.
The program of the day included reading
by Mrs. Mabel Miller; recitation by Mrs. E.
P. Alexander; song by sisters Wentworth

and Harding; song by Mrs. H. W. Edgcomb; reading by Mrs. J. H. Cunningham;
song by Freeman Wentworth; banjo solo byHarry McCorison; song by A. L. Mudgett.
A vote of thanks was passed to Equity
Grange for entertainment.

I.t.-xt-r T.

much pleasure by her singing.

[Bangor

The New York State association of hard
ware jobbers, one of the most important associations of the kind in the Empire State
at its recent election of officers chose for
its president Capt. Frederick Barker of the
firm of Barker, Rose & Gray, Elmira. The
Elmira Daily Advertiser of Sept. 18th says:
No greater compliment could he paid to
our fellow townsman than the above announcement, and anything the Advertiser

only

a

secondary

matter.

Captain

Barker is not only well blit favorably known
a man strong in principle and integrity.
That he will be an honor to the organization
that has honored him, and fillti 11 the new
duties developing upon him with his usual
care and good judgment, one can prophesy
without fear.
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Mrs. (,«eii. T. Sto-aha’i:

-f

\..;.s.ts

<V\,

Mo., and her mother, Mrs. 1 :v
f p,r
l\n, N. Y.. who have teen sj.-nd.iig th.
summer in Belfast, left lor hum- i ■.,■ s.i )V
Mrs. Lydia A. Ifateh arrive.
day morning from a visit to hei

,--s-

>>-,

Mm

••.

H. Farnliam of Dedham. Mass. Mrs
Farnliam came \% 'th her for a shis r

W.

The many friends of Dr. and Mrs. L \Y
Pendleton of Portland will learn with
gret of the death of their son Da:
The sad
>

|

news was receded by
telegraph v-st-: la;,
The funeral will be to-morrow, Frd r- .afternoon.

I he
The

Belfast

Schools.

monthly teachers’ meeting
the Super,ntem -nt’s

held at

Friday afternoon, at 1 o'■
meetings are to he held regular!;.
row.

Whig.

Mrs

Kuowlton.

day:

say is

to

a

pi'.-n

been visiting rel :v«
j’.
Pittsfield Monday for.* -h rt

Mrs. H

former resident

Two large audiences gneted Mis> Charlotte Thorndike Sibley Sunday i:i Bangor,
one at the Y. M. C. A. men's
meeting in the
afternoon at 4 o’clock with Mrs. W A Nelson as vocalist and Mrs. E. E. Pirk, an uiiipanist, and the other at the Central Church
in the evening, where Miss Sibley spoke1 to
the young people’s societies.
Miss Sibley's
talks were excellent and were heard with
much interest. Mrs. Nelson gave her hear-

a

(Ir*-goiy "f Chicago are in B-ifa^’
days visiting tlieir mother, Mm.

The following are delegates from Belfast
the Y. P. C. E. meeting at Waterville to-

can

as

I

;•
-ns

iy mhv d
Mrs. J M. Leighton, Mrs. Id H. W
Miss Croshv are spending the \v-« d .»
Point.

for

Kingsbury.

:

.<

Bradshaw
I lurh.-c
In-me Tu.-sday T en

Hr. W. M.

N. Winslow and

Miss Ethel Barr, Miss Ada Marriner,
Miss Edith Brown, Miss Bernice Rogers,
Harry French, Rev. C. JE Wells. Others in
attendance are Mrs. R. W. Rogers, Mrs.
Fred Brown, Mrs. Sherman Swift, Mrs. S.

s

meeting Mom1

lip the Fast Braiwh

The Journal had a call Monday from Mr
C. E. Heath of the. Castle Square Theatre,
Boston, who with his mother is visiting relatives here. Mr. Heath is the son of
Henry

as

w

.■

Dr. E. J. Crooker left Augusta Momlav
for Searsmont, called there
by the
critical condition of his brother, Dr. P. A.
Crooker, who is not expected to recover
from an accident which he received a short
time ago. [ Kennebec Journal.

Belfast.

••••!,

•-

a
v.

Charles B. H i/ndtim- and B
left Monday ha
tisi.ing and

noon

of

,f Morn:;

comrade-in-arms,

Jones ieft hv steamer
friends in Massachusetts. Mrs. Charles I'ph.iin of Somerville, who has been visiting in East Belfast,
returned with them.

a

t

A. K. C.ark «.'<:•

i.»

the

at

returned

visit to

deceased,

e

Hask-il
and
Jessica arriv-d Tu-sdny fo,
IP's Hint her. Mrs A A. • irit >n.

went

d-

!

n

diaries

Mrs.

James Varnum was a guest of Capt.
Mrs. N\ S. Lord last week. She was on
her way from Brooksville, where she had
been visiting relatives, to lmr Lane in Somerville, Mass.

ers

hr r

mein

who 1

|

■

to spt ml the wii

ia

Bev. IF I. Holt

Mrs.

now

ss

course.

Miss Cora Fames left Tuesday
in p. st- n. after whmi. -1

and

Heath,

M

n.

isoli left. Mond.sy t-r P1
ade!
the University of 1’,•** ,...

two years

a

Mr. and

A.

;■

visit

Capitol.

to

enter

mm, va

children left, by
New York, where they
are to reside in future, Mr. \V i nslow
having
gone into business there. Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
A. Quiniby accompanied them to Boston and
returned home Tuesday.

! 1.

and Mrs. If. 1). M di
M onday fr u: a three w-.-k.-*'
soli Charles in Farmington.

B. Mii'iken of the Pension Bureau,
Washington, D. C who lias been spending
his vacation in Camden and
Belfast, left
Friday to resume his duties at the National

Saturday’s boat

visit

Mr

Mr. N.

Mrs. T.

I-

ia for

F. H. Fairbanks and wif<
a Boston
:sit*-d
relatives m Belfast last w eek, are. unpar.md
by their friends,Mr. and Mrs. Nichols. They
were returning home from a
trip to Bar Harbor.

a

to

Ceo. A. Palmer and wife r II >w *.:
arrived Tuesday for a
sit to frien N
*
11y, Belfast and vicinity.

in New

Saturday for

Southvv.-rth of Tli ma-ton

J

Monday

Edith M. South worth.

York this week f, r styles
and to buy goods. She wili return uni.
Miss 8. early next week.

last

Alice

arrived

Mr. amt Mrs. P. M.

meeting of Waldo County
Pomona Grange was held with Equity
Grange, Belfast, Sept. 22d. The day was
stormy, vet there was a good attendance.
Worthy Master A. A. Ginn presided, ami
every officer was present. Seventeen Granges
were reported as follows:
Star of Progress,
Jackson, by T. J Dill: Rising Sun, Knox,
W.
D.
Elliot
Silver
;
Harvest, Waldo, by
by
Eugene Clements: Comet, Swanville, byAlfred Stinson; Seven Star, Troy, l»y James
G. llarding; Farmers’ Pride, Linroluville,
by D. A. Wadlin; Honesty, Morrill, by F.
j A. Gray; Mystic, Belmont, by O. C. Cammett; Union Harvest, Montviile, by M. E.
Harriman Dingo, Freedom, by Moses Clements; South Bianch, Prospect, by A. A.
Ginn; Equity, Belfast, by Henry Davidson;
Granite, North Searsport, by A. Stinson;
Seaside, Belfast, by A. L. Mudgett; Victor,
Searsmont, by Bro. Googins; Ritchie, Waldo, by J. G. Harding; Hillside, Thorndike,
by N. A. Littlefield.
Tlie

Miss

Belfast is

East

Town.

of Old

Mrs. Walter Lyman of Reading, Mass., returned home last Friday from a visit to
friends in Belfast.

milliner,

Alveta Stratton of

Mrs.

visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles Hammond

H.

i.s

Whitman,

Belfast and

in

Mrs. David H. Libby left
Tuesday mornfor a visit to relatives in Ellsworth and

E.

Soule,

visit

in

An intended cruise of the schooner yacht
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Judkins and
Clara of Belfast came to an unexpected and
daughter
disastrous termination Sunday morning. of Bangor were in Belfast last week visiting
Capt. Samuel Curtis of Brunswick, Ga., and Mrs. J.’s sister, Mrs. Henry Carrow.
Mr. William White of Searsport left here
Charles E. Paul will return to the Massaabout 8.0O o’clock Saturday evening for a chusetts Institute of
Technology next Monfishing cruise. The wind was light and day, after spending his vacation at home.
and
at
1o’clock Sunday morning
bathing
Robert C. Coombs and wife were in Belthey were off Gilkey’s Harbor light. Mr. fast, last week for a short visit.
They are
White, who had been below, came on deck employed in the Knox Woolen Mill in Camat that time and relieved Capt. Curtis, who
den.
had been sailing the vessel. Shortly afterMr. and Mrs. B. F. Cushing ,jf Lvnu,
wards Capt. Curtis went below and turned
returned home last Friday from t
in.
About b o’clock he was awakened by i Mass.,
visi' to Mrs. C.’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. S.
tlie vessel striking bottom, and on coming
Staples.
on deck found her ashore and Mr. White
tl. ('. Marden left Monday to attend ti■.
missing. He at once got an anchor out and
races at Rigby Park.
He drove across the
with the assistance of some fishermen, who
came to his assistance, hauled her oil.
H
; country by team to Augusta and took the
1 train from there.
then went to Camden and notified c
ahdolin lb Dunton has resigned as teacher
cers, aftei einp.oying the fishermen
bnug
the vessel to Belfast.
At Camden ne met a
in the Lewiston High school and lias enteryachting party from Bucksport in the sloop ed the oliice of Ids brother, lb L. Dunton,
Annie E. Spencer, who said that they saw
Esq., to read law.
the schooner in th .bay about da\ light, sailMiss South worths

ing aimlessly, as though no one was
wheel, am! the\ could see m one on

Smith of Prospect arrived
her brother, Charles F.

A.

Ginn.

Mrs. E. M. Hall, Misses Ella Whitmore and
Lucy Darby w-ent to Boston Saturday for a
short visit.

by

western

Mr. Herbert Plummer of Tlmmaston visited friends in Belfast the first of the week.

urer.

Afternoon, Reports of Superintendents
continued, and election of officers.
Evening, Address by Miss Agnes E. Slack

increase of pension has been granted
Joseph W. Crockett of Belfast.

Mrs. Percy B. Redman left for Fort Fairfield Sunday to visit relatives.

Thursday from

Business meeting, to include
reports of Corresponding Secretary, Treas-

to

An

visit to

a

etc.
Afternoon.

city

Tuesday

Thursday

TUESDAY.

tbe

in

was

Dr. E. L. Stevens recently visited relatives in Troy.
Geo. AY. Frisbee is serving as policeman
at tbe Unity fair.

Mrs. S. I,. Blake of South Boston visited
friends in Belfast last week.

Devotional meeting and busimeeting opened, to include the usual
routine work, appointment of committees,

The

Wellington, g.g., H. L. Williams, Hartlaml.l 1
Comet, l>. g E. T. Bessey, Brooks.4 5 5
Time, 2.37 1-4 ; 2.39 1-4; 2.32.
2.20 class. Purse $250.

R.
week

Forenoon.

S.

3
2
4

R. S. Davis of Camden

yesterday.

day for

ness

Waldo

St. Patrick, g.g.,W. W. Woodman, Rockland .6 7
Camille, b. m., W. A. Peering, Orland.. .7 3
]>uad,ch.s., G. B. Ingraham, West Rock3
6
port.
Haroldson, b. s., L. L. Gentner, Belfast.. 4 5
Arthur B., b. g., W. H. West, Belfast-2 2
Combine, g.m.. H. L.Williams. Hartlaml.l 1
Little Miss, b. in., C. H. Nelson.5 4
Time, 2 24 1-2 ; 2.24 1-2; 2.24 3-4 ; 2.24 1-2.

PERSONAL.

on

The program of the State convention will
include the following:

j^uu.

until Friday morning.
connected with the fair passed
Wvandott— W. P. Woodworth, 1st; Geo. offEverything and
people went home satispleasantly
0 Holmes, 2d.
fied, ami they will come again ami bring
White Wyaudott—Geo. O. Holmes, 1st.
them.
.their friends with
Geese— A. J. Kenuiston, 1st; W. P. WoodAmong the exhibits not mentioned above
worth, 2d.
was a
fine show of farm implements and
A.
P.
J.
KeuWoodworth, 1st;
Ducks—W.
machinery by Hardy & Conaut of Bangor.
nistou, 2d.
Their display was made up of a great variety
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
of things useful on the farm and attracted a
Collection apples—G. W. Snow. Newhurg, great deal of notice.
F. O. Day of Brooks hail a choice collec1st : James Bickford, Carmel, 2d; D. Lihbv,
tion of furniture in the building set apart for
Winterport, Md.
fall
W.
varieties
such
Five
apples—G.
Snow,
purposes, while several smaller exhibits of useful and ornamental things were
1st; A. L. Croxford, East Dixmont, 2d; F.
scattered in different places over the grounds.
Prescott, Newhurg, Md.
As usual, the Waldo and Penobscot fair
Five varieties winter apples—G.W. Snow,
was a great success.
1st: Benj. Fish, 2d : A. B. Loring, Carmel, Md.
1st.

PERSONAL.

Convention.

The arrangements are now
nearly completed for the State Convention of the
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union,
which is to be held in this city next Tues-

J. G. Trask, 2d.

Littlelield. 1st; W. W.

year

State

NIMBER 39.

day, Wednesday and Thursday. The meetings will be held in the Methodist church.
Visiting delegates are to be given free entertainment, our citizens having responded
Libby,2d.
Kings—G. W. Snow, 1st; J. R. Littlefield, generously in offers of hospitality.
For
Brooks, 2d.
such as can only be accommodated with
Baldwin—G. W. Snow, 1st; W. P. Woodlodging by their entertainers meals will be
worth, 2d.
Wine Apple—G. W. Snow, 1st; G. W. served in the Baptist vestry, to which place
Toothaker, Dixmont, 2d.
all contributions of food should be sent.
Crab Apples—W. P. Woodworth, 1st;
Flowers, etc., for decorations should be sent
Benj. Fish, 2d.
Northern Spy—G. W. Snow, 1st; N. L. to the Methodist church.
The officers o?the Belfast Union
King, South Etna, 2d.
request a
Bi ick Oxford—James Bickford, 1st; W. full attendance at the
meeting this afterP. Wuodworth, 2d.
noon, the last meeting before the State conPears—Levi Rich, Jackson, 1st; I). Libby, vention, as matters of importance will come
2d.
up. There will be no meeting of the Belfast
Cranberries— W. P. Woodworth, 1st: L. II.
Union next week. The entertainment committee has been unable to see every
Butler, Monroe, 2d.
one, but
those desiring to aid by receiving guests will
Grapes—G. W. Snow, 1st.
Tomatoes—H. F. Leavitt, Newburg, 1st; please send their names to the chairman, 23
G. W. Snow, 2d.
High street. The majority of the delegates
Wheat—James Bickford, 1st: A. B. Lur- will come by train Monday evening.

In

steadily growing

The W. C. T. LI.
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afternoon before the last Mi •.
month.
s
The regular meeting
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mittee will be he. 1 m \r M a-i
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Landing sehoolhouse t a.
Friday
A new
h is
afternoon, at 1 o’.y.ek.
ig
been procured and the teacher, M ss Hi*-v- n.
•'

is

preparing for

exercises

that

\\:il

n-

struetive to the pupils and -uteres:,ug
the spectators. The present it>n spe.- i. a ill
be by Prof. ,1.
Whitten.
Al; ater-slcd
are invited to be present.
been
stolen
from
tin school
The Hag has
at the I'nioii District, bet the teacher. Miss
Edith L. Burgess, gave the less.-ns just the
same.
She has also prt cured .• new pole
and is raising money for a new Hag.
S. Y**uug, who
Mr. t
Lincolnvili.k.
has been spending a few week’s va at ion
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Young,

returned to Massachusetts on >londa\ night’s
boat. Mr. Young has been connected with
the McLean Hospital at Waverly, Mass., for
the past six years and the new buildings
erected last year at a cost of SL*r»'MM*H) p ace
this hospital among the best in the world.
Mr. Young at present holds the responsible
position of assistant business manager.

Revenue.

More

Problem Mill lonfrmt Next President. Extra
Session of Congress is S'III Expected. Treasury
Statement

Since July 1

[Special Despatch

to

Very Bad One.

a

tlie Boston

Herald.]

N\ a-him.ton, D. C., Sept. Id, 1890.
Tie ciiiNieiiou that an extra session of
will be required to provide for
(. ei,'_u
1; i»•;tse of the revenue has not been
an
imp :.•••; among treasury officials by recent p< litieal events. A victory tor either
NO Kii It \
Bryan in November, with
favorable to their views, would
a v
result in an extra session for
1 io m
tlie pn'i-H' of tariff legislation in the
>c or free silver legislation in the
one
othei.
Sonic doubt has been felt xvl:etlier it
Would be wort-: while for McKinley to
call au extia session, if it should be apparent that the Republicans lack a working majority in the Senate over and above
The Republicans
the sil\ei deserters.
have laid so much stress, however, upon
the unw isdom of permitting a deficit and
selling bonus to provide revenue, that
they are not expected to perpetuate this
condition of things, even until December. In >7.
The opponents of the free silver movement. without distinction of party, believe that there will be a revival of business activity as soon as it is
definitely
known that the United States proposes
to adhere to the gold standard.
This revival of activity will mean larger customs
receipts and larger internal revenue payThe custom.-, receipts, especially,
ments.
will mount rapidly upward if a general
tariff rates is expected as the
inert a > e
bepullicau success. This
sequence >*f
.1
th( < ustoms
:li :r is apparent that the Kepubi-vi
(
cai
iu
tb«
ongiess to inThe
taiiff revision.
ri’U" '!.
_a mu:'
cu>a-nc receipts will probably
a. i.
•.■
>t!ongly 1 It until unitary, and
v.
:
educe maiked es; Us upon the
just Ay Maj. Mey emu gh t
abandt nine tile pro;, el of an
»

j

the revenue.
Doubling the beer tax
would get sound money Democratic votes,
but the fear of the liquor vote might deter the majority in rhe Senate from passing such a measure
There is one way in which the Republicans, if they control the next administration. might escape an extra session.
That is b\ passing a revenue hill during
the short session next whiter which would
meet the approval of President Cleveland.
The change in the duty on sugar or the
increase of the tax on beer might meet
this requirement.
A horizontal increase
of duties, except on sugar, as proposed iu
the Dingley bill, would not meet it. Such
a bill,
moreover, would be of doubtful
value as a source of increased revenue.
The effort to dispose of the matter at the
short session would probably be defeated,
in ary case, by filibustering in the Senate.
The silver men will be absolute masters
of the situation when they kuow that the
Congress expires by limitation on the 4th
of March.
Their situation will be very
different, and their power to filibuster
will be greatly impaired, if they met in
extia session under the necessity of filibustering through two successive years iu
order to prevent legislation.

NEWS OF THE

WEEK.

Maine Matters. A small grand stand
collapsed at the fair at Cherryfield Sept.
Oth and 100 persons were precipitated in a
mass, a dozen receiving broken bones and
internal injuries.
The fair ground was
the sceue of intense excitement over a re
The report that many had been killed.
port that Capt. John Leighton of Mildied
of
the
excitebridge
fright during
He had an attack
! mem was a mistake.
I *4' heart disease, to which he is subject,
and was c.uried home unconscious, but
now has recovered
his usual health.
| There are ifT.’J students at the State Col! ii'ge, including lit- freshmen. The class
| iu modern languages is so large that Pres1 blent Harris thinks it advisable to have
j another instruct'd and will call a meeting
extra ».■*>:■ n.
>l Hie trusiees soon.John Kay of bkowbegan, aged ~S>, was <vmpleteiy buried :n
.;11 y show : ng
V.
has been a very* a ditch sixteen feet deep, while digging a
:s
i;
siuee July 1, and has sewer, the wails wiving.
He was dead
v j.
ait aceii m united de licit in
when taken <*ut.
He ieft a widow and
;*Tii> ami a half nearly equal to one cliil i
fx\.
In Iloulton just now potatoes
< elicit for tlie
last fiscal year. are selling at about 70 cenis per barrel.
i i:T:.>
"oii.uiiij werse than tlie showAbout 40 carloads have been shipped
-amt
The re- front the iloulton station over the 1) A A
ing
period in In'.'
:
In*
:
be
Jiseal
!«.u
the
10
railroad, this season.The September
cip*year
were
.ng >ept. l_u 1
meeting at Rigby Park will be held Sep: o the expenditures were 8s7.tember gist. t«* goth.
There will be 17
g in \ he receipts for the same period stakes. >-,000 each, and 7<» eligible start•.
Robert J., Joe Patcheu, John R.
y o have been s07.«L'-g' and tlie ers.
.res ‘have been N>.S.«i02,1 17.
The Lent]}. Frank Agan, Stai Pointer, Fanexpenditures have been chief- J tasy. Rencther, Kentucky Union. Wm.
payment of N'». 000,000 for Penn. Onoqua and Uulda will .ill try and
bounty, win>sc constitutionality ! oic.i.- men nroriis. .-several oi uii'iii
o’, the supreme court against
int*ii 11 to make the mile in *2
minutes, it a
<
tl:-.
oiu] t l-olb.-r Bo wit. r.
possible thing.1. C. Libby has decided

]
j

|

■

lne amount
to the record made in 1892.
taken to date is 37,48S barrels, as compared with 10,552 in 1895, 30,482 in 1894,
28,435 in 1893, 38,184 in 1892 and 23,583
in 1891. The receipts of fresh mackerel,
too, are very large to date, being 34,408
barrels, almost a third larger than the
best in the preceding live years.Game
Warden Benjamin Atwood had a long
chase after Poacher Hollis D. Jordan of
He first got upon Jordan's
Waltham.
track at Aurora and after following him
all over Hancock county caught him at
Spectacle pond. Jordan was arraigned
in the Bar Harbor municipal court and
He could not pay so went to
lined 840.
Ellsworth jail in default.

|

The Treasury Department
In Bkii;i
has received information that 1,000 proi spectors, now in the mining region of
I Alaska, are in a destitute condition, and
! that if they are not brought down this
fall to the States by United States war
j vessels, they run the risk of starving durThe men are
j iug the coming winter.
! represented as without means with which
j to pay their way on vessels of the North
i American
Commercial Company and
Alaska Commercial Company.The
National Council of American Mechanics
at Worcester, Mass., Sept. 10th, voted not
to receive into membership any person
who deals in or manufactures spirituous
The proposition to drop
i or malt liquors.
! from the by-laws the word “white** as
relating to the receiving of members
i for initiation into the order was defeated.
I.The Society of California Pioneers of
i New England held their ninth annual re: union and
banquet at the United States
I Hotel, Boston, Sept. 10th. The secretary
! writes that twenty of the members have
The society has a
i died the past year.
;
membership of about 300.The pacer
.John IE Gentry won a race at Indianapolis
Sept. 1.0th with Star Pointer by a neck, in
! 2.01 12.

j

|

ii

eet

j

>

.>

;i.i>

iu.ru

t" construct

uu-

!iit*li paid $3o,l)W, bs3
•• n ks
:
of Iami have
i ];: i..i the correspondfiscal year ls'.»7.
.*i !!•<
The
'eg .i
receipts adva.iced from
■>
I last yeai \
>30,8]'>.08.8 this
:!ie\ a;e not likely to fall back,
yi
«'.•
tu-asury balance is now
I ii:*:l a
’iioic
year ago, and
This >01*1)00,8-ig.8-M.71k.
*.
v.-r. is all that remains of the
aiized from the last bond
i
diu-rem-c lias gone to bridge
:
t io,
tic
last year and this, and to
redemption of some Pacific
u.
td b.cjds.
Th« month of Septemwed a .-airi-Ms last year, and
may
i•1 s" ibis yea*, but the receipts for 12
.'
.a'
alieiidy $1,000,000 less than a
year ago.
u

|
j

1

1

•••

■

’■

m-a>ury is better quipped to meet
oeiiiaiid loi currency than was the
••»>« ;• car. an*: the recent
development
?id> demand i> helping to protect the
n--“i
The next I'resident may be
m an
•ave.
immediate bond issue as
1'-,.; i.i the
.a
operations now going oil
'o
ho ]
gold into the treasury. A
••me.
■: ->lM.tKK.»,000 in
currency is exiii’ >■
New Orleans during the next
i
two v. vks. including the million or two
aheee v paid out.
’!
m<-nttary pressure upon the New
^ *i »■ Panics is leading them to surrender
<i in exchange for currency
and]
k
g"ld at the New York subj
f<
a
nge
currency deliv.'cw berc.
Tiie deposit of a considtantity of Australian gold at
!>cn. which is now promised,
wii
n.ibie the banks to liave curr-ncy
oi‘1 at various points where t is
m•"
(xi-liange for ibis gold.
Then.
h
icting Secretary
d; _rant tiie request, which is
ii
; k'
be made, fm the acceptance of
coin
.>;il 1-j-aneisi-o by the government
in
e*'ii ii n
fh< delivery of cun••ncy at I
designate-! points.
i
reserve
will probably touch
j
11'
no before the
present upward
i> at an end.
The amount post1*

■

_

••

1

—
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a

big poultry establishment

in his deer park at Waterville and has
several workmen already engaged on the
buildings. He is now constructing one
building with a nice brick basement,
which is to be 40 feet square.
Another
building is to be .40 feet wide and 400 feet
long and still another will be live feet
wide and 400 feet in length.
These buildings will become the pleasant homes for
5.000 hens, 2.000 ducks and 1,000 geese.
Two elk and a pair of peacocks are soon
to be added.William Henry Foster, a
Maine war veteran, died Sept. 10th of heart
disease at Hyde Lark, Mass. He was born
at Norway, Me., May 14, 1822.
lie served four years in the army, enlisting in
i802.
Five children and a widow survive.
.A brakeman by the name of Charles
Leavitt, employed on the work train of
the Portland and Pumford Falls railroad,
was run over and instantly killed at Sumner Sept.
10th.
He was standing on a
step on the front end of the engine such
as is used on yard
engines when in some
way he lost his balance or his foot slipped
and the engine ran over him, mangling
him terribly and severing his head from
his body.The law court Sept. 12th
handed down a decision in the Getchell
murder case, which was tried at Augusta
in 1804, and in which a motion was made
to set aside the verdict of guilty of murder in the first degree.
The respondent,
Mrs. Clara Getchell of Sidney, was accused of causing her husband’s death by administering to him strychnine, mixed
with some gin and sulphur that lie was accustomed to drink before meals. The law
court dismisses the appeal, and denies the
motion for a new trial.The Imperial
House at » >ld Orchard, a four story wooden structure containing 450
rooms, owned
by a syndicate ot Saco men, and leased by
1). A. 8wan. was destroved by fire Sept.
12th.
The loss is estimated at >45,000.
mce foi 815,000.
The few
guests in the bouse escaped in their night
chillies.
The lire is thought to have been
set by an incendiary.
A part of the furniture and all the silverware was saved.
The Imperial was built in 1874 by Eliison
Seavey at a cost of s 100,000. aud was considered one of the best hotels on the Maine
coast.

Orders

Placed—If

Wrn.

McKInlc)

js

Prospective Bruu i>ni Throttles Ruslliess.
Wholesale houses, commission houses
and jobbers of New Vork have been receiving orders contingent on the election
Not all have reoi William McKinley.
A
ceived such or«iers. but many have.
large order received from the West a few
one
of
the
most
prominent,
days ago by
woolen commission houses in the dry
district
was
conditioned
as
follows:
goods
“The March delivery of this order is
conditional and subject to change and reduction iu the event oi the election of W.
J. Bryan."
The head of the house, who, for business reasons, foibade the use of his name,
said:
"This is a sample of many orders
mi

n.ive

me,

iin

uni

in ii

Our customers

are

sending

us

small orders or none at all.
“Here is an extract from a letter which
is typical of many we have on rile: ‘My
customers say they are waiting until we
know whether we are to have dollar dollars or ">U-cent dollars.’
The letter was from E. A. (Jay of Rochester, X. Y., who is a manufacturer of
specialties in brass.
Besides these contingent orders, there
has been much talk in the dry goods district of payment in gold.
A reporter for
the Journal could not find anyone who
had made that requirement, but John C.
Eames of H. B. G’laflin & Co., of No. 2z4
Church street, said: “We have heard of
several orders placed in the West in the
agreement for which the New York
houses who placed them required a clause
stipulating for payment, in gold. These
orders were on long time.”
Most of the business men admitted that
they had considered the advisability of a
gold requirement, but said tlievi had not
given serious thought to the subject because free
silver was a long way off,
granting even the most extravagant
claims of the Bryan men.
The result of the election in Maine has
had a most cheering effect in wholesale
quarters, as well as elsewhere. Many of
the big houses are sure McKinley will be
elected and are not worrying any more
about politics.
[Boston Journal.
Silver

Money

anil

Kansas, says:
There are about 125,000 families in the
State, and there were about 10,000 babies
born in Kansas last year, yet so many people have left the State that the natural increase is cut down to less than 2,000 net.
This has been going on for eight years.
The effect upon the material welfare of
the State has been fully as disastrous as
it has upon its growth in population. The
Gazette says on this poiut:
Every moneyed man in the State who
could get out without great loss has gone.
Every month in every community sees
some one who lias a little
money pick up
and leave the State. This has been
going on
for eight years.
Money is being drained
out all the time.
In towns where 10 years
ago there were three or four, or half a dozen

Passes Belief
Years with

CANCER ON THE LIP,
AND IS CURED BY

AYERS Hi
Mr.

Nicholson says:

“I consulted docfor me. but to
began to

tors who
prescribed
no purpose; the cancer

: -La.; to

more.

We are now asked to entrust the govof Georgia to a party which has
done this work of desolation lor Kansas.
The fair promises and the high profession of Populist leaders cannot blind the
eyes of our people to the results of practical experiments with Populism wherever
it has been tried.
[Atlanta, Ga., Journal.
ernment

heal.

I n three

mouths my lip began to ln-al. and. after
using the Sarsaparilla for six months,
the last trace of the cancer disappeared.’’

Aver’soX Sarsaparilla

A Gem from

Admitted at the World's Fair.
I

li's
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liiyulatc the lluivels•
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Boston
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/lAKtKS

THE

BOSTON

DERBY.

AN UP-TO-DATE HAT
FOIt

FHLL

5t-—WINTER

Any

man who wears one of our new
COX M ATS immediately becomes an

admiration==-not of
of everybody who
and let

us

himself
sees

help you

to

style W ILobject of

alone

him.

hut

Hepudiationist

men

wiitten

SUCCESSOR TO

Erskine,

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN

ARNESSES,
ROBES,
BLANKETS,
HALTERS,

’■

MATS.

,

►*-*-

TRUNKS,

*

BAGS,
WHIPS,
ETC., ETC.

Custom Harnesses.
ALSO SUCCESSOR TO

—

Carriage

Trimmer.

Harness

repairing In all its branches and
Carriage Trimming done promptly

|

order at the most reasonable
rates.
to

All persons having unsettled areounts with the
late firm are requested to rail and settle with the
14tf
undersigned at the old stand.

C, E. STEVENS,

-.

No

59 Main Street, Belfast, Me.

KLtttMNd !0 utflTH.
Time

was

when doctors resorted to bleed-

ing and cupping as a cure for all diseases.
They were correct in supposing that in 'disease the blood is impure but they were uot
correct in supposing that to let out the blood
would remove the disease, as that method
would only cure the disease at the expense
of life,
We now know that the best way is to
purify the blood, and so enable the blood to
ilo its work as intended by nature. The
mineral water, Yysilanti Specific, is the
greatest blood purifier known. It is nature’s
awn true remedy and should be in every
house. If your dealer does not supply you
with this water, write to the Ypsilanti
Specific Co., at 104 Broad St., Boston, and
they will see that you are supplied.

To Tax Payers.
I shall he at my oflice in Memorial building
ivery day from 10 a. m. to 12 m., and 2 to 4 p. m.,
mtil August 15. All persons who wish to avail
ihemselves of the discount «»f four per cent, on
rtieir

taxes must

pay

by August 15,1890.

F. MASOM, Collector.
•
Belfast, July 30, 1896.
H.

high grade,

and the k
chew because c

the poor men can afford" to
great size.
**
”
A 5<ent piece of
Battle Ax
is almost
the size of the 10-cent piece of other high

t
;

brands.

an important pair of niters
Tile, a
there will be trouble sure
The power of that mat velions ;a mehv.

Are
or

ist hi. k.

is sufficient

to enable it to scout
That is win- Bright’s 1 >i sense and Ins!
not stay where it comes.
It is n pretty yutul thin,
in the house.
Have von pot it
Our 1 linin' Ti i/u / t In'
sent for
ts i
to pay postage, tells
it. and Is v ••

perfectly.
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FIXE LIXE OF

F. A, Robbins,

chew because of its

Now is the time to

Dollar.”

continue to harp
upon the idea that a gold standard dollar
is a “200-cent dollar.”
Let us see where
such an assumption would lead.
\V. ,1.
or
“Silver Dick” Bland, or “Coin”
llryan
would
not
dare to deny
Ilarvey himself,
that every form of value in this country is
now measured by the “200-cent dollar."
Let us see who it is that is hurt by such
a dollar, presuming that it realh exists.
Let us see especially how it affects the
farmer.
Last year the corn crop was valued at
8‘>07, 000,000. Upon the theory of a “200cent dollar” this crop was actually worth
$1,1:>4,000,000. The cotton crop, for the
same year,
was valued at
$202,000,000.
According to the free silverites, its true
value was $‘>24,000,000. The hay crop, in
like manner, was valued at $:l'n:l,000,no0.
If Mr. Bryan and his able assistants are
right the owners of this hay really received about $780,000,000 for it.
The
value of the wheat crop was $2:18,000,000.
On a “200-cent dollar” basis it brought in
exchange for other commodities $47*'.,-

an

wf*.

Reed

Prosperity:’’

“200-Cent

A

MASONIC TEMPLE.

~

o*

Come in

Dwight P. Palmer,

Stevens &

‘‘Protection and

he handsome.

Haven,

’daUa'

Speaker

lias said and

Somehow or other, times like these* are !
great educators.
How very line used to
be the sneer about lifting one’s self
by
the boot straps! How dear used also to I
seem the demonstration that taxes could
j
create nothing! What a line, large mouth !
the consumer had those days, and how i
pum and unworthy seemed the hands of
the producer! Now the untilled mouth
has discovered who owns the hands. Tin.-,
book will show you that this has been the
history of nations, a hundred times: nay,
it has been the history of our nation
half a score of times in our short life.
Like the Spanish Hraudee in the Cemcteiy
we were
well and wanted to be better,
took medicine, and here we are.
Is it
worth while to undergo this death and
resurrection again:* We shall never do it
if we lay last hold on the facts of the universe.
There may be a time come when
nations will be no more, when the brotherhood of man may be established, when
communication may be so rapid, when we
shall be so equally advanced iu civilization, that nobody will care where In* lives
or is buried: when distance shall break no
ties, and when the universal language is
spoken by everybody without accent; in
that time we may lose nationality and become citizens of the world.
Then free
trade may reign.
Hut such a time will
not happen within the hundred years
which centre in that week when two English speaking nations were ready to clutch
each other by the throat about a boundary
thousands of miles away, and the Herman
emperor was ready to fight the kingdom
of his grandmother about some people in
Africa whose ancestors left the fatherland
so long ago that
history is not quite sure
that they did leave it.
Nationality is a
fact, brotherhood is a hope.
Perhaps if
we live up to our fact,
that may be the
best way to arrive at our hope.

^STYLES

Workingmen.

by!

lieed

Ax” because

Because of the economy there is in buying i
Because of its low price. It’s the kind the

many pungent paragraphs but none betthan the following in his introduction

tries.

New

h.

Everybody likes “Battle
exceedingly fine quality.

ter

Wage Earners Bard) Exist in Free Coinage Conn
The

3

or one or

Encouraged by this result. 1 persevered. until ii^ a month oi so the sore
my chin

Everybody Likes It.”

money
try by

spread to my chin, and I suffered in
agony for seven long years. Finally. 1
1 began taking Ayer's Sarsaparilla. In
a week or two I noticed a

under

“

lending concerns stimulating indusfurnishing capital, there is now none,
two that are looking after the interest and principal already outstanding.
No one brings au\ money into Kansas
any

Eat into the Flesh.

.111;

fewer and fewer of them, and we hope
the result in Maine will stop them. Many
of our customers apologize for the smallness of their orders and
assure us that
they would be larger if sih t were killed.*’
•John Sherman, manager for the Waterbary Brass Company, with manufactory
at Waterbury and ollh-rs at No. -hr, Broadway, said: “Our business is stagnant because of the uncertainty of the money

question.

Xicholson.

Mr. Jas. E. Nicholson,
Florenceville,
N. B., Struggles for Seven Long

How

c

K.

Almost

Fleeted.

Ct., Register iias
interview with Gen. \V. W.
Skiddy of Stamford, once on Gov. Waller’s staff. The general goes into the political situation minutely, aud says that lie
believes that men of the Bryan stamp are
: f.j
?j Saturday was
more
8113,000,dangerous to the future success,
i-sis!,mt Treasurer Jordan teleand even the prosperity of the country,
com New
York that several
Political Points.
lion. Garret A. than open revolution or secession would
a
re were in the
He says that the Stamford Manufacassay office in Hobart, Republican candidate for vice- be.
i“t counting, or were definitely President, lias made public liis letter of turing
Company, of which he is the head,
>.i <i.
An
]‘ri
increase of the reserve to acceptance.
He takes a logical and forci- purchases large quantities of raw matedHKi.oiio would enable the
treasury to ble stand on the platform and declares for rials from silver standard countries.
c-et a c onsiderable
export demand in honesty and protection and sound money.
Gen. Skiddy says: “In these countries
•hum try and February without
carrying He gave a clean cut analysis of the Demo- we pay the full wages demanded, which
the reserve below $100,000,000.
Populist currency vagaries.Gen. John vary from 25 cents to 50 cents a day in
T1 «■ gold reserve stood at
$103,248,218 C. Black has written a letter formally de- the money of the country. This money
on bcl. 2>, l8‘.»3.
just before the present clining the nomination of the national we secure by exchange (based, of course,
administration entered office. It is be- Democratic party of Illinois for
governor. on American gold), aud get two to one,
lieved to be the ambition of
Secretary It is understood the executive committee the result being that, on a gold basis, the
< arlisle to
turn, this reserve over uuim- has decided to replace Gen. Black with above wages represent from 12 1-2 cents
].aiied to his successor, but he probably ex-Congressman \V. S. Forman, the pres- to 25 cents per day of our
money.
does r.ot care to materially increase it.
ent nominee for attorney general on the
“These low wages aie due to the desame ticket.Senator Carter of Moncondition
of
these
countries
plorable
1 1 .«• new
President, if lie is a supporter tana has come out squarely for McKinley. caused by tlie single standard of silver.
-4 '!:«* gold
will
be
confronted Hitherto he has been reckoned with the Manufacturing interests a id international
standard,
by tw obligations on the 4th of March silver party.James M. Braden of trade have been almost en
irely destroyed
ne.v
ti. determine the deficit in
the reve- Washington, Pa., candidate for congress- and they rely mainly on the export of
!
•(» protect the
reserve.
The
and
James
Denton
gold
man-at-large,
Hancock, goods, and natural products of their soil,
•
pul i' ms have claimed that the aboli-! candidate for elector-at-large have liled no- and these governments are in such a
criptieii <■■! ; i,4* deficit would arrest the loss of i tices of withdrawal at the office of the
pled financial condition ;hat they are
-^n extra session of
Congress,there- secretary of State of the commonwealth. obliged to levy export duties on these
!' -1 ’• •'
1 • -«t
probably be asked to address I They are both active sound money Demo- products iu order to raise a revenue. The
l!
:
revenue problem lirst, and to j crats.Thurlow Weed
*;
Barnes, Republi- workingmen in these countiies do not live;
‘beg*.,, problem afterward.
can leader in the 12th
Congressional dis- they barely exist.
!]•• u! *>pect is considered
trict of New York city, recently wrote to
“Theories can be disputed, facts canbrighter
the Republicans for controlling a
major- tV. Bourke Coekran, practically tendering not, and these statements are the actual
ity in the Senate than was the case a him the Republican nomination for Con- condition now existing in these countries
-M
two ago.
The sweep of the sil- gress from that district.
Mr. Coekran where gold has been driven out aud silver
ver* mint was then so
powerful that ;t 1 replied declining the honor, but announc- is the only money used.”
seenm-o
}iiohable that silver senators ing his intention of voting for McKinley.
"'ou:«
it in the next Senate from Ken.In a letter to the Boston Herald Mr.
Powers’ Plurality 48,401.
tucky. Missouri. Kansas and the Dakotas, Edward Atkinson asserts that Englishh
the Republicans succeeded in men now hold a
large part of the silver There Here 82,749 Votes Cast Tor Him. The Tabelm*<>:■.,ug their President. There is now mines of this country, which produce
ulate! Vote.
more iiope of
choosing Republican sena- about 5,000,000 ounces a year. EnglishReturns from every city, town aud
tois in some of these States, but it is still
men also hold nearly all the other proplantation iu the State give, for governor,
doubtful it a majority in the Senate can ductive silver mines in the world.
It will Powers (Rep), 82,749; Frank (Dent), 34,be found wliich will
a
be
support
strong
seen, therefore, if Mr. Bryan should 288; Bateman (Pop), 3,157; Ladd, (Pro),
pioteetionist policy.
succeed in raising the price of silver to 2,307; Clifford (Nat.
Deni), 507. The Re4'lie new administration, in the absence ¥1.29 an ounce
by free coinage, he would publican plurality iu the whole State is
of a sound money Republican
not
is
the complete vote
majority,
punish England very severely.
48,401. Following
will have to choose between
for governor by counties:
winning the
support of the silver Republicans on the
Fisii and Game.
A letter received at
one hand and the
gold Democrats on the Gloucester from Georgetown!, P. E. I.,
i
§
other.
Some of the silver
Republicans dated Sept. 3d, confirms the previous reCounties.
3
7
may come back into the party traces if ports of a poor mackerel prospect in
they are badly whipped in November, but North Bay. Among the vessels at GeorgeAndroscoggin. 5,(till 2,293 320 169 40
they are likely to demand some conces- town at that time were the sells. Carrie Aroostook.
35
399
8
5,863
2,086
sions to silver before
they will vote for Dove, Marathon, Stranger, Richard Lester, Cumberland.10,630 5,117 127 433 217
protectionist legislation. This will drive and Hustler, all having an average of 25 Franklin. 2,681
801
64
5
68
59
36
Maj. McKinley to the sound money Dem- bbls., except the latter, which had just Hancock. 4.310 1,551 365
Kennebec.
2
703
171
243
20
8,057
ocrats.
They will stand steadfastly by arrived. The average catch of the bay Knox. 3,525 1,965 379 6(1 53
him in financial matters, and will
23
969
113
46
prob- lleet is from 15 to 30 bbls., sell. Joseph B. Lincoln. 2,815
ably be willing to change the law regard- Maguire being high line at 05 bbls. Oxford. 4,841 1,456 106 98 42
Penobscot
649
184
36
8,150
3,935
ing bond issues, or to authorize short Fishing at Moosehead is excellent, the
8
891
98
58
Piscataquis
2,352
term treasury certificates.
Their votes large fish having commenced to run. One Sagadahoc. 2,751
815
49
75
33
cannot be obtained,
Somerset.
152
13
203
4,774
2,076
however, when it gentleman caught four trout, the largest Waldo.
44
14
3,649 1,865 195
conies to general tariff revision.
They weighing five pounds and four ounces, Washington. 4,730 2,038 140 130
3
will p: ha-bly be found
to
of
Hie
meet
the
the
rest
were
while
willing
party
partaking York. 8,085 3,727 84 143 14
administration half way in providing new of their breakfast. Another gentleman
Totals.82,749 34,288 3,157 2,367 567
sources of revenue, but
they will insist on from Boston caught in about,four hours
having a share in naming the sources. six fish, the largest four pounds, and the
CASTOniA.
The reconstruction of the sugar
schedule, smallest, two and one-half pounds....The
changing the present ad valorem duty into New England catch of salt mackerel to
l! ™
a specific
duty, might have their approv- date is the largest, with one exception, in
aud
would add about $30,000,000 to the last five years and it comes
al,
very close
■

James

Decided improvement,

Contingency.

■

>

By their fruits ye shall know them.
The Populists are making a determined
effort to get control of the government of
Georgia. Populism is about the same
thing in one part of the country as another, and like causes produce like effects.
The Populists have never yet gained the
ascendency in a State which did not suffer
under their rule.
A Populist administration for one term
is believed to have set Colorado back 10
It depreciated property and drove
years.
population from the State. In Kansas
the blight of Populism lias been even
more severe, because it has been endured
longer. It lias paralyzed enterprises that
were once prosperous; it has prevented
the investment of capital; it has driven out
many inhabitants and frightened off those
who under other conditions would have
The Embecome settlers in the State.
poria Gazette, which has excellent opportunities for knowledge on the subject,
discussing the effects of Populism upon

j

■

...

The Blight of Populism.

j

But it is not such staples alone that
were thus affected.
The value of all
kinds of fanning property must likewise
have practically doubled in worth.
Farm
lands, fences and buildings, according to
the last census, were valued at $l:l,:!00,000,000. On a “200-cent dollar” basis,
however, their actual value was $20,(100,000,000. Live stock on hand in 1M>0 was
set down as worth $2,200,000,000.
Its
value in money which is “too good” was j
$4,400,000,000. It free silverites he cor- j
rect in theii assumption
concerning the :
gold dollar, every farmer who has sold I
oats
or
land
durine, the
any cattle, hay,
last year or two has received therefor!
hi-

>

II

••

11

m 11 > 11 <

as

uc

was

receive.
Ami liow about the rceciver of wages or
salary V A “liOO-cent. dollar” means that,
lie has been able to buy a slO coat for .<■»,
a sit pair of shoes for S’>, a ton of coal
worth "11 for >Y..“>(), to rent a house or
tiat for Slo per month which is worth s;i(),
and to purchase meat and groceries at
half juice.
Either a S200-cent dollar”
means this or it means
nothing. It means,
in addition, that every dollar invested by
employers in brick and machinery has
gone twice as far as the alleged “doilar of
the daddies” would have done.
Where is the flaw in this argument?
Will some advocate of the 53-ceut dollar
explain? [N. Y. Commercial Advertiser.
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A very desirable front office in Johnson
Block. Enquire of
POOR & SON, Belfast,

L. SHAW, Principal,

FOR RFN

Inflammation,
Membrane from Colds. Restore* the Smi'<> <.t
Taste ami Smell. Is ipiiekly absorbed, Live- relief at once. oO emits at I Mii'rc.iMs m b\ mail,
samples 1 Oe. bv mail.
Voik
ELY RR( >THERS, 5(5 \\ arren S
et. N«

[Portland Advertiser.
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CASTOHIA.
The fac-

t

11
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/ True’? Phi Worm F

It can lie cured by a
pleasant remedy which
is applied directly into^^L^

Wahoo.

Tom Watson spoke at Walioo, Nebraska,
on Tuesday.
Somehow the name of the
place is suggestive of the character of the
speech. It was more abusive of Mr.
Sewall than usual.
“Do you want a man
like Sewall to succeed the gallant Bryan if
unfortunately he should die in office?”
asked the vociferous Georgian.
That
suggests another question, if unfortunately the gallant Bryan should get into
office, do they want a man like Watson in
order of succession? It is a horrible pos-

sibility.

Front

emnia.i

to

A
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and Silver in Honduras

MliHir

‘King’s Fifth.” Most
Worked by Americans. Tegu*
Hiui of flu- Republic and t niter
Mining Region.
ilie

,iof
s

•i

11

of

<

n 1

The

was,

>

s

mining enterprise since tlie days o£
This feature is a departure from tiie custom, as the
govern-

aboriginal

the

in

appellation.
and

lau-

On its

completely

sur-

which in former times
the precious metal,

WITH WHAT ALACRITY SANFORD’S GINGER responds to the

mays ranked first in miuhe llepublics ot Cen-

cry of distress. > No cramp or pain
has ever made a demand upon it for
relief or cure, that has not met with
instant and grateful response.

ithin the 47,000 square
wiiwh the frequently-

political diviKepublie,

and

;’*‘s

this

to

>w

With

tisau If 10 mines, allot'
or loss celebrated

that number up!s are grouped around
radius
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acknowl-
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Continuing

by decorating the
a.ub.-sounding title or
grantf*u- public improve-
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or
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royal

decree cost

honored the

recipient.
King's pen,
,'o.ated mining village
nhabitants, suddenly
a
full-fledged city.

by
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aspect of this
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Hie
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large re-
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itter place.
A fair ex-

seat
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neighboring
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ed
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ted.
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hidden
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the
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Until

one

1
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to the methods then
'■rude old system was as
ut.
Few of the mines

ogeutly.
unded

there

•i

with any refcontinuous op-,

or

and

was

no

arrange-

the first prime necessity
General Luis Hogan, the

suspended

gether.

Without adits

mining,

the

only

means

the

rniuer.il wealth of

was

••

backs of men—much
f

as

oped. The

manner, from shafts so
•:irely allow more than one
at

breaking

•■■j, it

was

out

usually

the

ore.

crushed

swung backward and foror slowly reduced by

1

:ower;
most

i

by

1

cumbersome machin-

oxen or

mules. Natural-

•t.rious and expensive proi" seldom worked a
great

\

surface, aud

1

\

often

were

Oiiulon “a lead”

before it

il to the

I

depth where the
generally found. Other

•i«*
1

S
j

given up because the proknowledge of how to treat
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hers from lack of roads

could be transported
I herefore, it is reasonable
ores

i
■f

like other Wise Men of the East,

■

a

good thing they

not

are

“New’Spain,”

more

plies

ed by any other medicine in the world.

A VALUABLE BOOK FREE.
For families living in the country, or far from a
physician, Dr. Pierce’s book, “Common Sense
Medical Adviser.” is an ever present reliable
helper. This iooS page book contains more practical and useful medical knowledge than was
ever before condensed into that space.
It has
over 300 illustrations.
It is written in
plain everv-dav language. There are no technicalities.
If you want this $1.50 book in paper covers, you
may have it for the cost of mailing 21 cents. If
you want it in fine embossed cloth, you may have
it for 31 cents. Send the price in one-cent stamps
to World’s Dispensary Medical Association,
663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

The result

came

not

even
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..MARKET..

experience they have had better
and

judging

from the

degree

of

placer mines belong to Mr. James Rector,
who has -tnvested a good
an American,
deal of money and presumably meets with
fair returns, as he keeps it up aud deThe
admit
clines to
any partners.
Cambell Reduction Co., incorporated unthe laws of New York, have a

der

quartziferous

mine of free

milling gold

Near the town of Minas de Oro are
placer mines owned by Messrs. Paine,
all
Nesmuth,
Smart, Atchison aud
ore.

They have lately introduced
hydraulic machines. The Los Angeles
Mining and Melting Co. of New \ ork
City own the “Animas,” about 27 miles
east from Tegucigalpa, a blanket vein,
four yards thick, with an average yield,
Americans.

so

far, of about 70

ounces

to

the ton.

varas

portion

Having bought the market formerly conducted
by M. K. Knowlton, I wish to announce to the people of Belfast and vicinity that it will continue to
be headquarters for

Fresh, Saif and Pickled Fish
ai all

and that I

kinds,
handling Fresh Cod
Hake, Halibut, Salmon, Blue=Fish, ButSword-Fish, Mackerel, Alewives, Cunners, Lobsters, Clams and Oysters, and all other
fish in their season. Having one of the largest
refrigerators in the city. I am prepared to furnish"
peddlers and jobbers at market prices. All goods
am

Haddock,
ter-Fish.

delivered

trains

steamers, or any part of the
Orders bv mail or express
attended to at once, and promptly filled at lowest market rates.
Liberal discount to boarding
houses and hotels. Ice cool milk always on hand.
at

or

city, free of charge.

JOHN

STEPHENSON, who

was

with Mr. Kr.owl

nine years, continues with me.
patronage of the public is respectfully solicited. and no efforts will be spared to please

ton

The

customers.

Remember the

the bed-rock.

place,

The Santa Rosa
and the Rio

son

rated under the laws of New \ oi k, are
located near the healthy little town of
Santa

Lucia,only 0 miles from
thousand feet above it.

Tegucigalpa

a

Then there

turned

over

the White House to Mr.

Cleveland, he had reduced the interest
bearing debt to 8585,004,200, and lie left
i 8124,128,080 cash in the Treasury.

The increase in tin1 National Debt under
as shown by
the official records up to last week was

Cleveland’s Administration,

It would

be

|
1

j
\
i

[

j

Drive It Home.
advertisement

Ah

We have on hand a fine stock of both hi
ilies and gents’ ls'.)6 pattern of the Lovell
Diamond Bicycles. This lot will he offered
one

year.

$50 each.

Warranted for
These wheels may be seen at the

to customers at

Hcrvcy
J ewelry
C.

H.

H0NR0E,
Manager.
Belfast, July 2,1896.—26tf

J. M.

\
|
!

j

to

|
1

Most of the

bn* owners who remained in
ideas they became “Gener-

al

|

restore it.

nment

officials,

turned hac-

proprietors of immense grazand employed their former

of the river Jalan, with a distance of 000
varas width on each side. This concession
is noticeable not only for its magnitude,
but from the fact that the Honduras gov-

gets a much larger direct consideration than it has yet obtained from any

ernment

Hood’s

bad taste, coated
tongue, sick headache, insomnia, etc. Hood's Pills
cure constipation and all its
results, easily and thoroughly. 25c. All druggists.
1. Hood & Co.. Lowell. Mass.
Prepared by
The only rills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

****

WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury, Conn.
Makers of W liiiatns Famous Shaving Soaps.
Write lor catalogue of choice premiums.

J. B.

Iowa,
vigorous fight fell into line, giving
“prohibition” also a constitutional sanc-

after

a

tion, and choosing my former New Hampshire townsman, Colonel Samuel Merrill,
her first temperance Governor, with Hon.
John Sumner Runnels, now of Chicago, as
Private Secretary.
But why did Nebraska, with a kindred
people and similar pursuits and a near
neighbor to Iowa and Kansas, refuse to
assist her sister States iu suppressing the
annual destroyer of more lives than war,
pestilence and famine combined?
William Jennings Bryan in a speech iu
Lincoln, Nebraska, Oct. 13, 1890, said,
“In our platform we have declared that
we

do not believe that the social habits of

the

people are proper subjects for constitutional provision, and have expressed
our preference for the present high license
law rather than the

prohibition

amend-

ment, which has been proposed.”
Voters ot

Maine,

able words of
votes.
he

a

read these unmistakwho asks for your

man

He

squarely opposes prohibition;
defends high license.
Will you vote
him next Monday? A vote for the

high license. We wait to hear the voice
of Maine, the great temperance State of
the Northeast.

RESTORED MANHOOD

Sylvester Wells Cone.

This letter was

delayed

and

did not

until after the election.
sidered it worth printing now,

We con-

reach

us

votes

again

as

Maine

in

attend to Mr.

November, and will then
Bryan directly. [Ed. Jour-

BEFORE AND AFTER USING.

DR. JIOTT-S CHI MIC AT, CO., C levelamL Ohio.
FOR SALE BY R. H. MOODY. BELFAST. M A1SE.

nal.

Belfast
Additions

Free

The great remedy for nervous prostration and all nervous
of the generative organs of either sex, such as
Nervous Prostration, Failing or Lost Mannood,
lmnotency.
Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors. Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which lead t<> «
onsumption and Insanity. \\ ith every $5 order we give a written
guarantee to cure or refund the money.
s Id at $1,00
per box, 0 boxes for $5.00.

diseases

1890.

Library.

during August and September, 1890.

Allen, James Lane. Flute and violin and
other Kentucky tales and romances.
1890
Andrews, Jane. Each and all. The seven
little sisters prove their sisterhood.
Bain, K. Nisbet. Charles XII and the collapse of the Swedish empire. 10*82-1719.
(Heroes of the nations.) 1895.
Barlow, Jane. Strangers at Lisconnel.
Irish idylls. 1895
Barnes, James. For king or country. A
story of the American revolution.......
Bowker, K. R. Economics f *r the people.

219.17

Boston & Bangor l S. Os,
Steamers

833.37

City

of Bangor and Penob=
scot in Commission and Sail.

358.1b

five

days

in

the

week

for

w

I—n- l~

tJ,

Fletcher, H. D.

117.30

story of Alaskan adventure. 324.24
Ritchie. Da\id <L Natural rights a criticism of some political and ethical conceptions. 1895.. 1048.21
Rogers, Robert Cameron. Will o' the
Wasp. A sea j am of 1812. 1890_ 227.21
Rose, N. Jonsson. Window and parlor
gardening. A guide to the care of house922.10
plants. 1895
Savidge Eugene Coleman. An American
m Paris.
A biographical novel of the
Franoo-Prussian war, rlie siege and the
Commune ot Paris. 1890..1133.0
Smith Francis llopkinson. A gentleman
249.32
vagabond and some others. 1890
II 7■
Stannard. H. E. V. U,h» Strnrv
The truth tellers. A novel. 1890. 223.3
Stevenson, Robert Louis. Weir of Hermiston an unfinished romance. 1890.. 147.8
Stidermann, Hermann. Magda a play in
lour acts. Translated from the German
by l E. A. Winslow. 1890. .1228.1
Tarbell, Ida M. Madame Roland. A biographical study. 1890. 847.35
Thaxter, Celia. Poems 1890..1215.40
Tnaxter. Celia.
Stories and poems for
children. 1895. 347.27
Tyrrell, R. V. Latin poetry. 1895..._1137.1 I
Vincent, Frank. Actual Africa: or tlie
coming continent. A tour of exploration. 1895
524.25
Vladimir. The China-Japan war. Compiled from Japanese, Chinese and for423,9
eign sources. 1890
Walker, Francis A. International bimetallism. 1890 .1055.30
Ware, William. Aurelian: Rome in the
third century
241.10
Whitney, Caspar. On snow-shoes to the
barren Grounds. 1890
542.10
Wiggin, Kate Douglas. The village watehi
1895
tower.
240.35
| Wilkins, Mary E. Madelon. A novel. 1890 215.29
..

Fitting Glasses,

and Diseases of

the Eye and Ear,
Office

in

Belfast

H. H.

National

Bank

Licensed Auctioneer,
P.

O. ADDRESS,

tn

FREEDOM, MAINE.

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly
located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH.
Or C. B. HALL, Main'St., Belfast.
44tf

FOR

gestion,

SALE.

25 liorse power engine anil boiler,
In good condition
A

H. A.
3m?.2

Hints

of

Autumn.

In scarlet clusters o'er the gray stone wall
The barberries lean in this autumnal air;
Just, when the fields and garden plots ate

MILLS,
Lincolnville,

Me.

They

ere

the green leaf takes the tint of fall,
to make the eye a festival !
the road, for miles, their torches

September’s blushes, Geres’ lips aglow’.
Little Iied-Ridinghoods, for your sweet
1
looks

But vour plain plebeian beauty
[Thomas Bailey Aldrich.

is in vain.

Condensed Testimony.
Chas. B. Hood, Broker and Manufacturer’s
Agent, Columbus, Ohio, certifies that I)r.
King’s New Discovery has no equal as a
J. D. Brown, Prop., St.
Cough remedy.
James Hotel, Ft. Wayne, Jud., testifies that
he was cured of a Cough of two years standing, caused by La Grippe, by Dr. King’s
New Discovery. B. F. Merrill, Baldwiusville, Mass., says that he has used and recommended it and never knew it to fail and
would lather have it than any doctor, beMr. Hemming, 222
cause it always cures.
E, 25th St., Chicago, always keeps it at
hand and has no fear of Croup, because it
instantly relieves. Free Trial Bottles at
Kilgore & Wilson's City Drug Store.
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With the in- Velaya, San Jacinto, and many others,
derful growth of the populist party in
he so-called Republic and worked, aud unworked, but owned and Ellsworth.” Here are
figures which show
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The largest conces- the growth (?): For governor in 1804,
the wealthy Spanish lisjld by Americans.
for governor in 180(5. 114.
ining industry rapidly de- sion of placer mines ever made in Hondu- 101 voters; American.
nhust ry suffers more direct- ras was that made to Major K. A. Burke [Ellsworth
It includes
and civil dissentions, such of New Orleans, in 1880.
'Teh the Central Americans many miles of the Guaypi River, with a
anally indulged since their distance of 700 varas width on each side
In consequence of those of the river.
A vara is the Spanish yard,
Causes fully half the sickness in the world. It
the digested food too long in the bowels
retains
our measureof
short
mine
after
mine
about
one-quarter
pastimes,
and produces biliousness, torpid liver indiis
not
miles
of
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speThe
'aken; and w hen once a mine ment.
'••mdoned and its works stiff er- cifically stated, but the boundaries incondecay, there is neither in- dicate 70 or more. There was also
:
uprise or capital enough in ceeded to the same party about 70 miles
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the transportation
of which is very expensive in a roadless
country. While the Honduras government
extends a warm welcome and all needful
courtesies and protection, it does not furnish capital as well: and while the country is prolific in spontaneous productions,
upon which the poor man “to tlie manner
born” may sustain life after a fashion of
his own, the traditional “’lasses pond
with bordering of fritters” dies not exist
here for the impecunious foreigner.
Fannie Buigiiam Wakd.
tates

the last of these in time to receive
stitutional sanction

Lynn, Mass., Sept. 10,

width, with all needed wood
must be followed by
and water rights without tax or governothers that are clear
ment charge for anything.
The exclusive
and to the point to
right, is also allowed for an indefinite time
get the desired reto each mine “denounced,” on condition
that not less than four men are employed
suits.
in working it— a wise provision, both to
secure good faith in “denouncement” and
Lovell
giving the holder ample time to organize
his capital.
But it must be remembered Diamond
that most of the gold deposits in Honduras
average 50 feet in depth, with the richest Cycles.
150

V/l

Chicago, with placer mines in the department of Olanclio. They squandered about

added

as

empting in»m duties the exports ot bullion and the imports of all mining supplies, besides conceding to each mining
claim a distance of 250 varas in length to

Company

Among the

liberal

For

by constitutional

Democratic party in your State election
next Monday will be a vote for Bryan and

here with-

reasonably desired, extending as many
advantages to foreigners as to natives, ex-

large,
Repub-

reticent

Bay

are as

and

forty years
mankind, the

! amendment.
I In 1857 I founded in Atchison county,
Kansas, a daily and weekly journal supporting tariff and temperance measures;

for

be

anx-

is the San Marcus, about 70 miles from
the Pacilic coast, owned by a Virginia
the San Rartolo, LI Plomo,

‘s*»f

is

—

to

laws in themselves

ious to advertise it to the world at

•'! into the

buried in Honduras than

i

men

this country with any expectations of getting rich at mining.
If poor,
they will inevitably lose their little all in
a
vain search and be plunged from the

come

having

and

King's

that hundreds of

ble, opal, amethyst, and what not to eu- high hopes with which they came into the
1 ii h any country populated by
energetic depths of despaii: and leaving the country
Northerners.
At present nearly all the they are apt to scatter gloomy and
unjust
mining capital of Honduras is held by reports concerning it, thus doing double
citizens of the United States to the grand damage by ruining themselves and injurtotal of many millions of dollars. 1 can- ing a country which is really promising
not tell you much about their assets, for,
under the right conditions.
The mining

notwithstanding the bilcotters

—

years

but money, to obtain it.
No
man, or company of men, who has not at
least. *-0,000 of hard cash in hand, should

rich that no reduction is necessary;
and there is also enough copper, iron,coal,
zinc. tin. asbestos, platinum, chalk, mar-

their reticence, they must be doing very
well, indeed. The Hondo and San Miguel

grandfathers'
ore was brought

brain

with
out
overwork ana worry—wuose Daa aigestion
A
makes him morbid and melancholy.
man can commit suicide in more ways than
If
one.
He can let his sickness kill him.
he is losing flesh and vitality, he can let it
it won’t be long.
gc on till he dies
Many men hesitate to take medicine.
that
sickness
merely shows the
They forget
body’s need for some material that is lackirg in the food. The right medicine supthis want Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery is the right medicine in nine
It soothes the nerves and
cases out of ten.
makes them strong and steady. It furnishes
food for the brain. It helps to digest what
is eaten and assists in the assimilation of
nutriment. It perfectly purifies the blood
and fills it with vitalizing properties.
It is
the one great and infallible medicine for
men and women whose nerves are out of
order, who are losing flesh, losing sleep,
losing vigorous vitality. It firing's back
health and strength with marvelous rapidity. Tt has been sold for over thirty years,
and has a record of many thousands of
cures for every j^ear—a record unapproack-

that

privatious,

so

luck,

our

edge

on

worn

picked up or panned by the wayside. It
requires not only hard work, patience and

the country.

of

which invaded many
mines were leathern buck-

whose

are

nerves
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letters and oral statements.

mg
superfluous j slO,OuO the first year in tunnels and flumes,
iii, and the
difficulties j which were washed away by the high
pumping and ventilating water of the first rainy season; but with !
nil

only

now

induced to interest themselves

wen

great j got hold of

miry, and incalculable
ed under the rule of

c

us

don’t commit suiThe man
cide.
hi9
take9
who
own
life is the

York and

under the laws of New
York, which works
its mines at San Juancito,
(Little bt.
John,) 30miles from Tegucigalpa. Though

| Though silver is the chief mining interSome of the
est, gold is uni lucking.
j ‘•washings" neai the western coast being

i.ey might contain. Of
in 'n hen the pillars
i

to

ago condemned that bane of

|
i liquor traffic, by law

Honduras
Rosario Mining Company,” incorporated

present

begun, anil Americans and other foreign-

j in

the

1 its walls, for tlie

“New

Healthy

Republic, pursued a out any money, greatly to their own dismore enlightened
policy than any of his advantage and that of Honduras. This is
predecessors. Through his efforts the emphatically not “a poor man’s mining Market Opp.
good work of road-making was bravely country.” Gold is here, hut it cannot be
ers

Americans, in

Spanish
cue

no

stampeded

istuman

••

e

wa-

i:k*is made

ji

liow, but

ee

1

Yankee settler in

a

>70,000 out
a

Guayabilla

Most

military
interesting of all

named the

are

president

1

eali/.e at least >00 t o
after the

ber and every other
requirement at his
cannot fail to realize large, returns.
The concession also exempts all
machinery, etc., from military duty, aud
all employes from
service.

command,

once

of Honduras.

from

ores

any

Hoads

it

thought

owner

edue«*

miner, with an unlimited supply of
regulated by machinery, with tim-

water

old, it is the best estabmight be profitably worked by the appli- lished and most extensively operated mine
cation of proper machinery. But as there in Honduras. The
busy little town of ban
are very few roads over which
machinery Juancito, with several thousand inhabicould be transported, most of them must rancS, who are all
gaining their livelihood
await the general development of the iu one
way or another from this American
country to become of any value; and in enterprise, is situated iu the midst; and
these lands of poverty and laziness, “de- its unusual
prosperity and evidences of
velopment" is a plant of exceedingly slow comfort forecast what Honduras may exgrowth. The rough, narrow mule trails pect when her mineral wealth has been
leading from both oceans over the moun- properly developed—as it never will be by
tains to the interior are lined in the her own citizens.
Perhaps you may reneighborhood of the ports with rusting member that u few
years ago considerable
fragments of expensive machinery, which excitement was created in the United
men, more enterprising than prudent,
.'States about the
gold fields of Olanoho, in
have vainly endeavored to introduce into the
department of Tegucigalpa. Interestthe country—enduring monuments of that ed
parties in search of capital to work the
blind energy which neglects necessary
mines, circulated rosily-painted accoutres
means in its eagerness to obtain desirable
through the newspapers and by private
ends.

in-

so

I ed

richest jewel in the
Spanish Crown. Scattered all over the
country are hundreds of abandoned mines,
filled with water, every one of which

the fol-

across

came

It

experienc-

limited scale and in the rudest
manner,
afford little indication of the real
capabilities of the mines. The
intelligent traveler
in Honduras is saddened
the

the

*f

sc

manner, in wooden bowls and gourds.
would seem therefore that the

laborers in the mines as herdsmen. A
few native establishments are
kept up;
but the operations, conducted on a very

decoration conferred

il

is

the State of Maine more than
men

obac o

the taxes

x

n

making

living for years past out of the gold they
saved from gravel washed in the crudest

]y<

through

; their able associates iu the Legislature,

X

economical pro-

more

among

conces-

quartz
proof of tiie richness of these immense
gravel deposits, it is pointed out that
hundreds of women have been
a

ingivdiiMs the purest
of ’.ueiiieinitl Frem-h b:;:ndy ami the best of
imported trintr-.w, it is v.istiy superior to the
cheap, worthless, ami oimn dangerous iriiujers
iiViTed as substitutes.
Ar-k 1.
SANFOlfD’S
GINGER, and look f<*r Owl” tmdeinark on
tht wrapper. S.-M m.■ :-y where. Pottek Drug
andChkm. I’oiuv,
;..-i:»n»rs, Boston.

aue

a

this

household

sleep, and wards off malarial contagious and epidemic influences.

be

to

country.

embraces an area of 00 square
miles,
including 15 miles of the river Poyes,
vvnich alone is said to contain immense
riches in gold. The other covers 5
square
miles on the Guyate
River, including several promising gold
veins.
As a

tion, allays nervousness, promotes

lays of the “King's
district

|

no

sions

panacea instantly relieves cramps and pains,
cures colds and chills, assists
diges-

*t

a

unfailing promptitude

matchless

Mitot'

of

per cent, of the net
receipts from the
river Jalan.
But if reports are
true, Maj.
Burke and his
company can well afford to
do so, for within the limits of
the granted territory there is an
abundance of gold.
The “Honduras Gold Placer
Mining Co”
is
registered in London with a capital of
SOO.OOO pounds, with shares of one
pound
each. The property it
acquired comprises
the two
enormous
gold gravel and
river claims that were ceded to
Geueral
L A. Lever of the
Honduras army as a
reward for the faithful service he had rendered that
One of these

1,000 feet above sea11

profits

government two and one-half
per cent, of
the annual net
receipts; aud after 10 years
from said time must
pay as much as five

SUGGEST

words, which signified
ver;" and well indeed

>:

in the

Spoken.

To the Editor of The Journal: On
the rostrum and through the press those
(
| Apostles of Temperance, Rev. C. C. .Cone,
Neal Dow, Brown Thurston, and

After the enterprise has
declared a dividend of 10 per cent, it is to
pay to the

enough to pronounce
iiM’d to it—as if spelled
wd-pah, accenting the
...

participates

other mine.

CRAMPS

Journal.]
Aug. 5th.

Maine Has

“King’s fifth.”

ment

u*nt mining town, so
unaccustomed to the

am

oilier

the

| Watches,
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5

Veterinary Hospital.
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Clocks,
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Frank E. Freeman, Y.S., Manager, l
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Silver,

Silver Plated

Flat Ware,
Paul E. Wirt
Fountain Pen,
Silver Gold Belts,
Shirt Waist Sets.
■

WATCH

H.
j^Belfast

AND CLOCK PfPAIRING
PRonpTLv dom:.

J. Locke 6c
National Bank

Son,

Building. P. 0. Square.

tumty thus afforded to meet its principal and interest in a depreciated money,
free silver men in Maine during the past immediately passed a law making all its
obligations payable “in gold or silver
three months of 1,000 per cent.
If Mr.
The gold and silver dollar were
coin.”
Sewall really believes that he is unfit fora
in 1878,
public office: if he states what he does not then of equal value, but when,
from its former
the
had
latter
depreciated
he
is
unfit.
believe,
equally
parity with gold, a new law was passed
Elizabeth B. Giannis writes a column
making all obligations of the Commonletter to The Woman’s Journal complainwealth unconditionally payable “in gold
ing that during the visit of the Chinese coin.” This law still holds and will condignitary to this country no one enquired tinue so to do. During this period (from
“after the health of
Mrs. Li Hung 1S(>2 to
1878) Massachusetts expended
Chang,” and severely criticises his enter- $0,572,385.00 in premiums on gold, in
tainers for their neglect. The reply of Mr. order to meet its
principal and interest in
Blackwell, one of the editors of The Wo- that money, although, according to the
man’s Journal, is quite conclusive.
lie letter of its
promise, it might have equalsays:
ly paid in silver, with large pecuniary
Our correspondent overlooks, in the
advantage to itself. Whether the gold or
above censure of American politicians for
silver platform should prevail in Novemnot asking after the health of Mrs. Li
Hung Chang, that there may be an indefi- ber, Massachusetts bonds are certain to
nite number of ladies entitled to the com- sell higher in the market when the result
pliment. Which Mrs. Li Hung Chang is known.
would they have referred to, and how
many? It might have been embarrassing,
The silverites have based all their hopes
even to the
distinguished diplomat, to upon the farmers. It has been assumed
telegraphs to

KcpubUcan Journal.
24, 1890.
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Is not this Bass

The dailies

The coal mine owners have effected a
combination and are gradually pushing
the price of coal up.
It is now £1.40 a
ton more than it was a year ago at this
time and there is prospect of a still greater rise iu prices before the winter months.

publishing a portrait
as caught by a
Weekly.” It was be-

are

showing “Bryan’s grin,
kodak for Leslie’s

fore he had heard from Maine.

May McKinley’s remarks to the vetto the point.
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Boston Herald.
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the free
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Nova Scoria coal into this country.
It is
inferior to the American product, but
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1.j> ccitainly received without stint.
ot

o

cents

at 40 cents per ton.
This
has resulted in bringing a good deal of

have the
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but the Wilson bill as

fixed the
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the consciousness of
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modesty.
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The Demo-

bituminous coal.
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cratic House voted to

"mphinents which have poured in
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>ti

does the consumer

get his coal under the Wilson bill?
McKinley bill imposed a duty ot 75

it.”
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as
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This is an extract from the speech at
Marseille, Kentucky, of candidate Bryan,
who is traveling around the country ad-

of Jesse Ih
son

He

ot

now

He is drawing crowds
j ministering gas.
'‘T< f..» this llop the fact
I of the curious, but does not fill the bill
imeresico as a silver mine as Presidential
material, and when the
i
has aspirations tor a scat in vote." are counted in November he will

able to work

insult, and the

an

tion is untrue.

Statistics

feeding the
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walk for weeks.

Cures of That Tired Feeling by restoring
strength. Send for book of cures by
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.Smote.” All silver
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nurd. and you will see Indiana
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the election in November.
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McKinley

and

nominee of three conventions and that he

more

are not yet
stanti a better chance

of

an'dig it than the Democrats do of caioiinois, for instance, fllockland

assistant

crats

are.
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ow

not

claiming

advices from there indiI.'-ne Star .State may possi-
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hen
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the
was

McKinley

proposed

hack

have

again.

takes
Mr.

In other

words,

a

Populist

to

honest,

read

self

a political
speech from the
‘l;e capitol at Washington it was
1"
>!ker Heed would object. He
o'
L"1- ai.'i so Mr.
Bryan concluded to
1

men

are

in debt?

And the

bigger

The majority of them.
larger the

the business the

a

debt, usually.

The business of the world
is conducted mainly on credit.
Whatever

Eight

of

capital
industry.

of

and

off more than lie

can

(

also.
sold

were

on

But for Bateman’s efforts it is not

doubt
ex-

eral inches under water and it will prove a
master to pick the cranberries, unless the pickers don oil suits and dive for
them.

Al-

difficult

prob-

would have been

fore,

the Chimp

Resolved. That, the Grange has suffered
the loss of a worthy member, the community an interested citizen, and the family a
loving s>>n and father.
Resolved, That we extend our sympathy
to tiic aged mother and young daughter in
their bereavement.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family of the deceased, and
also to the county papers for publication.
Com.
J. W. Ci.oroH,
on
A S. Moody,
Res.
G. H. Cakgii.l,

six to

The cranberry crop this fall will he a very
prolific one in this vicinity, but owing to the
very heavy rains many of the hogs are sev-

no

Mr. .1. W. Knights sowed for Mr. M. 1.
Stevens four bushels of wheat on two acres
of ground last spring. On being cut and
threshed it yielded one hundred bushels,
machine measure, which is considered a
handsome yield from two bushels of seed to
the acre.

no-

tified at all.

The Democratic party wants
to get the support of the Populists without recognizing them in any way or as-

-k

i- elsewhere and did
so Satreference to Cleveland in the
m address was
received with
Rain broke up tltc meeting.

:

of talk

..

T

:m
■

over

the

great deal

reported 00,000 majority

in Arkansas, claiming that it offset the
big Republican majority in Vermont, etc.
Now the official returns from all the counties in the State except Scott and Logan,

whether wt \in now or not, we
!>avtif-uu a warfare against the gold j show a majority for ( ol. Daniel W .Jones
1
ard which shall Iasi unti the gold | and the reraamdei of the Democratic State
Manual b :
driven from our si ores back ; ticket of hut v.ijjho.
Tlie increase in the
1" lummnd.
[Bryan at Richmond, Ya.
j vote for the Republican ticket over 1804 is
There D n«> question but that the sucab< ut 20,000. The National Republican
cess "! In >.in s cause Would diivc all the
committee bad conceded Arkansas to the
|
o".*
] this country,and thus
produce j Democrats and made no fight there. The
su' l>
"i;; taction "f the
currency as Republicans of
Arkansas, unaided, inj
vmu) i mail general
bankruptcy : but the creased their vote
20,000 in this Demo'••n'i.iul would still continue to be
cratic stronghold, and with all the elec*i:’
iard in all civilised countries.
tion machinery in the'bauds of their op'"
ami Florida hold their State ponents.
Under the circumstances it is
•elei Cmns the second week in October.
more of a Republican than a Democratic
f

•.

M.iim
!

•1

■

>'i<-

v

down upon

sat

one

victory.

of the Dein-

presidential nominees, and

vice

The

Mr. Watson’s turn. The Atlanta
lloke Smith's paper, is
waging
"a: ;‘i“ 1• He
Populists of Georgia as will
be seci by the article on the 2d
page. What
if W.itM'ii
defeated as Sewall has been?
A an- :t> shuws'that the head of the Dem!"?,c Ticket cannot
carry his own
ii"w

i’ is

islative

cquiva-

circular just received from the
!
.Merchant Ma’ inc* Association of
Aew Wuk. Arthur Sew all
president, ron■

am

ifs
the

■

and in the five wards of

districts,
Belfast, were also given, and no other
paper published that day, or since, has had
the full returns.

-N<w ^ oik Tribune furnishes
proof
'That ih ;* aident
silveiite, Mr. Arthur
sew.G:
1 iiarh. demands that his
freight
m< nc.' 't, ii] be
paid in gold or its

with

last week

the vote of each and every candidate could
be seen at a glance.
The vote in the leg-

ward,

McKinley.

published

complete election returns of Waldo county, carefully tabulated and added, so that

•>

precinct district or county, and his State
is «<
down as sure for

in accordance

Journal,

usual custom,

!ai.

h‘i;i.

party

plainly charges Senator Allen
ery and duplicity, and says
kuow what will he done, hut

The Journal also

re-

ported the closing rallies of the campaign
and the incidents of election

day,and

gave
news of the city and county not to be
found elsewhere.
In the literary features

of last week’s Journal

we

challenge

also

1

We have

only

to

mention

lie does not

t^BY

Mrs. Want's letter from Central

America,

comparison.

Concerning

On the other hand the Democratic National committee believe that Watson, the
candidate for Vice

Populist

President,

Paris L. Strout fired
last Saturday.

is

are

tack

on

particularly indignant

at liis at-

Senator Dorman, who they have
called to their aid as director of the

these words:

Charles E. Stevens contemplates a change
harness business in the near future.
If siitisfacturs arrangements can be made

bis brother, Mason L. Stevens, will unite
with Join and they will enlarge the business.

!

up for

Nason-Ckoxfokd. Mr. Oscar P. Nason of
Troy and Miss Mabel Croxford of Jackson
were married at
Jackson village Sunday
morning, Sept, loth, by Rev. F. S. Dolliff.
Mr. Nason is one of Troy’s well known and
respected citizens and Miss Croxford was
one of
Jackson’s most popular teachers.
They started on their wedding tour Sept.
14tli and will visit New Y'ork and several
other places before they return. Th^- will
reside in Troy where they will be at home
after Oct. 1st

The Warren Granite Company lias been
organized at Bucksport, to manufacture and
deal in granite in all its departments, with
8-0,000 capital stock, of which 811,000 is
paid in. The officers are: President, Edward L. Warren of Bucksport; treasurer,
A. I. Warren of Bucksport.
Business is good at the marine railway
and with Carter & Co. Three vessels are
now
undergoing repairs, the schooners
Scotia, Wm. E. Downes and Eliza J. Pendleton.
A Camden schooner is due this
week to go on the marine railway and be
coppered, and the Charlotte T. Sibley is
coming here from New York for quite ex-

Last week’s Journal gave an
account of a man 1)1 years old attending
town meeting an l voting. Monroe can heat
that. Mr. Charles Sargent, who is fib, attended our town meeting and voted for
sound money. He seemed more interested
and more patriotic than many younger men,
ami eagerly awaited the returns from Belfast after votes were counted. He has voted
from the Presidential election of 182-1, when
he cast his vote for John Quincy Adams,
down to the present time, and trusts to be
spared to vote for M Ivinley and Hobart
this fall.... Mrs. Jones "f Belfast is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Charles Colson... .The
a

f< >rm.

and

Lumber in its varied forms was
’he nee list

placed
bill, as
protective duty under

by

against a moderate
the McKinley bill.

the Wilson

tensive

cratic

York Demo-

State Convention at

Buffalo last

week, although not present in person, it
The poor man was to
gave the Chicago platform twelve lines of
be enabled to build cheaper. But has he?
endorsement, without once mentioning
Lumber is as high or higher than it was free
silver, and nominated a gold Demounder the Kepublican tariff, and the Cacrat, John Boyd Thacher, Mayor of Alnadian lumbeiman reaps the additional
bany, for Governor. Gold men were put
profit. Fewer men are employed on this on the committees, and anybody who came
side of the line, in the woods, in the mills,
along who was willing to put up a camand in transportation of the product by
paign contribution for the use of tire State
land

that the poor man has
less to pay with and there is no reduction
in the price of material.
or

water,

so

That Arthur Sewall should have accepta
nomination on such a platform as

ed

that forced upon the Democracy at Chicago might well cause distrust of his busi-

capacity

ness

and

judgment,

to

say noth-

ing of bis patriotism. Ambition,however,
is

a

powerful

motor and not

ditches its victims.

unfrequently

But Mr.

Sewall’s

talk since His nomination, and since the
Maine election, must cause grave doubts
as to

his

intelligence.

For

example,

he

plurality.

that
at

the

least

crowd of

Overture,

Band.
from M. Watson
Chorus, Anchored,
School.
Vocal Solo, Selected,
Miss Russ.
Clarinet Solo, Original Air,
Dagniels

ONLY CURE
FOR

of the oppor-

Drink water.

Gounod
Dix

INTERMISSION.

Selection,

*
l

THOMAS.

lamps
prices

No doubt but what the

Little Christopher,
Belfast Band.

Kerker

Selected,
Emery White.
Violin Solo, Selection, Martha,

Flotow
Elizabeth K. Robbins.
Kate Vaunah
Vocal Solo, Cradle Song,
Mrs. Pitcher.
Pearsall
Male Chorus, O’er the Downs,
Zickel
March, Black America,
Belfast Band.
Admission to supper and entertainment,
cts.; to entertainment only, 25 cts.; reserved seats, for sale at Kilgore & Wilson’s,
15 cts. The proceeds are to be used in buying a piano for the High School.
85

It is so because it strikes at the cause of
the Clogged, Irritated, Inflamed, Sluggish, or
Overworked Pore.
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drum and Chemical Corporation. Sole Proprietors, Boston.
0®“ liow to Prevent Pimples," 64 pages, illus., free.
A Ladies’ Jacket
—picked up on the
rlie
W
A
■
■ ■
street—which
||
■ owner can have by
%ni I I
m
proving propel' and paying charges. Apply at

■■I

this office.

News

of

the

Oranges.

The Maine State Grange meeting will he
held in City Hall, Augusta, Dec. 15th to
18th. It promises to he a very successful

meeting.
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Jolly Nellie McHenry,

'•

and her excellent company, in H. Grattan
Donnelly's Latest Comedy Success,

standing

A NIGHT IN NEW YORK,
With all its Startling Realistic and Picturesque
Scenic and Mechanical Effects, including the

Send your

*

Mighty, Massive, Magnificent

Madison

Square

Orders

Garden Scene !

to

j

Morning Light Grange of Monroe will
have a harvest supper next Saturday night.
The North Searsport Grange is invited.
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Showing French Hall at its Height.
Most

Inspiring Stage Setting Ever Constructed.
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E. H. DURGIN, M. D.

DRESSMAKING.

•.

of Glasses and Diseases ol
the Eye and Ear a Specialty.

Fitting

We wish to inform tliejladies of Belfast that we
will do dressmaking at reasonable rates and give
good satisfaction. We use Livingstone’s Famous
a

Office hours until 11

lm3D*

&

from 9 to 12 A. M.
1 to 4. P. M.

A. A. HOWES 6c CO.

MISSES BEVERAGE

11

II
\

Our customers say it is as good as
they pay 50 cents tor elsewhere.

System and make children’s work

mu in Iv —;
.a
'll:
Jilt- t« < d j int. ,1 no
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)lli.• r'Him.•!(...
A true C"|iv
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National Bank
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TWO
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Vocal Solo,

A Buffalo despatch to the Bos-

taking advantage

Percy

Vulcan’s Song,
Mr. Parker.
Musical Critic’s Dream,
Belfast Band.
Vocal Solo,

ton

stead of

Suppe

Arr.

250, (XX)

When the United States went to a paper
currency basis in 1802, Massachusetts, in-

Pique Dame,
Belfast

ticket

Journal says:
Senator Hill lias not had the courage
publicly to slaughter the free silver duck,
but he has poured it full of gold standard shot, after the manner of the loading
down of file Frenchman’s jumping frog,
and lias thrown it into the horse pond.

VciiM l Ail i

PRETTY HI SIC !

Benefit.

The supper ami entertainment for the
benefit of the Belfast High School will he
given at Belfast Opera House this, Thursday evening, the suppei to he served at (>
o'clock and the entertainment to begin at b.
The Belfast. Band and a number of local
soloists have tendered their services and
will present the following program

committee was put on the electoral ticket.
Members of the convention did not hesitate to say, privately,
would be defeated by

McClintock BJoi.

W.T. COLBURN,

Di. THOMAS has made many remarkable cures
the western part of the State, in Hath. Portland, Lewiston, Hrunswick. Gardiner and mau>
other places. Following is a few names t tint
dozens he has treated and cured in this -ee;ion
Maine: Eugene M. Ilersey. Esq.. Mr. Henry \
D. Wamui. Mr. ’IIc-iim- H
Appleton, (apt.
.lohuson, Mr. Wentworth Maxr'ndd. Mrs. L-.bert
H. Elms. Mr. S. Willis Whitcomb ol Hangor. Mrs.
Hessie Hlake, Hrcwer: Mr-. (''irtis. Orriugton,
Mrs. Dyke anil Mrs. Merriman, Or.mo. Mrs. Saw
lwlc.i
yer and daughter, Milford.

repairs.

The High School

news.

Hill controlled the New

and

St\ le tit

Bangor

Dr. THOMAS does not herein explain to the
public the great good he has done and can now do
or the wonderful cures uc can perform, as the
best way to know the truth is to hear and see for
yourselves. Therefore all persons who are suffering from any bodily infirmities or diseases are
herein and hereby invited to call on Dr. Tlmmas
ami be will tell you in a few moments ami without
a personal examination the real came of your
physical troubles and the correct cause of treatDr. Thomas is
ment for a speedy and safe cure.
the one person of all persons who lias the supernatural power of at once knowing your troubles
and the cure therefor. The Doctor further informs you that his charges are not high, but his
consultations and treatment are within th rea< h
of all.
The Doctor's home is No. 72b High street, Hat It,
Me. The first 27* days of each month he is in Hangor. Me.. No. 100 Main street.
K. AY.

goods are all Fresh, (food
every pair is a bargain.

These

1

Monkof..

such

stable.

Harrison, Wood & Co. are at work on a
handsome 3-base monument of Oak Hill and
Lincoluville granite for the family of Daniel
Weymouth of Morrill. It will stand 5* feet
•>
inches in height. They also have in the
sheds a large sarcophagus for Lemuel Fogg
of I'nity.

Bells.

saw

a

Ladies’ Real Kid Lace Boots
Patent Leather

in

lately damaged by lire, to the Belfast
Foundry Co. The building was
bought by Willis Nickerson, who will lit it !
were

Machine

Ladies’Real Kid Button Commoi

the 26th of each month thereafter.

I>K.

Patrick Brogan lias sold the engine, boiler
and granite polisher from his shop, which

Sold by Druggists, 75c.

never

an

in Ins

have so much faith in its curative powers,
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure.
Send for testimonials.
Address, F. J. CHENEY'
CO., Toledo, O.

people

Wood & Son are making a handwhite marble monument for the Murcli

and Gay families. It is surmounted by
urn and stands M feet high.

taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system,
hereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength iy\
building up the constitution and assisting
nature in doing its work. The proprietors

Monroe

kiln of ‘250,000 bricks I

Mark
some

The readers of this paper will he pleased
to learn that there is at least, one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure in
all its stages, and that is Catarrh.
Hall’s
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known
to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a
constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is

Wedding

a

Ladies’ Real Kid Button Patent Leat

Sept. 26th,

wi^l be at his office in
during Fair Week.

Industries.

N. S. Lord is making a suit of sails for A.
C. Treat of North Sears port, to be used on
bis lobster smack.

deliberately injuring Bryan’s chances, and

they

Local

THE^i

Windsor Hotel
on

Boots

Style Congress

Style Lace Boots,
Heavy Tap Solo Lace

Men’s

AT THE

And

following goods

the

Men’s Good

Belfast, Me.,

He

buy any of

Men’s Good

WILL BL IN

makes ten persons who have
come
the Lord’s side since Mr. Addrews began his labors here, and the prospects are good that others will follow.

if “so much mischief has been done in

Will

Many Patients,

His

❖

❖

DR. E. W. THOMAS

This
out on

'■

mi

Of

look

:98c.!

EARNEST REQUEST

Sadie.

that it looks

“Kepnblicanism ©apt. Kiehardsou’s from the West Coast
people in town as there was the second day
mean- American ]•
rosperity—Denu-rracy ! of Africa, Missionary Maeotnber’s from the of the Fair. People sought for
lodgings
im ■'!
i"igii prosperity. Which shall Congo, and our New York fashion letter, everywhere*. The hotels were thronged, all
Amciii
voters choose ?"
Mr. Sewall
the
with
original contributions,
among
private houses full, and same had to camp
secm.N*o have
got on to the wrong plat- many columns of interesting miscellany out doors.
''Miics wao

F.J

our

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦❖♦

Capt. J. R. Stowers of Saudypoint, who
has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. X. Bunker
ou Washington street, Brewer, has gone to
Mobile, Ala., to take charge of a large vessel.
! [Bangor Whig.

Last Sunday afternoon another assembly
gathered at the shore of the Cove to witness
the baptism by Elder Andrews of Mrs.
Martha Orcutt, her sou Frank and his wife

with treach-

$100 Reward $100.
a

look at

ggggjgSg

*

LOOK!

Whereas, Death has for the first time enour Grange and ver\ suddenly claimed
as its victim our Brother, Henry Cook : theretered

Ground the past week
one man,
who had previously spoken for two lots.
His laud is between Main and Maple streets

len’s notification of Bryan of his nomination for President by the Populist party.

Bryan

came

iu close toucli with

Populists
correctly voices their sentiments in
pressing his indignation at Senator

able that Mr.

.lots

and he intends to build the largest, an l most
expensive summer residence in this section.

of the Nation aucl

chew.

The Deniociats have made

X

t<

Memory

As read and accepted by Georges' River
Grange, Liberty, Sept, ltith:

McCabej

the wheels

blocking

Bateman is

the

more

—

impairs credit is a direct anil positive injury to everybody, by arresting the movement

part of his crew,

& COTTRELL,

Resolutions of Respect to the
of Henry Cook

lie has hauled up for awhile. His mate,
Charles El well, his cook, George Lane,
Charles Batchelder and George

for them

respecting lately
campaign.

1

dear readers

TROUSERS

I STAPLES

('apt. Alonzo Batchelder of seh. Helen ar.
rived home Saturday from Rockland, where

long before they could have paid
outright. How many business

homes

Democrats out of tlieir party.
To use a
homely expression, Mr. Bryan lias bitten

.cake

an

stfT'

they

and tool of the silver mine owners under-

column.

to

Republicans

traitors upon whom the brand shall
he placed and that they shall not come
were

Texas

cm

Ri'

id

arc*

money
and said

X

personal!)
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of Goods.

last week.

of building associations, banks or individuals and thus have possession of their

was the “only candidate for the Presitreating the Populists with contempt and
dency who believes that the American scorn that the
great body of them will
eau
financial
of
their
have
a
people
policy
refuse to vote for Bryan in any event.”
own.*' He called the sound
Demo-

claiming

rn

iV.1

He boasted that he was

Buckner.

X

Of Extra Sizes in all lines

NEWS.

Miss Isabel Towle of Belfast is teaching
only a small percentage of farms are mortgaged. But why the fall term of school at East Northport.
Edward Knowlton will serve as juryman
single out for sympathy the farmer alone?
How many men in other callings have at the October term of court from this place.
Ulysses Mendell has rented the G. M. Kelmortgages on their homes? It is the way
in which many obtain them. They borrow ley place on the shore road and moved there

as

Republicans

>

at

City.

We

tainable which show that

an

money Democrats who met in convention
Indianapolis and nominated Palmer

v

Maine

T

realize that there is
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^SPECIALTY^

the best after-dinner
pills, aid digestion. 25c.

suming responsibility for their platform.
aching void. But. Thus in the event of Bryan’s election the
ate not
irank.
Mr. Benj. Heal and si-n Frank were in
seriously, what puerile talk this is. from Populists could he turned down and the
town last Saturday from [slcsboro.
The exa man wlio aspires to the highest office in
Democrats would assume alone the re- pressive smile that was so
|
i.o» man ot this city has received
conspicuous upon
A
the gift of the people.
his
no doubt causcountenance
was
the
of
and
emoluments
ofpleasant
sponsibilities
"•
'."in one of the largest
milling |
ed hv the x-rays of the lb publican victory
fice. That is very clear to Prof. Bateman, that turned
m
the West. ir. which they say:
tilings inside out, much to the
Bryan's speech in Richmond. Virginia,
and to others, and he does not propose surprise of the silver king over at “Guinea.”
Wi
it. \\<uking and talking for
and
devoted
to
abuse
of
the
sound
was
gold
mainly
that his
shall he so treated.
lie
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HATS, CAPS

WE MAKE

Proprietors, Lowell, Mass.
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Sarsaparilla

To C. I. TTood & Co..

in

if»,?ee u

TO ORDER.

upon pure blood.

nerves

YOD

*

CUSTOM

asser-

readily

are

or

ARE

Something New?

In

Cures of Catarrh by expelling the impurities
which cause and sustain the disease.
Cures of Nervousness by properly toning and

they were ignorant, and asserted
that they were weighted dowu with mortThe assumption is
gage indebtedness.
unfounded and

-<*

Prove the merit of Hood’s Sarsaparilla —positive, perfect, permanent Cures.
Cures of scrofula in severest forms, like
goitre, swelled neck, running sores, hip
disease, sores in the eyes.
Cures of Salt Rheum, with its intense itching
and burning, scald bead, tetter, etc.
Cures of Roils, Pimples and all other eruptions due to impure blood.
Cures of Dyspepsia and other troubles where
a good stomach tonic was needed.
Cures of Rheumatism,where patients were un-

that

Prof.

Whenever yon take gold to till decayed
: the “blame-.
and its Maine read- teeth and make engagement rings and use
in
the arts and furnish enough for the
}• 11 iau* tin- good work it lias done
it does not leave enough
; Keeley (hire,
'v b
if
beli
ilf
of
an
honest
ing
dollar. i
gold for use as money.

■

Cures

increase of

an

have answered such a question.
Moreaccording to Chinese etiquette, such
an inquiry would have been an insult to
the noble Chinese visitor.

rth District.ALBERT H. SAWYER.
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restaurant in Wa-
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They left Augusta
Waterville

will make it

in-

were

restaurant, where
them. The

>

wish your Linen White
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ireil for

the northern
y by the appearance
ated in

looking animal,

tar

road above the Head
•ss over into the woods
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Lew Bros.,
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The Waldo Counwill meet with Geo.

ass!
cil

-sOct. 1st. If stormy, the
P"*t will furnish beans,
extends a warm invitaWaldo county to
our annual
lunch baskets with

if

s

occasion,

is
;r

P. Chase Is to open her millinery
parlors over A. D. Chase's dry goods store
Oct. 20th.
Mrs. It.

examination of Hiram Hustus of Monwas held in the Insolvency Court Tues-

An
roe

Is is understood the time on the Belfast
branch will be substantially the same as last
winter.

Riggs & Sou have at their bakery on
a small cherry tree growing in
pail, and bearing ripe fruit, green fruit

Main street
a

and blossoms.

It

was

raised from the seed

by David S. Cressey.

Comrades, meet
The Belfast Debating Club will meet at
u-thing, and I believe the Police Court room Thursday
evening,
s not lost.
Bring your Oct. 1st, to reorganize for the season. Offiany.

j

unfortunate

"o

bring

wu.

as

not to

some

other

elected and the school district
system discussed. All are invited.
cers

will be

Sec.

Following is the list of unclaimed letters
The steamer Castine
remaining in the Belfast post office for the
per day October 1st.
week ending Sept, lb: Ladies—Mrs. Win.
edmoor, (’apt. R. H. Downs, Miss Maud Dutch, Miss Celia S.
ist Thursday afternoon
Greenleaf, Lizzie A. Keeley. Gentlemen—
:ity from Bar Harbor. Mr Price Kldredge, Dr. H. M. Smith.

I
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tin* Revere House
Rockland Friday
Castine picked up

at
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Saturday forenoon.
or painter.
Sept. iMth, steamers
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Penobscot wi'l leave
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M«mdays,
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ReturnMun-
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a. m.
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Thursdays and Saturh at ;11 i the landings
Bird, formerly of
mhrhlgeport, Mass fell
•John

and hr«-ke

g

one

his

of

years of age the ac••re-.
Miss Kstel 1»*

fr< -ni a carriage
and ijiiite severely
uuiig to this city with
brown

■■'

«1

i'

■hiId, and when on the
Miller's the. horse took
Hid ran. The carriage
dragged some diswith the exception
*petl with a few slight
ni v as unconscious for
was

Hits,
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1

a.

:it it is tin

numuiuu.

'light

she

is

Hiram P. Farrow
crs at her home iu Belived severe injuries,
Mrs
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s;.kle.
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i:ihijack.
Two years
Jiazeltine of this city
hound from Panama to
looker-on while the capC
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playing cribbage.

The

ITa/eitiiie that he
aud the game.
“Yes,"
Mr.

and

I

play

it

a

good

ip’ain then said he had
in it about a man and
games and that they
apart. Going to
.rued with a ropy of the

[

games
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\

ntaimng the item in
T
Kepuhlie,an d«»urri gin ally appean !
“I’m
Mr. H w!ien lie looked at
e

r
?
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Mrs.
oage
1

?
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Ha/eit:ne have ronand up to last Fri-

P«i games and were
We should say
a| art.

Vihage record.
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Sehs.
•ieared

Gloucester

ale
••

James Holmes
from Boston the

together,

time for

same

Belfast

company last Friday
! antonomah
reaching the
in

•v

hours from Glouners are commanded
by
George F. and Frank G.
try A. Hall lias been on the
n
receiving a new shoe and
were

22

■IK... oni.

o. c,.

lanusey
day from Ilondout with
ailie Central R. R. Co_Aided sch. P. M. Buunie with
"ij ami she sailed
Friday.
Caj*t.

Magee,"grain laden

for

dock at Portland last ]
sunken pile and smashed
j
her bottom.
She had got
j
Head before the leak was
|
as run on the fiats in Portj
ep from sinking. Her grain 1
a total loss. The schooner
at on the
railway at Port■aha arrived Monday from
ig the

for Swan & SibJ. Pendleton is at Carh*eks caulked. .Sell. Win.
md sugar

!

is

a

to
!

repairing at Carter’s
load, railroad ties at

stun.
M

She

will

go

out

arrived Monday
;1 b eorn for Ginn N:
Field
'•■Mrsp<.rt... Sch. Diadem arm Boston with Hour for
Fiske

•.

.Sell. Maria Webster

i’:<!

Sunday noon with 2,000
bark at this port within
Charlotte ’J’. Sibley is to
from New York, light, for
1 be
refastened, her centreand a keel
put on, and genThe barge Forest Belle
as

•'

1

H,°u

Sept.

M.

10th from Fernanyellow pine, and after

d tow to

Brunswick, Ga.,

to

for xew York. The new
1*
built at Bath for Capt.
f New
Bedford, is chartered
Baltimore for Galveston, and

a s

"f

trips

to

carry coal from
She has two days
“‘°la and four days to dis-ston, and will carry 3,000
>D-t draft. The tug G. W.
veston.

1

1

barge to Galveston and
the Gulf this winter.
1 'i
Kdith arrived Sept. 22d,
o for
Cooper & Co.
'null sailed
yesterday for Port,,ni for L. T.
Shales & Co....
* an
arrived yesterday from
f' '"1 for L.
A. Knowltou.
1

in

Factory.

The

Spalding will
The shoe factory of Legro
V>e established in this city in a very short
time. The firm has taken down its machinfor shipment
ery in Lynn and has it ready
to Belfast, and everything in relation to the
The
business is moving harmoniously.
stock is not quite all taken and the stock
subscription papers are in the hands of the
committee, Jas. H. Howes, Jesse E. Wilson
and R. .P. Chase. Messrs. Legro & Spaulding have authorized Mr. Wilson to receive
applications for positions and books are now

York.

9

n

& Wilson for
open at the store of Spencer
that purpose.
Quite a large number of

thought by some day, and adjourned to next term.
h it had escaped from
The Clough Veteran Charitable Associaexhibited at the Ban- tion will hold their first annual
meeting at
ifterwards came into Association Hall, Windermere
Park, Unity,
to tie a very large,
long Tuesday, Oct. 18, 18bt>, at 10 o’clock a. m.
trge pointed ears, like
The fall arrangement of trains on the
viog had a savage look,
Maine Ceutral will go into effect Oct. 4th.
good natured.

:

so.

Ltd., Hudson and Harrison Sts., New

was

[

Snow^^

lvnights was no good
iy at York's, every-

-•

|

as

Sunlight Soap;

ist Division, l'. R.,
is,.mely entertained

■

Shoe

&

ProHa/.eltine is
i:--gister-elect. for the
: isi*7.
i*

New

applications
Gold hats and silvtr hats have
appeared
on the
streets, the former gold color with
gold cord, and the latter of a silvery hue with
silver cord. The silver hats will
be called in
Nov. 3d.
The

Lighthouse Board has awarded the
for the erection of a
light station at
Two Busli Island,
Maine, to the W. H.
contract

Glover

Company

312,250.

of

Rockland at its hid of

The Girls’ Home.
Among the contributions received by the Children’s Aid
Society
are the
following: Mrs.
Veazie

Abby
Pratt,
Belfast, §10; Mr. J. W. Knowlton,
Belfast,
as
contributing member of the C. A. S., 31:
Mrs. Ann M. Pulsifer,
Waterville, $1. Vegetables of all kinds

are needed for the Home.
Nellie McHenry, the jovial farce
comedy
star, will appear at the Belfast Opera House
to-morrow, Friday, night in her latest up-todate combination of catchy
songs, pretty
dances and novel specialties, "A
Night in
New York'," compiled
H. Grattan Don-

by

It will be the first time this
novelty
has been presented in this
city. Elaborate
costumes, pretty girls, novel effects and
much elaborate scenery are
promised, in
the principal role Miss
McHenry, it is said,
will have a chance to show off her main

nelly.

have

been

received,

from Belfast people, although there

mostly

are a

few

neighboring towns. Many of
the applicants have had experience in shoe
factory work. Each applicant is asked his
or her name, age, experience, if any, and
position desired. The help for the new factory will he chosen from this list. The factory
names

from

limited number of hands
and increase until the full complement is
secured. The capacity of the shop at first
will be about 200 hands, which can be readwill start with

ily increased

a

if business warrauts.

Churches.

Rev. E. W. S. Hammond, D. D., of Cincinnati spoke at the Methodist
vestry last Friday evening on the work of the Freedman's
Aid and Southern Education
Society. He
gave an interesting talk on the work
among
the colored people of the South and a
goodly
collection was taken up for the cause.
This year the annual
meetings of the
Maine Baptist
the

W. * BURKETTS

*

GRAND OPENING

Missionary Convention,

Educational Society, the Charitable
Society,
the \ oung People’s
Convention, also special
meetings of the Woman's Home and Foreign
Mission Societies, will be held in the meeting house of tlie Baptist church of Damariscotta, October 5 8. Round trip tickets at
one rate on all tbe railroads.
Services at ti.e Methodist Episcopal church
will be sermon by the
pastor at 10.45 a. in. Sunday School at 12
m.
Junior League meeting at 4 p. m.

===OF===

Sunday, Sept. 27th,

EpLeague Meeting at 6.15 p. in., leader
George Thomas, subject “Enemies by Indifference.” Song and prayer service at 7.15
p. m. Tuesday evening, prayer meeting,
Thursday evening, class meeting.
A meeting of the unions of the Y. P. C. U.
worth

of the Universalist church from
Augusta,
Belfast, Fairfield, Gardiner, Hallowed, Oakland, Pittsfield, Skowhegan aud Waterville
will be held in Waterville Sept. 24th at the
Silver street Universalist church.
The
new company, for the purpose of taking the
meeting is called for the purpose of considpreliminary steps towards organizing.
The meeting was called to order by Presi- ering the advisability of organizing a disdent Sibley of the Board of Trade, who re- trict union. Rev. C. A. Hayden of Augusta
will deliver an address.
for the committee appointed to ne-

meeting was held at the Dana building
yesterday afternoon of the Board of Trade,
subscribers to tlie rental guarantee fund and
subscribers to the preferred stock of the
A

ported
gotiate with Legro & Spalding. He reported
that they are coming to Belfast to mauufac
ture shoes in the Dana building, and explained the plan on which the company is to operate. The guarantee of the rental is nearly subscribed.
The building, engine, boilers, etc.,
have been bought for 810.500, and a telegram
was read from the Dana Sarsaparilla Co*
that the trade has been ratified by them.

GEORGE

The Maine Congregational Conference is
session in Fort Fairfield this week, and
will close to-day. Miss Charlotte T.
Sibley
addressed the
conference Tuesday on
“Christian Endeavor To-day and To-mor-

Fall and Winter
On

Jackets, Capes, Etc.,

Friday, Sept. 25,1896.

FOR ONE DAY ONLY.

-in

row,”

and Revs. Geo. S. Mills and R. G.
Harbutt were among those down for addresses Wednesday on "What Issues Con-

fronting the Church to-day Do You Consider
*
Most Important?”

^MR. GEORGE L. KNIGHT,^
The representative of A. POPKIN & CO., the
largest
Cloak House in America, will be
and
have
on
present
exhibition a magnificent assortment of Jackets,

entertaining accomplishments. The supR. P. Chase of the committee on rental
porting company includes John Webster, guarantee fund reported 8015 raised for that
Services at the Universalist church next
Charles Morrison, Clias.
Eastwood, Joe purpose, and about 7<K) names on the paper
will be as follows: Morning
Sunday
etc.
worship
Sparks, J. Hays, Miss Henrietta Lee, Miss favoring
measurements will be taken for those who
exemption from taxes. The com- With Sermon at 10:45. Subject, “New OccaAnother of our citizens had an attack of
Viola Raymore, Miss
La
stock
mittee on subscriptions to preferred
Fanny Brooks,
desire
sions aud New Duties.”
Garments
made to order (without extra charge
absent-mindedness last week. He got in- Petite Rosa
School
at
Sunday
and others.
reported 810,400 subscribed.
twelve. Young People's Meeting at 6:15.
terested in electiou news one (Iv)mght, went
On
account
of
the
GREAT RUSH which characterizes
Tlie Fourth Maine regiment and Second
On motion of R. F. Dunton, Esq., a vote
Topic, “‘Martha’ Religionleader, Ada
home, ate his supper and went over to the Maine
association held their annual of thanks was extended to President Sibley Marriner. All
battery
our
we advise our patrons to call
store to talk politics.
Late in the evening
members, past or present, of
the
reunion in Rockland
Sept, loth, seventy- and the members of the committee for their the Sunday School
his hoy came in and asked:
“Say, pa, when five
having books belonging
as
Mr.
efforts
in
this
FI
will
A.
hours,
being present.
receive better attention.
industry.
Maker of East
securing
Sibley to the library will
are you going to feed and milk the cow ?”
bring them to tbe Church
Saugus, Mass., presented to the association a responded briellv ami happily.
at the earliest possible
opportunity, as there
The hay dealers of Belfast, make an an- tine collection of
The Board of Trade meeting adjourned is to be a
lithographs representing
thorough overhauling of the books.
nouncement in our advertising columns in tlie
4-tli Maine at Lawson’s hill. There was a
subject r,o call of the President.
At tlie Baptist church next
which all farmers who have hay to sell will
Sunday mornThe meeting of the guarantors of rental
camp lire in the afternoon in Grand Army
the pastor will begin a series of exposibe. interested. The advantages of using the
hall, addressed by the department com- was held, with A. C. Sibley as chairman and ing
on
new Dedriek Columbian
Press are clearly mander L. D.
a
tory sermons based on the epistle of Paul to
Carver, Col. Elijah Waiter of H. T. Field clerk. Mr. Sibley read an outthe Galatians. The subject of the first serset forth, and the. co-operation of the farmers
Somerville, Mass and others. The follow- nue oi the lease prepared aim signed i»y the
mon \fill be “The Apostolic
of Beilast and vicinity in preparing the hay
Greeting to the
ing officers were elected: President, J. T. tin;' of Legro & Spalding and the local
Galatian Christians," Gal. 1:1-5. The subcrop for market in the best manner should
Libby, Unity: vice presidents, Nathan owners of the Dana building. A committee
of the evening sermon will be “The
be assured. See the advertisement for full
Batchelder, Tenants Harbor, and T. c, was appointed to prepare a list of corpora- ject
Wedding
Garment," Matt: 11-13. The mornparticulars.
tors
and
directors
for
a
new
Saunders, Rockland; secretary. J. W.
corporation.
ing music will include Marston’s “I’m a PilChat. The Belfast Water Co. is making Tliurber, Rockland: secretary of
Battery, They reported as directors, A. C. Sibley,
grim; I’m a Stranger." In the evening the
repairs and improvements in its office on George T.glie, Rockland. It. was voted to Geo. \Y. Burkett, 11. F. Dunton, «J. E. Wilchorus will sing, “O Lord, Most Merciful,"
meet at Unity next year.
Main street_A pair of Canada moose were
son, F. G. White, Edw. Sibley, J. H. llowes,
by Concone, and Mr. and Mrs. Pitcher will
on exhibition in a tent on the vacant lot bewith
the
the
Presidents
of
three
banks
city
New Advertisements. The Vermont and
No two patterns alike, thus enabling our
sing “The Ninety ami Nine," arr. from
patrons to
low Read’s machine shop Saturday and Monadded
as
incorporators.
mame elections cleared the
political atmosSankey.
&
Hobart
Club
served
.The
control an
A. C. Sibley, J. E. Wilson and F. G.
McKinley
day
they mav select, and as the', are
phere and the result of the Presidential elecpattern
At the North church l ist
boiled clams to all comers at the club room tion being now assured a revival of business White were made a committee to attend to
Sunday evening
25 PER CENT. CHEAPER in
tlun can be ob| dev. George S. Mills spoke on “Some of the
Saturday evening. Two bushels were dis- is in order. Some of our local business men changes in the building.
Biruicu
im;
me
u
O am u u
A meeting of the subscribers to preferred and her usefulness." Acts 9:30 12. “Woman’s
poseu
are taking advantage of this turn of tie tide
tained in New t ork or Boston, it will be for vour intereveryday problems of the church." The prayunder the boiler for beating the Court House by
calling attention to their goods tl rough stock was held with Mr. Sibley as chairman er
this
week
will
be
to
one—sixteen
tj purchase of us.
.Sixteen
meeting
est
instead
Friday
*Monday morning...
*
the advertising columns of The Journal. and Mr. Field as clerk,
^
^
of Thursday evening at 7.30.
A committee was appointed to name a list
Topic, “Dorcas
stormy days to one pleasant... .One of George W. Burkett announces his annual
work
in
the
her
church;
social duties; relaHoward F. Mason’s best team horses was
grand opening of ladies’fall and winter jack- of incorporators ami one director for the
tive claims on her of her home and of the
found dead in the stall last Thursday mornets, capes, etc., for Friday, Sept.. 25th—one preferred stock, and reported for incorporaneeds of others." Rev. Charles A. Moore of
iug.
day only. Mr. Geo. L. Knight, the repre- tors A- 0. Sibley, G. W. Burkett, R. F.
J. E. Wilson, Edw. Sibley, J. II. Rockland will preach next Sunday morning
Duuton,
sentative of A. Popkin & Co.* the
,T.
Tilton
Rev.
F.
Belfast.
largest
North
gave
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK.
Howes, F. G. White; for director, A. G. and evening in exchange with the pastor.
last cloak house in America, will he present and
■i very helpful sermon at the eliurch
Mr. Moore was a classmate of Mr. Mills at
have on exhibition a magnificent assortment Sibley, aud they were elected.
Sunday to a large and appreciative audience.
Mr. Legro will arrive in Belfast to-day to Andover Theological Seminary. The Sunof garments. Special measurements will be
2k 2k 2k * 2k 2k 2k 2k 2k ^k 2k 2k * 2k 2k 2k 2k 'if 'If 'if X- -X- X-- X' X-' 'l' -X X' X-- X' X- X-- xL* x- x- X'
Miss Charlotte T. Sihlev will lecture at the
taken and garments made to order without give directions as to changes necessary in day services will he as usual, preaching at
church next Sunday at 2.dO p. m. If very extra charge. Mr. Burkett will also have on
the building, and the work will begin at at 10.15 a. m
Sunday school at 12 m. The
and
stormy she will speak the following Sunday. exhibition a full line of novelty dress pat- once.
Some of the changes will he the monthly offering for home expenses will he
terns.
.II,
A.
Main
Starrett,
is
offerstreet,
Mr. Stanley O. Gurney, who spent sevDEMAND
ing great bargains in the cloak department, moving of partitions, putting in additional received next Sunday. Consecration sereral weeks with his parents this summer,
vice of the V. P. S. C. E. at 0.15 i\ m. Topic;
and has a large lot of cloakings at lower
heating apparatus, and a system of sprinkreturned to his home in Montana Thursday. prices than ever before. All shades and
“Lesson from David’s life and words." 2
PURE WARM AIR
lers
for
tire
protection.
of shawls are now in stock—a dan lv
.Mrs Relief S. Brier, who has passed the grades
Sam. 22: 1-22. Lecture at 7.1' \ m.
in your home
at
12 1-2—and then i tst think of blankets
summer at her home, went to Charlestown,
at <V» cents l -M. L. Mitchell, 11.1
High
AN
Transfers
in
Estate.
Real
Mass., Saturday where she is to reside this street, Belfast, has a complete stock of all
Secret Societies.
new lamps, and as
they art* selling like hot
winter_Mrs. Hattie A. Clough, who has
cakes the prices must be
hotair
A lodge of Daughters of Rebekah will be
right. Call and
The following transfers in real estate were
been \isitiug her sister, Mrs. G. l\ White,
examine them.. Send your orders for hay
recorded iu Waldo County Registry of Deeds instituted in Camden this, Thursday, evenCOAL furnace ;
wires to J. H. & J. \V. Jones, (10 Main
returned to her home in Liberty SundayOR
Work on the Downs culvert is progressing street, Belfast. Largest stock and lowest for the week ending Sept. 23, lMid; James ing, Sept. -1th. Meetings will he held in
J
prices.... Dr. E. YV. Thomas will be at the Small et als., China, to Silas Crumme.tt, do.; the hall of Mt. Battle Lodge, I. O. O. F.
J
slowly. The workmen could not handle the YVindsur Hotel, Belfast,
Hot
Air
and
Hot Water
Saturday,
Sept,
land
and
in
There
will
he
China
and
Palermo.
about
buildiugs
sixty charter members
Combination Heater
large rocks to an advantage without a der- -•‘th. See his announcement in the adverin th(‘ lodge, and the degree will he conferrick. The surveyor has been able to secure tising columns.... Misses Beverage & Up- John Cummings, Searsmont, to Joseph
will keep tin- air Pur.: and Warm,
Johnson’s Block, High street, will do Packard, do.; land and buildings in Bel- red by the Rockland
lie
aild we now look to see the work ! ton,
Lodge, the Grand OfC 1' 1 .noillira 1, It.’ral.It- and IVa
dressmaking at reasonable rates and give mont. Stillman W. Erskiue,
to ficers being present.
We
think
it
time
Palermo,
more
to Run.
We make seven si/erapidly.
progress
good satisfaction. Children’s work a specj
Abiel
land
and
Erskiue,
an
!
Oregon;
brick.
s«. ♦, anJ \\
buildings
ialty.
for the city to own a derrick. Much expense
The 1st regiment Uniform Rank, Iv. of
portable
|
^
P.,
Warrant ever) one. Ask i.
>r
j iu Palermo. Henry C. Marden, Belfast, to held their annual field day at Augusta Sept,
^
in bridge building would then he saved.
Yachts and Boats.
Arthur B. Staples, do.; land and buildings
particulars.
huh.
it was a grand
Fishing Trips.
Charles R. Coombs, Ar.
success, and over L'OO
in Belfast.
Esther L. Palmer, Bath, to Har- visitors
were in the city from various
Wood & Bishop Co., Bangor, Me.
There are 27 naphtha launches in Maine
tluir Read and Lewis Boor sailed last Friparts
ry True Seavey, Brooklyn, N. V.; land aud
of the State. The lield
day sports were very
day afternoon in Capt. R. II. Coombs’ sloop waters.
£ *x* ******* ***** * v
in Frankfort. Jennie J. Gray,
buildings
interesting and hotly contested. The grand
Eagle, for a fishing and gunning trip. Owing
Sam. Holt has unbent the sails of his
Alhambra, Calif., to Sami. R. Phillips, dress parade by the unifor med bodies was at
to heavy winds and rain they were unable
yacht Katherine.
land
aud
Brookline, Mass.;
buildings in 5 ]*. m. An exchange says: “The Belfast
either to lish or shoot. The lirst night was
* rank Hoag has put down a
mooring off Searsport. Frederick W. Brown, Belfast, division gave an exhibition drill and did the
spent at Eagle Island, and the .second at his residence on
Bay View street for his to Win. H. Skinner, do.; land and buildings the job very prettily.” At
North Haven.
They arrived home Sunday
night there was
in Belfast. Henrietta Luce,Belfast,to John G.
schooner, the Clara.
a grand ball at
City Hall, attended by a
evening_Frank K. Woodcock, Fred T.
Belfast.
land
iu
Maria
Kaler
Aborn,
do.;
Webster
has taken away his boat landing
large concourse of people. It was a great
Chase and Alfred Johnson arrived on
Bangor,to T. J. Thompson, Nebraska; land day in Pythian circles.
at the north side of the steamer wharf and
steamer Penobscot Sunday morning from
aud
in
buildings
Winterport. Marcus M.
is putting his row boats into winter
their trip to Criehaven. They were gone
quarters.
et al, Frankfort, to Geo. A. Pierce
Obituary.
live days, hut found very little opportunity
The steam yacht Day Dream of Isle au Clark,
estate, do.; land and buildings in Frankfort
to iisli. The fishermen at Matiuicus report Haut and the schooner yacht Frolic of BosW. W. Rogers, who died in
Capt.
HampWm. B. Morse, Searsmont, to Forest E. den last
bottom lish very scarce and most of the men ton were in the harbor
week, was one of the town’s most
Monday to bring Howes, do.; land in Searsmont. Albert
prominent and highly respected citizens.
are now turning their attention to lobsters.
to
the
boats
and cars.
passengers
Choate, Montville, to Frank A. Choate, do.; He was horn in Hampden and with the exW. F. Beau, who went with the others, reception of a few years that town had always
S. B. Holt is to build a naphtha launch
jand in Montville. Sumner Poland, Mont- been
his home. In his earlier life he followturned Wednesday, and H. L. Woodcock
the coming winter for A. R. Sherman of ville, to Dudley P. Poland, do.; land in ed the sea
and was engaged mainly in the
will remain some days longer-H. E. McMalden, Mass. The dimensions are to be 18 Montville. A. J. Skidmore et als., Liberty, Wi st India trade, but for many years he had
Donald, F. E. Cottrell, Capt. G. E. Chapin feet over
been
engaged in business. He was twice
all; 16 feet water line; 2 feet 4 to H. H. Cook, do.: land and buildings in
and Master Carl McDonald arrived home
married, his first wife being Mary S. Stubbs,
inches deep and 6 feet beam.
Liberty,
(3
deeds.)
and
his
second wife, Mrs. Emma S. Berry,
last Thursday from a fishing trip to Isle
Direct from the Manufacturers. Lowest Prices.
who with three sons, Dr. William
The Alice B., which had been under charRogers of
an Haut in the schooilbr Clara.
They were
Bar Harbor, F. G. Rogers of Hampden, Prof.
Repairing: a Specialty. Eleven Years Experience.
ter for a mouth to tnvo young men who have
The First Maine Cavalry held its an nual
A. E. Rogers of Orono, and a
gone nine day3 and had bad weather most
daughter, Mrs.
been enjoying au outing on an island down reunion iu Waterville, Sept. lUtli, and were C. A. Fifield of
survive
him.
He
Hampden,
of the time. They caught about 1,000 pounds
75 MAIN
the Reach, arrived here Thursday. She was handsomely entertained by the citizens and leaves many friends to mourn their loss. The
MAINE,
of fish.
funeral was held from his late residence last
Store formerly occupied l>y W
local
men ami women.
at the Camp Ground part of the
<
G.
A.
R.
Officers
M.irsh tll.
season, and
Sunday at :‘>0 r. u.
were elected as follows:
with the Glide did a
President, Samuel
gooy business.
Camdkn.
A dredging machine, scows and
The sloop yacht Swallow, owned by Dr. J. Gurney, Belfast: vice presidents, John E.
Atwood of Boston, arrived last week and Kart, Burnham and Melvin B. Cook, Friend, the tug Willard Clapp arrived Saturday
The time is near at hand when the new has been hauled up here. Webster will en-I ship; secretary aud treasurer, Oren S. Has- morning to begin digging out the. harbor,
the government having appropriated
crop of hay will be ready for market, and it
large her cabin, give her more overhang aft, kell, Pittsfield; corresponding secretary,
Gen. J. A. Cilley, Rockland.
for t hat purpose.
L A. KNOvVLICH, President.
is essentially necessary that the same slum Id* ami make other improvements before next
FRANK R. W.GGIN, Cashier.
!
be pressed in such manner as to command season. The yacht is to have an iron
keel,
the highest market price. This can best be and will have a new rig, a pole
mast, and i
accomplished by using a Dedrick Colum- carry only jib and mainsail.
of
bian Press, three
which are now ready to
While Captain Isaac Dunbar was making
IWHVIDl.tL
Kell. 2s, IV.U.
Pit. |s!M.
July 21, 1N!M.
vU;vli
start in the vicinity of Belfast.
Hay put up Carver’s harbor with the yacht Sasin in the j
DEPOSIT*:
dark
s >!M su.2:i
IS 5 <»,:{.“) .‘Mill
!S70,|ssvj
by these presses is sought for and acknowl- his and fog Saturday evening, he missed
course and ran ashore on the back side
•luty I'. ist,5.
Drr.li.ISH5.
edged by all dealers to bring higher prices ot Lane’s Island. The
JULY
captain soon made
1896.
than the same quality of hay put up by other known his predicament and many
helping
hands
rendered
assistance.
At
the
From
twelve
to
timely
thirteen tons of
presses:
rise of the tide the Sasin floated with but
:
Dedriek pressed hay can be loaded in a
These ft jure* are taken from our sir >rn statement* to lit
slight damage, the heavy lead keel being a
Comptroller
Five beaut!!ul dolls, lithographed on card- =
common box car at a saving in freight of 35
little the worse off from contact with the
of th-‘ Currency, Washington, on the ah ire times.
ledges. [Thomastou Herald.
board, eight inches high. Can be cut out and =
per cent, to the shippers and 20 per cent,
DEPOSITS in the INTEREST Dr.PAH T u K V P payable
leminl, lrnw interest pa able .iaimary 1st and .Inly 1st. Deposits dimin' the first three days of
put together l >y the children—no pasting. =
more hay can be
r„ ... dr,-a i„i.th.i
r n. iln
pressed in a given time
<n that tu Mith.
Tills department nil irs »!»■/, ;rr.,t, «
,
Good Templars.
Each doll has two complete suits. Amcri- =
,iep .sit.n -thin Sav in ;s Hanks inasthan with the old style presses.
much as every deposit is a tu in to the Innik, an t all
mi- i.i „ur Bank are ■eoiriiic
I liv wire the
dep
amount ot nnr I'apital Stork.
can, French, Spanish. Russian, Chinese, =
These presses are being introduced and
The 3Dth semi-annual session of the Grand
This Bank beiny the latest established Hank in Wal l (kni m- .mi
mir h is
Japanese, German. Swiss. Turkish and In- 3
lnents in Fire and Hnrylar-Pr.mf vvirk. there.,v .iir-irlay
placed within the reach of the farmers at Lodge of Good Templars of Maine will be
„i„.r
bank
in tins county.
held
dian
at
on
costumes.
Ml parts being interchange- =
Caribou,
Thursday and Friday,
considerable expense by the owners and we
Wo still have a lew *5.00 SIKK DEPOSIT BOXKN.
October 1 and 2, 181)6. Headquarters will be
Vli
...
,mr b >\
,uv
able, many combinations can be made, 3
ask the farmers of Belfast and
locks, so they mav be taken to and from the Hank if desired
vicinity to at the V aughan house, where the council
affording endless amusement and instruc- EE
co-operate with us in this matter and make will be in session Wednesday and Friday
tion. A high-class series of dolls, patented ^
afternoons. Round trip tickets on the railthe standard of Waldo county hay
equal in road for one fare.
and manufactured for us exclusively and S
Following is the order of
preparation to that uf any section of the exercises:
October
Thursday,
1, 1) a. m.,
not to be compared with the numerous 3
country from which hay is shipped.
committee on credentials in session at hall;
3
cheap paper dolls on the market.
The |Dedriek| presses will be managed by 10 a. m., opening of session in G. L. degree,
Freeman Ellis & Sons, South Brooks; Her- and preparatory business of the session ; reTo
How
Get
Tliem.
§
port of committee on
initiation
bert Hamlin, South Brooks, and Charles of candidates entitled credentials,
Cut from five outside wrappers of None Such 3
to G. L. degree.
Fee
Ullncc Meat the head of tin* girl holding pie. §
Barnes of Waldo. Communications to any 50 cents. Reports of grand lodge officers;
•Send these with ten cents in silver—wrapped 3
intermission. Afternoon, 2 o’clock, reports
of the above parties will receive
in paper—and vour full name and address, and 3
prompt at- of standing committees
and committee on
we will send the dolls postpaid.
Or we v. ill 3
tention.
distribution ; business. Evening, 8 o’clock,
send them free for twenty heads of tin* girl. 3
F. G. WHITE,
meeting of the State institute of juvenile
Send oply the heads lo avoid extra postage. 3
L. T. SHALES & CO., workers.
Friday forenoon, 8 o’clock, tem3*
MERRELL-SOULE CO.. SYRACUSE, N. Y.
|
perance praise meeting; 0 o’clock, general
The French Boll.
A M. CARTER.
business reports of committees; noon, clos.........uiitaniiiiiiiiiiiitiin
Belfast, Sept. 24, *-890.—9 w39
ing business; 8 o’clock, public meeting.
«321 Main Street,
Belfast, Maine>
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5-A MU EL ADAMS.

JEWElEh TO THE PEOPLE.
NEW

ETORE,

NEW GOODS.

STREET, BELFAST,

To the Farmers of,Waldo Co:

Beautiful Dolls
! FREE.

:

Deposits Solicited

14,
8172,093.16.

■■

•.

FLOWER POTS!
Largest

Assortment!

Lowest Prices!

^CARLE

.......

<&

JONES,

The

Parity

of Gold and Silver.

“Glance

Secretary tarMe Explains Hon It Is Maintained.
Limit .shonn ojond \Uileh It Could Not Exist.
S, v i« r:i: \ Carlisle has written the folidler outlie subject of maintenlow
the parity between gold and silaun >‘t

at

Lawrence

AN

INTERESTING
FROM THE PEN

>

MAGAZINE
ARTICLE
OF THOMAS E. SHEA.

“A Glauce at Lawrence

Barrett,”

1

the

ver

l:\i: 11AKBOK, Me., Sept. 12, 1S90.
Mi. James I*. Helm, Louisville, Ky. :
My Dear Sii—Your letter asking liow
Mm- silver dollars which contain a quantity "i bullion commercially worth only
about V> cents each are maintained at a
parity with gold, notwithstanding the
i;u that the Government does not directly redeem them or the certificates issued
upon them in gold, is received, and, as a
gieat many inquiries upon the same subject are addressed to me from day to day
irom different parts of the
country, which
it is impracticable to answer in detail, 1
will take advantage of your favor to answer them ail at once.

of

subject
September

number of Donahoe’s

zine from

the

an

|

Barrett.”

interesting
pen

of

actor, Thomas E. Shea.

is

/lyorous

Mothers

Children Ara

and

Maga-

the well-known

ay
I

so

miration of Barrett is shown in his intro-

ductory sentences, where he says:
“Although more than five years have
elapsed since Lawrence Barrett passed
away, this stretch of time is not too long
to be traversed by an appreciative glance
at the artistic temple he reared; a temple,
which though
incomplete, stands out
beautiful and
conspicuous, a shining
memorial, easily discernible through the

Has Puzzled

Iieprouiiefcion is a la .v of nature,
picture of joy and happiness
ijual that of the vigorous mother

■

tha: it .s ‘".he established policy of the
l
G o ‘'tares ro maintain the two metals
n
parity with each other upon tlie preset legal
ratio, or such ratio as may be
pi .vided bylaw.” and the act of Nov. 1.
lv g. again declares it to be •■the policy
of the United States to continue the use
of both gold and silver as the standard
money, and to coin both gold and silver
into money of equal intrinsic and exchangeable value, such equality to be seemed through international agreement or
by such safeguards of legislation as will
insure the maintenance of the parity of
value of the coins of the two metals and
the
•oud power of every dollar at all
1 Gii:
the markets and in the payment
of debts.
Vv

i;

A Member of

the

i President

as a

remedy for

your

troubles? If not, get a bottle now and get
relief
This medicine has been found to be
peculiarly adapted to the relief and cure of
all Female Complaints, exerting a wonderful direct influence in giving strength and
tone to the organs.
If you have Loss of Ap-

petite, Constipation, Headache, Fainting
Spells, or are Nervous, Sleepless, Excitable,
Melancholy or troubled with Dizzy Spells,

Electric Bitters is the medicine you need.
Health and Strength are guaranteed by its
use.
Fifty cents and 81 00 at Kilgore &
Wilson's City Drug Store.

ifOOD’S PILLS cure Liver Ilfs,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

Hayes

! received from

a

from which the

j

Try Electric Bitters

all

Right.

Boston,

who was

a

member of the Ohio regiment in which
I M ijor McKinley served and in which

present!
|

Ever

Is

;

of these assurances the
j
I? have received these coins and have
• d
confidently lpon the good faith of
iri:
Government: and the confidence
TisM> inspired has been a most
potent facto] in ihe maintenance of the
parity. The
public has been satisfied that so long as
o’.u present
monetary system is preserved
the Government will do whatever its moral
obligations and express declarations require it to do, and very largely, as a consequence of this confidence in the good
faith of the executive authorities, the silver coins have not
depreciated in value.
It is not doubted that whatever can be
lawfully done to maintain equality in the
exchangeable value of the two metals will
be done whenever it becomes
necessary,
and. although silver dollars and silver
certificates have not up to the present
time been received in exchange for
gold,
yet if the time shall ever come when the
cannot
be otherwise maintained,
parity
such exchanges will be made.
It is the duty of die
Secretary of the
Treasury and of all other public officials
to execute in
faith
the policy degood
clared l>y Congress, and whenever he shall
be satisfied that the silver dollar cannot
he kept -qua! in purchasing power with
the gold dollar, except by
receiving it in
exchange for the gold dollar; when such
exchange is demanded it will be his duty j
to adopt that course.
But if our
polkq, is adhered to, and tiie coinage is
within
reasonable limits, the means’
kept
heretofore employed for the maintenance
\
<»f the parity will doubtless be found suflicient in the future, and our silver dollars
and silver certificates will continue to circulate at par with gold, thus enabling the
people to use both metals, instead of one
only, as would be the case if the parity
were destroyed by free coinage.
Yours truly,
J. G. Carlisle.
You

West

Mr. John Eaton of

Knowledge

Did

Major McKinleys Regiment Says

also

was

an

officer, has

comrade in Ohio a letter

following

extract

is taken:

“You remark that we are to be honored
j1 with another President from our regiment.
You are right. \\ e are going to have him
! by the biggest majority of any President
; tIiut was ever elected. 1 am informed that
! some of our Eastern friends are
worrying
; about the West.
They need not worry
about anything east of the Mississippi
and north of the Potomac, and there are
several .States south and west of those
points that, need not be worried about.
We need not worry at all, but we want to
do all the work we can to make every
additional vote we can to make the verdict as emphatic as possible.
This is not
a light between the Democratic and Republican parties. Party lines are obliterated.
It is a light for American principles, law and order, against anarchy and
national dishonor, and how any one calling himself an American citizen can vote,
for the anarchistic, populistic, mongrel
ticket I cannot comprehend.”
Maine Veterans

Dead.

Thomas, T. Hutchinson of Machias died
Sept 12th after a long illness. He was captain of Company H, 28th Regiment, in the
civil war. Charles Cox of East Machias
died Sept. 11th. He was orderly in the same
company and regiment.
Isaac Pressy, superintendent of the New
York division of the Consolidated Road,
died at Stamford, Conn., Sept. 14th, aged 79.
Mr. Pressy was a native of Maine and had
occupied his present position some 8 years.
He had been in the employ of railroads all
his life.

mistakes,

f

and

w

thoughtful

every

3 person must

f

admit that a
exists,

cause

why

so

many

women

are

childless.
The subject
baffles the
theories

ol

phy-

sicians.

Such
j cases a re cura ble
Jniue times out of
ten. as evidenced,
f
by thousands of
( letters on file at
f Mrs. l'inkham's of1 dee. Many a darV liiur be by owes its
existence to Mrs.
l’inkham's advice
and the Ve<retable Compound. This
ic, not to be wondered at when such tesCnion v as the following
explains itself:
I have taken three bottles of
your
Vegetable Compound, one package of
Sanative Wash, one box of Liver Pills;
and now l have a dear little babe four
weeks old. and I am well.
I have to
thank you for tliis.
1 have spent 8200.00 for doctor’s
bills without obtaining any relief. For
uiv cure I
only spent 85.00.
“I had been a victim of female
troubles in their worst form; suffered
untold agonies every month; had to
tay in bed. and have poultices applied,
and then could not stand the pain.

My physician

told me if I became
pregnant I would die. I had bladder
trouble, itching, backa lie.
catarrh of
—

lie stomach, hysteria and heart
tr. mhie. fainting
.-pells and leu- r"
-rrheea.
Can ^
;u v.r.ader that
tne praisesot
medicine that lias cured me of all
these ills?”—Mrs. Geo. C. Kirchneb,
'-<72 Belmont Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Penobscot, E G Parker,
Hong Kong.

Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Janeiro July 21 from Hamburg.
Rose Iunis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
Port Tampa Aug J‘.l for Carteret.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Sourabaya June dfor Garoutolo.
St Lucie, Smeed, arrived at New York
Rio

J

from Parrsboro, N

Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
from Buenos Ayres Sept 1 for Algoa Bay,
CGH.
SCHOONERS.

New York Sept 11 fur Havana.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball,
leared from
Bangor Sept 13 for New York.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New
York Sept 12 from Bridgeport.
Mary A llall,M Yea/.ie, arrived at Boston

having proved

Robinson.
“Did you hear about Travers? lie went fishing the other day, and
an hour afterwards his hat was seen floating down the strean just below where
he’d been.”
Jagway: “You don’t say.
Heavens where was Travers?’’
Robinson :
“He was trying to fish it out with his
Life.
pole.” [Harlem
addition to the time tables of all railthe Rand-McNally Railway Guide
gives a Gazetteer of all important towns in
the United States, Canada and Mexico, and
much other information to travelers, shippers and the public at large.
In

ways

hw£iryrr.cn

:

|

A perfect

flavor.

Remedy

for Cons

tipa-

tion, Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea
| Worms .Convulsions, Feverishness and Loss OF SlEED
i

!

Tac Single
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NEW YORK.

Castoria is put up iu enr*-is n.t sold ia hul'.:. D
you anything els*' cn :;.e ; !n
is "just as good" and "w.
«poso." -®-sr Ste that you g t

-.

At a Probate Court held at 1;
the County of Waldo, a
September, A. 1» ltspi;
4 ETON L. BLANCHAIil
A L. BLANCHARD, la;.ty -it Waldo, deceased.
ti"U prayiny that admini-r.
sahl deceased may be yram. d
Ordered. That the sai
all persons interested
order to he published thr*.
the Republican dourna
they may appeal at a l’r
at Belfast, within and
second Tuesday of Octohm
eloek before noon, and >!
have, why the prayer of
not he granted.
GEO. K
A true copy. Attest
( has P H %

PROBATE NOTICES.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo on the second
Tuesday of
September, A.D.
T W. CARVER, Guardian of EDGAR \V. CAR*J
VER of Rincolnville, in said Countv of Waldo, having presented a petition tor license to sell
certain real estate ol said ward, which is
fully described m said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held
at Belfast within and for said
County, on the
second Tuesday of October next.at ten of the clock
before noon, and slew cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not l-e
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias. p. Ha/.ki;tink, Acting Register.
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At a l*nibate <'< a r: held at Ik 1 fast. w
tlie ( on lit y of \\ aid
on tile
c m
September, A. 1). is.id.
W. SUCRE. Widow
pARnl.EN
SOI RE, late d Searsmon:

..f

it h:

'i

n

V>

n

a

Mr

FRKD ATWOOD
of R< >1;DKT \ '.IN
in said t ounty. here;.-.
sec- ud
acc. .nut .d
I »r aliiiwaucc.
Ordered. That imr:,
<

printed in Belfast.

a-

A

! Vb

Wa!do, deceased. !nt\ iug pr«*-. nted

a.

pet it

:.•••
I

A il \s.

«

1 S'.m;.
Ki-.o A \\
estate of RUSH A C
in said ( oimiN. d.

j

a

f

1

VIS J BA lRE\d Administrator o| t.e
I
latent ABNER BA 1 REV. Ian- .1 Monro,., i,
-aid
of Waldo, deceased, ha\ ieg pre.-ented
County
| a
petition for license to sell at public >u •;..t:■
sale
all
the
real
estate of said deceased a- dc-< rib
I
| ed in said petition, including one pew in :he Moth
odist Chinch at Winterport
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing .i >-op\ .>! Tins
I order to be published tlm*e weeks succ,-.-siv> l> m
i the Republican Journal, printed at Ik
bait
| they may appear at a Probate < ourt. to He held a:
Belfast, w it,bin and for said Count \, oi. t he second
Tuesday of October next. at ten ,'i the .-lock betore noon, and showcause, if an\ rimy have. wh\
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4 certain instrument, purporting to be tin..-r
will and testaineni oi >1Al;V .1 Plhlh !..
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late of Prospect, in said. County •>: Wa d-, deceased, having been presented for probate,
Ordered, That notice tie given to ill
interested by causing a >-op\ of this order
published three weeks successively in the lb
lican .Journal, printed at Belfast that tl.c\ may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast
within ami l'or said County, on the seeond Tuoday ot October next, at ten ot the clock bet onnoon, and show cause it any tho\ have, why the
same should not be proved, appr ved and allowed
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Ha/to 1 ink, A ting Reg!>rer.
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Perhaps we shall the sooner see our mark j
by first clearing the ground a little, aud
1
disclaiming some of the ends proposed !
for education.
My own list of unadmitted
ends is somewhat long.
I do not, for j
example, set as the object for education a ;
a
successful
good citizen,
breadwinner, a j
wise father, an expert mechanic, an adroit
versifier, a keen lawyer, an eloquent preacher, a skilful physician, a learned professor, a prosperous tradesman. Some of
these ends may be good enough iu them-
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bottom,

the boat by air pressure.
Plenty of compressed aii will be taken along, to be used
when necessary.
Powerful electric lights will illuminate
the ocean bed for 200 or 400 feet around
the vessel as it goes hunting for wrecks.
There will be a propeller in the rear, and
when it strikes bottom it will run on three
wl eels, two of which will b‘e furnished
witli claws so as to act as additional propellers. The operator will stay in the
front, behind the electric lights. The relative air and water pressure will be
shown by guages for eacii.
A derrick will be fastened ou the front
end, to lie used in lifting the wreckage.
Freight boats will accompany the motor
boat, being attached like trailers on the
street cars.
They will remain open while
the diver is at work.
lie will load the
wreckage on the derrick, which will
swing around and drop it into the freight
trailers.
When they are full the water
will be forced out by the release of comair
and tlie freight boats will be
pressed
made so light they will float to the surface.
The company not only expects to raise
wreckage and seek sunken treasures, but
to discover coral, sponge anil other valu
able submarine deposits.
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erudition.
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Wobbler: “Those South Americans are pletons’ Popular Scieuce Monthly.
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so high strung that they want to fight on
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ber of revolutions they make.”
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A true copy. Attest:
ANN
Life.
Chas. P. Ha/.kltink, Acting Register.
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teething,
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tie. Its value is incalculable. B«* sure and j administration of said estate for allowance.
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thereof be given, three
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me.

With deep regard, I remain.
Yours truly. Mrs. M. A. Haffcrd.
New Bedford, Mass., Oct. 6.1895.
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Dr. Bukerwill answer questions and give advic? free
of charge. Write us for valuable book. Pills 5Cc. at
tha druggists, or mailed post-paid on receipt of price.
Baker Bill Co., Bangor, Me.
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Largest Practical Art Magazine.
only Art Periodical awarded a Medal at the
World's Fair.
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Worm Seed
Clarified Sugar

long

kept

LOOK ON THIS PICTURE

answer anyone who may write

Pi Carbonate Soda,4

apartments from which they will leave

Remedy.

THEN ON THIS.

Ppperniint
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2 for Galveston.

Horace G Morse, Harmnau, cleared from

upeaten

Alx. Senna

Porlicllc Suits
Anise Senl

staying

Philadelphia Sept 3 for Portland.
John C Smith, Knee laud, cleared from

-.

trim irish to moke their tiring by
sending back to Congress, Reed, Inca/uah/e
art or to make their homes beautiful
Milliken, Diugley and Boutelle, Maine rewe will send to any one
turns to the national capital four Con- run
I
FOR 10o
IUI.
mentioning this publi- A f |C.
gressmen far above the average Congres- cation a specimen copy, with superb III*'
sional standard.
Maine has a policy of color plates (for copying or framing) JL
(regular
selecting able men for Congress and then ami 8 supplementary pagesOrofwedesigns
will send also
l'rice, 35c).
them
run Iflr*
keeping
there, letting their useful- FOR
IUU. “Painting for
beginners”(P0pages

Johnny: “What! Only married a year
and yet you are so downcast!” Wally:
‘All, my dear fellow, I never imagined that
a wife would prove such a
costly article?”
Johnny: “Yes, a wife is a costly article,
that’s true; but then you must remember
that she lasts a man a precious long time.”

Sept

Reape of Old DrSAT4UEL PITCHER
Pumpkin Sud

transported easily

Europe

Montevideo.
Hattie MeG Buck, II F Sprowl, cleared
from Bangor Sept 12 for New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from
ton for

he
looked
upon death as the
Set>i 2 from Port Boyai.
only relief.
B F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Norfolk
re“Some one
commended S.S.S.’’ Aug 27 for Bluetieids.
B W Hopkins, Hiehborn, sailed from New
lie
“and
says,
York Sept. 10 for Brunswick.
a few bottles affordSal lie FOn, \Y 11 West, sailed from Searsed some relief; thus
putt Sept 8 for Annapolis, N S.
encouraged I con- I Tola, A S Wilson, arrived at Carteret,
tinued
it, and N. J. Sept 8 from Port Tampa.
Willie I. Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
it was not long before the progress of : Boston Aug ;>0 from Port Johnson.
the disease seemeel checked.
I
in
its
I he Journal and The Tribune.
persevered
use, and remarkable as it may seem, 1
Last
am completely cured,
year The Republican Journal Puband feel like I
have new life. S.S.S. is the most relishing Company had a six months’ contract
markable remedy in the world, and
with the publishers of the New York Weekeveryone will agree that the cure was a
ly Tribune by which the two papers were
wonderful one.”
furnished to new subscribers at $2, and to
old subscribers paying in advance for $2.25.
Another contract lias been made on even
Cancer is in the blood and it is folly
more liberal terms, as set forth in our adto expect an operation to cure it.
S.S.S.
(guaranteed purely vegetable') is a real vertising columns. New and old subscribers
remedy for every disease of the blood. are now placed on an equal footing and all
Books mailed
who pay for The Journal one year in adfree; address
New York Weekly
vance can have The
Swift Sp ec i fi c
Tribune without extra charge. In remitCo., Atlanta,
ting it should be stated that the Tribune is
Ga.
wanted, as it will not be sent unless the reThe New York Weekly
quest is made.
Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a
rival as the leading Republican paper of the
day. It is a twenty-page journal and gives
Iii the name of pity if you know of any
all the news of the world, while its different
relief from pain, tell me. I tear Bright’s
disease, as one doctor said that I nad it comdepartments, political news, editorial, etc.,
plicated with heart disease.
make a most valuable paper to all. The
Yours truly. Mrs. M. A, Harford.
New Bedford Mass., Aug. 21.1895.
Tribune is very cheap at $1.00 per year,
which is its price. The Republican Journal
After taking, only two boxes of BIKERS
will be maintained at its present standard,
KIDNEY PILLS I am strong and well.I suffwith special attention to local and State
ered so much for the past ten years that I am
willing to do all in my power to aid any one
news. Subscriptions may begin at any time.
to recover their health and wili cheerfully

A Real Blood

shipyards

Georgia Gilkey, W I; Gilkey, at Buenos
Ayres July .'1 for New York or Boston.
George V Jordan, Fred II Bark, at Bos-

futile,

to all

In

grow with their years and experience.
[Boston Globe.

S Griffin, cleared
S, July J for Bueuos

Ayres.

Baltimore

!

a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of September, A. 1). l-SWR.
certain instrument, purporting to lie the last
will and testament ot JOSEPH <M RUS, late
ot Winterport. in said ( minty ot Wahl. lie, ea-| ed, having been presented for probate, also ha;
occur.
administration with the will annexed be granted
The trial vessel to be built at the M.lis- to Joseph II Curtis.
1
<Jrdeivd. That 11m I. c be given to ail persons in
ter
w ill be about 10 feet
terested b\ causing a eop\
this older to be
and 10 or 15 feet in diameter.
It is made I published three week-sue,v-s,\
riv in the Repubsmall in order to be
to ! 'ican Journal, primed at Bella-:', t !>:it th.-v ma\
be Tie id
Be'lfa-*
appear at a Probate Court.
on a steamer, after a trial in the
within ami for -aid Coum>, on the sc ml I'm
port of Baltimore. It will carry a crew day ot < Jet
r next, at Ten
j
of six men and will he capable of
noon, and show cause, it an\ the. have, wh\ tin1
same should not be provel, appro ed ami allowed.
on the bottom 40 hours without renewing
(i E< J. E. J 011 > SON, .1
idge.
the air.
Tlie openings where the divers i A true
copy. Attest :
w ill go out to work will be on the
(’has. 1*. Ha/, i.iim-'. Acting Register.
and the water will be
out oi the

Aug JJ from Port Spain.
Thomas A Goddard, W

per lip were
All* treataway.

The

ness

Newcastle Sept

0 for

ms .enure

ment

at
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The keel has been laid at Baltimore of a
sub-marine vessel that is intended by its
inventor to work wonders in the ocean
depths. It is intended for commercial
purposes and to restore to commerce
much of the valuable goods lost at sea,
and will have a speed under water of
eight miles an hour.
The boat will be cigar-shaped and of
steel.
It will be propelled by steam ou
the surface and by electricity from storage batteries on the bottom of the sea.
It can be worked at a depth of 150 feet,
which will allow it to go in some places
out as far as 100 miles from the coast,
it
is within this distance that most wrecks

for Havana.

M. M. Nicholson, who lives at the
corner of Curran and Anderson Sts., Atlanta, Ga., had a cancer for years.
It first appeared on his lip and resembled a fever blister, but spread rapidly
and soon began to destroy the flesh.
His father and uncle had died from
Cancer, and he sought the best medical
aid in different cities, but it seemed impossible to check the disease. Several
operations were performed but the cancer
always returned. This continued
for years until the partition in his nose
ana

Laws.

To Search for Sunken Vessels.

Aug JO fur New York.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nicliols, sailed from
Hong Kong June J for .New York.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Win Meyers, sailed from
Boston Sept 4 for Montevideo.
Matanzas, cleared from New York Sept 11
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Uniform Game
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her sturdy child.
Nature makes
but few
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Physicians
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Vessels.

Stream.

Always Admired.

for Centuries.

The writer’s ad-

Water

Abner Coburn, J P Butnaru, arrived at
The September issue of Western Field
Yokahawa July 14 from New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
and Stream, published in St. Paul,
Minn.,
Francisco July 21 from New York.
is noteworthy as presenting a practicable
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, arrived at Hali- scheme for the
of the game of
protection
fax, N S, Sept 4 from Jloilo.
the country, which we are inclined to beBelle of Bath, C Curtis, arrived at Hong
lieve offers a complete solution of this
Kong Sept 2 from Singapore.
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from Mon- much vexed problem, and its senior editevideo May 20, from New York for San tor, Mr. Charles Hallock, who devised
Francisco.
and formulated the scheme, has also the
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, cleared from fullest iudorsment of all
leading naturalists
New York June 27 for Zanzibar.
and sportsmen who have had an opportunEl Capitan, A L Carver, at Shanghae Aug
to
examine
it.
ity
Briefly, it contemplates
12 for Nagasaki, Hong Kong and Baltimore.
the entire territory of the United
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed dividing
from New York June 20 for Shanghae.
(states, from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
Gov Robie, Nichols, sailed from Hong into two concessions along the line of the
fortieth parallel of latitude, or near it, for
Kong June 21 for New York.
Great Admiral, Rowed, at Hobart Town, each of which there shall be uniform laws
VDL, Aug l* for Marseilles.
and uniform close time, the whole to be
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sail- under the police surveillance of the Naed from New York June 27 for San Francisco.
tional Association for the protection of
Josephus, P R Gilkey,sailed from Shanghae
game and fish through its multifarious
July 24 for New York via Houg Kong.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, cleared state auxilliaries. The close time for the
from New York Sept 1(> for Sydney, N S W. northern concession will be from
January
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from New 1 to September 1, and in the southern conYork July 21 for San Francisco.
cession from February 1 to September 1,
Puritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at Hiogo during which no shooting shall be allowed
Aug 7 from Philadelphia.
I on any kind of game whatever,
excepting
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from New York
July 2 fur Anjer; spoken July 23, lat 23 N, that woodcock and shoie birds of the order
Limicolae may be shot in August.
Ion 37* W.
The
I
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from New general close time for all kinds of inland
[
York June 22 for Hong Kong.
fishes, recognized as game fishes, to exSachem, H T Lancaster, at Houg Kong tent! from Oct. 1 to June 1, excepting that
Aug 5 from Samarang.
fishes of the order Salmonidas,
including
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Sliangthe trouts, may be caught in April and May.
hae previous to Sept 4 lor Singapore.
These
close
seasons
conform
St Nicholas, C F Carver, cleared from
very nearly
to the distribution, habitat, am!
Philadelphia July 30 for San Francisco.
breeding
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from seasons of the various fauna which are
New York Sept 1 for Shanghae.
sought to be protected;anti where they tlo
Ti i lie E Star buck. Ebeu Curtis, sailed
not, special exceptions may be made, if
from Honolulu July 21 for New York.
deemed expedient.
The laws which are to
Win 11 Macy, Amsbury, at New York for
dominate will inhere by legislative enactSan Francisco.
Win li Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, at ment: uniform in all the States, and cooperative throughout. Emergencies and
Shanghae Aug 14 lor New York.
W ,1 Rotch, Sewali C Lancaster, at Yoko- bodily stress will always stand in plea for
hama Aug, 20, for New York.
exemption from penalty for violation of
the laws, when well proven.
BARKS.
Mr. Ilallock presents his arguments in
Adam W Spies, C N Meyers, arrived at
a very logical and
convincing manner, and
Anjer Aug 0 from New York.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at he believes that it cannot be long before
Buenos Ayres AugO from Bridgewater, N S. this salutary code will be in successful
As for the general make-up
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, sailed from operation.
of this September number, it is superlaNew York Sept 11 for Charleston, S C.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, at Montevideo tive, and up to the high
literary standard
Aug 12 for Brazil.
which the Field and Stream lias set for
Edward May, sailed from Boston July 5 itself.
There is a delightful contribution
for Honolulu.
on
St. Mary’s lakes by Bishop Gilbert,
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from Bosand
another
of a high order from George
ton Aug 4 for Montevideo.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Astoria B. Scott, on the Continental Divide.
The illustrations are unique and fetching,
Sept 7 for Santa Rosilia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed and the editoral matter well studied,
from New York March 4 for Sail Jose, Gnat;
The magazine
apropos and sprightly.
spoken April 18, lat 20 S, Ion 38 W.
seems on the
highway to eminent success.
Henry A. Litchfield, sailed from Bruns- Should its pet
project as outlined above be
wick, Ga, Aug 2 for Sapelo.
it will naturally become the
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from adopted,
oracle of the entire sporting fraternity.
New York June 20 for Brunswick, Ga.

A'any Women Arc Childless—.4

rohiem That

Deep
SHIPS.

Sturdy

article in the

haze of distance.
“During his career of 38 years he had
labored unceasingly in the vineyard of the
drama.
With him it was genuine labor,
All the standard silver dollars issued for he had
brought to his art none of the
Horn the mints since the passage of the accessories that have contributed to the
act of 1;<7£S now amounting to more than
Ills ability did
of
other actors.
success
000,000, have been coined on public I not come to him by inheritance. Wealth
account from bullion put chased by the did not smooth the road for his
!
prelimiGovernment and are legal tender in pay- 1
lie was without education,
nary efforts,
ment oi ail
debts, public and private, All he was, all he became, all he acquired,
without regard to tin* amount, except whether in
art, literature or general eduwhen otherwise expressly stipulated in
| cation, were the results of persistent and
the contract between the parties.
They 1 never-tiring endeavor.”
belong to the Government when coined,
How Barrett acquired the habit of
ami they are paid out by the Government
study is thus described by Mr. Shea:
at a
with
for
and
parity
gold
property
“Barrett’s first active acquaintance
services of all kinds, and received from with the theatre was in the
lowly position
flit* people at a parity with gold in the of call
boy in a play house which one bipayment of all public dues and debts. ographer credits to Pittsburg, another to
The Government has made no discrimin- Detroit.
In this humble capacity the
ation whatever between the coins of the seeds of his ambition were sown.
While
two metals; gold has been paid ou its
from dressing room door to door
going
coin obligations when gold was demandgiving the actors their calls, he was himed. and silver lias been paid when silver self
possessed w ith a longing “to go on.”
was demanded.
To further this object he began to devote
Under this policy the coinage has been all his leisure moments to hard
study.
so limited by law and the policy of the
Entire nights were spent in poring over
that
the
amount
Treasury Department,
books and plays, the midnight oil being
fined has not been sc> great as to drive in ms case me
gut oi a Kiuuiy piupeiLy
the more valuable coin. gold„ out of use, man in the
shape of ends of candles,
and thus destroy the basis of our mone- which Barrett stuck on nails in the door
tary system, and, so long as the two met- of the dingy garret where he lodged.
tis are of unequal commercial value, at Student habits were thus
early formed,
the ratio established by law, this limita- and he never ceased the task of
enriching
tion upon the coinage is, in my opinion, his mind
his
notable
career.”
throughout
absolutely essential to the maintenance of
with
Barrett
contemporary
Comparing
their parity in effecting exchanges.
It
actois, Mr. Shea writes:
constitutes the principal safeguard in
“Unlike his two great contemporaries,
protection of our currency against the de- Booth and McCullough, Barrett was not
which
the
of
all
preciation
experience
satisfied with the well-beaten path over
countries has shown would otherwise re- which so
many of his distinguished presult from the attempt to use two legal decessors had trod.
He was not satisfied
tender coins of the same denomination with
oft-repeated impersonations of Hambut of unequal value.
If the limitation
let, Richelieu and Cassius, although in
were removed, confidence in the
ability these and other well-known characters he
; the Government to preserve equality in
lie
was seen to excellent advantage.
the exchangeable values of the coin would strove
His
for something new.
always
be destroyed, and the parity would be ambition
was to create. Time-worn charlost long before the amount of silver coin- acterizations were to him
simply steppingage had become really excessive.
stones to original creations.
Fortunately
for himself and for the public he was able
With i'r»t? arul unlimited coinage of sil- to
his
and
successes
this
ambition,
gratify
vt*i on account of private individuals and
in this line are matters of stage history.
ietm.
the
uovernment
would
be
ij'ora
“What Irving is to England, Barrett
uiei no moral obligation to maintain the was to America. The former has the ad- !
and.
it
would
he
unable
parity,
moreover,
vantage of a permanent theatre in which j
'o do so.
because the volume of over- to materialize his
productions, but the
vii.i ed -i .v -i forced into circulation
by a latter, though lacking this important adtender provision would soon expel
g
in
giving to the stage
junct, succeeded
-<■ ]d’
from tl.
country or put such a several eiabuinte presentations, possessj'lv’ii: iin upon it that it would he iirposing much of tin completeness and mag- !
-it ic ;o
iocu:e and hold in the Treasury
uilicence so noteworthy in the efforts of
J
a sufficient amount to
provide for the re- l the great English tragedian.
of
silver on presentation.
In
demption
“It was this desire to be to the stage
oidt-i to maintain the parity under such
mere player of
something more than
coudiiii>j’, the Government would be
parts that made him the most important
••ucptdh-d 1. >m the beginning to exchange dramatic ligure of his day in this country;
silver dollars, and their paper more
go:d t•
important even than either Booth or
iept«-v,-?uar;\'’s. whenever demanded, just
McCullough, for they were content with
as
t ii. ov
exchanges gold for its own notes eminence in oft traveled directions.
"'ken demanded: and, as the coinage of
Booth desired no greater glory than to be
mi'C, d-ciam would be unlimited, and
known as the world’s greatest Hamlet.
therefore c<ms* meniv increasing, a point
transcended all
would soon be ;ea<iu -d where it would be McCullough's Yirginius
similar efforts, and his ambition went no
io
continue the process of re- farther.
impossible
demption.
“Barrett was something more than an
j actor. lie was a producer, in the fullest
;
of
the
(Governi:pli>-’ ■idigation
sense of the term.
His aim was to give
m to nreserv
the vaim- of the money to the world
productions that would live
v
c< ins lrom its
>wn bullion and
when he was no longer able to be the star
wii use.
and wldch it forces its
performer in them. He did not believe
>
to
c. Ge
in exchange for their that the
stage limits should be confined to
ci q»eit> am, >er\ ices, lias been
supple- the works of Shakespeare and other classimnmd by two statutory declarations
cal dramatists.
He believed there should
'mdicj,
substantially pledge the public be room on the stage for the ambitious atlad!,
the maintenance ot that ]>olicy.
tempts of modern playwi iters even though
•"he am of June 14, Imhj, after
providing these authors had the temerity to couch
that t]jc Secretary of the Treasury should,
their language in the blank verse of the
urn: *r sued regulations as he
might pre- immortal bard of Avon.”
•- ■iibe,
redeem the Treasury notes issued
i. ‘.he imichase of silver
bullion, in gold
“Need not Worry.”
silve; coin, at his
declares
■
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MONTAGUE MARKS, 23 Union Square, N. Y.

TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING

m

Bars BBS COLIEG
SHORTHAND & TYPEWRITING SCHOOL
OFFICE PRACTICE FROM THE START.

Dry Theory Discarded.

Send for Free Catalogue.

L. A. GRAY & SON. Portland. Me.
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PILES !

PILES !

PILES !

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles- It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, act

—

poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
as a

Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILWAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Iy46

1

“One reason why some smaht men doau
git along faster,” said Uncle Eben, “is case
dey loses time showin’ off bow smaht (ley is,
’stead o’trabb’in right erlong.” [Washington Star.

CASTOniA.
Thefae-

_

interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesda\ of October next, and show’ cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazei.tjne, Acting Register.

( omits of Waldo, m. \\ e.n
day of October. A. I> 18m
afternoon. V«ni svill govern
Given under my hand an
Court this Otli day ot Septcn
Attest
CHAS
2w38
Acting Register -d
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CONGRESSMAN MORSE

Clergymen

r,,.mlni»tlons.
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"in to be ignorant
books are sold at
at
10c. a gallon,

angelist, Asbury
l
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■

is

Tells the Wanderful Curative Powers
of Dr. Gr

simple.

very

iddressed in parliild may under-

j

Presbyterian,

i-v

;
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Hon. Elijah A. Morse, Member of Congress
from Mass., Used Dr. Greene’s Nervura
in

devil feels sure
living in idleness,
life is essential to

ac

His

Family with Astonishing Benefit.

b

deserter from
him. or
of eternity withipere from any p art
is a

placed

.•■m e

Todd. Methodist,

Cj
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must grow, as
upward at once.
: -wth must be ac*
hi» inward growth.
in

1

Baptist, Scranton,
is not

■■>-

ndness, gentleness.
his very
paver
ilm and quiet in
•d disaster.
[Uev.
bat. l,owell, Mass.
in

is not

always

b. t here is no difCue learned, the
alike and be jus-

Christ will
hereafter and in
blessed Lord is
y. but of lioly
i-vrst-n il
immor•! b righteousness.
Baptist, Philadel-

i. 1st.

of

p
."TiHctl. It is
>\ when far
For all that
airi good we are
>*ian mothers.
over

a

vei

b

and

•'a-airt
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wiib

one

another,

cirigetiiei
!■•
one leaves
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heal to (rod.
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sbyterian,
Tliere is

San
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perenemy of
■a ill
believe this
help you ou the
is your faith in
■a on the other.
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list, Knoxville.
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The weak

Ians

to-day

are

solutions. More
our politics, and
id become more
IE Leach, Episeo-

M,i

-wes

to

France, Belgium, Switzerland,
Roumania, Bulgaria, The Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Turkey, Austra!\a> Egypt, Canada, Santo Domingo,
Chili, Venezuela, Uruguay and Hayti.

restores

refreshing

sleep. Cures Impotence and restores

The silver standard nations are:
India, China, Japan, the Straits Settlements, Persia, Mexico, Central American
States, Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador.
Those ou a Paper basis are:

full vital powers
Cures all wasting
diseases and restores
development to an pans oi tne tioay.
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day’s use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 54c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

currency. There are a few of the minor
NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,
nations also included in this
Such
group.
KALAMAZOO, MICH?
ns
Turkey, Santo Domingo and Uruguay,
but their presence does not militate
against
the statement
that, as a rule, it is in gold
nations only that the
wage-earners are
Broken down Health
found living in a
satisfactory condition.
I lie situation of the countries
having a
paper currency is in some respects better
than those that have silver as a basis for
their circulation, because with
Italy and
Austria the paper dollar is worth
only a
little less than the gold dollar; that is, at
may be restored if you start
the first of this
year gold in Austria was
at a premium of
right. It takes fuel to run
So
only 1 per cent.
that that country
may now be said to be
an
and you must burn
upon n gold basis.
In Italy, gold was at a
premium of about S per cent,, which was
it right to get the power. To
not sufficient to
materially influence the
health, you must have
conditions of trade. But, even throwing
these countries out of the
gold classilicafood
and
it.
tion, as at the lirst of the present year
they might have been thrown, and it still
n Atwood’s Bitters
begin
p
remains that the great nations of western
p I right here. They restore
Europe and the United States, which
IbII
digestion, regulate the
have gold as a standard, with Canada and
bowels, purify the blood.
Australia, are so far ahead in the industrial
prosperity of their people that it can be
said of their wage-earners that
,?5c. a bottle. Avoid Imitations.
they recei vo
for their labor in gold quite as
much, and
often more, than the wage-earners in the
silver and paper using countries receive
in their depreciated forms of
currency.
Chili, Venezuela and Uruguay are the
countries in South America wiiere business conditions are equal, if not superior
lo tliose toil ill' iti the other South AmeriEON. ELIJAH A. MOUSE, MEMBER OB CONGRESS FROM MASSACHUSETTS
ca u States.
At the first of this year the
Hon. Kiijali A. Mmsc of, ,niton. Mass..
paper currency in Brazil was only worth
'in iii the best health that I have
enjoyed j 4-1
per cent, of its nominal value; in
Member of Congress from Massachusetts,
bo three years.
1 sleep well and soundly
Argentina it was worth but 28 percent, of
forwards his endorNmnen' of the remark- and
its
food
does
not
distress
me at all.
my
assumed value, and in Colombia 4'.*
able eurativ** powers
]);. Greene’s Ner‘1 can heartily recommend Dr. Greene's per cent, in gold of its alleged value.
of the latter country, the Uuitvura blood and nor. e remedy. Together
Nervura to any person on a- count of its j Speaking
ed States minister wrote a short time
with a letter from hi- M-ter, Mrs. Albert good effects on
since:
myself and friends.”
F. Morse, who writes to the people mi“In 1n<), when gold was at a premium
Smvly no one who reads this positive
eei ning hex wonderful cmv
by this gi ami proof of the marvelous powers of Dr. of 20 per cent., wages of workingmen on
the plains of Bogota were forty cents a
restorer of health and strength.
Greenes Nervura to make the sick well,
day, and in the hot country sixty cents a
Congressman Morse is a statesman of tne powerful endorsement of this
Highest grede of Instruction.
grand- day. At tiie present time wages are sixty j
Lowest rates of tuition.
ami ninety cents, respectively, an advance :
power and intluence in Congress and his est of medicines
Best equipped rooms.Bank,etc.
by one of Massachusetts'
of 50 per cent.
All provisions have inown State holds
Open from Sept.to July. Per catalogue 6nd
lim in highest honor,
foremost statesmen, will hesitate another creased iu
full Fartlcular3--Addre8s
cost about 200 per cent.
Meats
having elected hi:n Representative m the instant in seeking the sure road to health in 1SS5 were
H.A.Howard,Rockland,Maine*
selling for from twelve to
Legislature, Member of the state Senate, by using Dr. Greene’s Nervura.
fifteen cents per pound; at the present
time they are selling at forty and fifty
and one oi the Governin'* < uneil.
\
it is what the world of sufferers needs.
cents.
House rents have increased from
business man of high order, he is known It is
the great cure for weakness, nervous100 to 200 per cent. Small tenements,
throughout the world as the manufacturer ness, tired-out bodies, shaky, unsteady such as poor people occupy, could
be had
of the Rising >un Stove Polish, which is and
weakened nerves. It gives power and iu 1885 at 84 a mouth: now the same tenements
In
88.
the
1884-85
in
Protestant
sold
bring
every nation of the earth.
strength to nerves and body, with restored minister
of Bogota occupied a house for
JOBBKRS OK
Congressman Morse says:
vigor and renewed vitality; makes rich, which he paid 850 a month; at the presbrother’s
wife
received great bene- red blood, cures
“My
dyspepsia, indigestion, ent time the same house brings 8200 a
fit from the use of 1 >r. Greene's Nervnra.
In 1885 table board could be had
constipation, kidney and liver complaints month.
at the hotels tor 81 a day; now it is 82 a
She has been a long time ill and other It banishes
headache, sleeplessuess, neu- day. ‘1
medicines failed. She is greatly improved
Here we have a practical illustration of
ralgia and rheumatism. In fact it makes
SEEDS and
by the use of Neivura. She had insomnia the sick well. Use it and prove for your- the effect upon wages and commodities of
a
and nervousness and can now sleep well. self its
depreciated form of currency. The
wonderful power to cure.
merchant marks up the price of his goods
There is no question that Dr. Greene’s
GROCERIES.
Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve to
correspond with the advanced premium
Nervnra is a valuable remedy and it is a
remedy is not like the preparations put on gold, and, in order not to be on the
Importers ot Salt.
down right benefit t.» nervous affections.”
lie does not take chances, but
up by irresponsible and unprofessional wrong side,
he
if
to
exceed
that
Dealers
in the linesr ijuality cl
endeavors,
can,
preMi. Morse's sister, Mrs. Albert F. Morse
people, but is the prescription and dis- mium iu the
charges that lie makes. Unof Canton. Mass., says:
less the workingman can do likewise, and
covery of a widely known physician, Dr.
.
“1 had been in feeble health for go
mark up the value of what lie lias to
years Greene <>f A Temple Place, Poston, Mass.,
sell—that is, his labor—lie cannot fail to
and had employed all the usual means for the most successful
specialist in curing be
sadly left in the lurch. Is such a markcure without much benefit.
I have had nervous and chronic diseases. It is
plain- mg up possible; l luloubteuly it can be
many hemorrhages of the lungs, with se- ly evident therefore
BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
carried
out to a certain extent, unless
why it always cures
vere neuralgia and insomnia.
because it is perfectly adapted for just there is such a financial crash as to send 33, 33, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.
many thousands of individuals and corpor“My friends had used and knew of the these complaints. Another
thing which ations into bankruptcy, and thus demorlrf
TELEPHONE 4-2.
good results from Dr. Greene's Nervnra can be said of no other
In that
medicine, and alize and paralyze industry.
and recommended its n.se to me.
I have which
practically assures a cure by Dr. event, the wage-earner might consider
now used three bottles and received
help Greene's Nervura, Dr. Greene, its discov- himself lucky it lie obtained in silver
the equivalent of what lie is now getfrom the very first.
I have now become
erer, can be consulted free, personally or
ting in gold. But, assuming that we
so much benefited that 1 can
say that 1 by letter.
pass through this revolutionary change
even without such a
general catastrophe,
A Divine Christ
Jesus claimed he make them useful citizens, but will wield with a premium on gold varying from day
was divine.
His doctrines support the a good influence over the cause of educa- to day, in concurrence with fluctuations
claim, his pure life is ottered in proof, his tion. [Rev. U. L. Th in good, Chrisffcin, in the silver bullion market, the manuJust received, a complete assortment of armiracles attest its truth, his resurrection Pittsburg, Pa.
facturers and other employers of labor
tists' materials—oil colors, water colors
confirms it, and lie exercised the prerogacannot afford and are not going to pay
French colors for china-painting, canvas on
tives and powers of God in forgiving sins
those whom they engage the equivalent in
stretchers, academy hoard, palettes, porceFriday is a luckier day than Saturday, silver of wliat they are now paying in gold.
and raising the dead to life.
What other
lain plaques, easels for same, picture and
idea of Jesus rationally explains these especially to get over a cough on. Because
Business will become then much more
it is a day sooner.
Use Adamson’s Botanic
retouching varnish, sable, camel-liair and
historical facts? [Rev. S. 11. Meeser, Bapthan it is now, and capital
speculative
Balsam
and
that
Cough
stop
barking within does not take
bristle brushes.
tist, New Haven.
speculative risks unless it
a week.
receives larger returns than accompany
“Doctor Stiekem,” said the physician’s
Christian Politics.
A
Christian
ordinary business transactions. This is ALL AT LOWEST PRICES.
“have
you decided whether or not the case at the
should not divorce his religion from his assistant,
present time in the silver
Mr. Payers has appendicitis? You know
politics. It is bad enough to vote wrong- you said you were going to read up on his using nations of the world. It has been
ly. It is worse not to vote at all. Chris- case.’’ “Ah, yes. I must do so at once. pointed out that the mill owners in Mexitian citizens should be deeply interested Hand me that copy of Bradstreet's.” f Wash- co and Japan are getting larger dividends
in politics, and they should go to the pri- ington Star.
than the mill owners in New England. Of
the good and suffimaries, to the polls and to the political
Taken in time Hood’s Sarsaparilla pre- course they are, for
conventions as regularly and as religious- vents serious illness
take to themselves
by keeping the blood cient reason that they
j
as
ly
they go to church. [Rev. J. II. pure and all the organs in a healthy condi- the entire, and more than entire, advantion
Reformed
Church, Pittsburg, Pa,
prugh,
tage of whatever change there is in the
silver market. This was the case in our !
said the wayfarer. “You want
“Humph!”
Applied Christianity.
civil war. a time
IVe hear a assistance, do
you? “Yes, said the beggar. own country during the
No. ‘-1!> Newbury Street,
great deal in these days about applied “Well, these are hard
times, and I have when our manufacturers as a rule made
as
Christianity,
though applied Christian- strong convictions on the money question. more money than at any other period in
(Near Corner of Fairfield St.)
ity were a new thing. 1 say to you that Are you for gold or are you a silverite?” their experience, and this simply because
there never was an hour when Chib tianity “Sir, replied the beggar, “I am anything— wages were never brought up to a
BOSTON.
MASS.
gold
was not applied.
think of the millions hut I have a feeling this evening that I’m a
basis.
Herald.
[Boston
hours
12
to
Other
Hours,
2.
nickelite.”
Bazar.
by
appointment
fHarper’s
of slaves who were in hopeless
bondage
only.
until the sledge-hammer of Christian libDo not wear impermeable and
October, 1805 —lyr45*
tight-fitting
“What Everybody Expected.”
hats
that
constrict the blood-vessels of the
erty set them free.
[Rev. ('. C. I,ashy,
Use
Hall’s
Hair
Re
newer
sr.tlp.
occasionMethodist, Lincoln, Nebraska.
A day or two before election Secretary
of Maino.
ally, and you will not be bald.
Beane of the Democratic State committee Waldo ss.
Clerk of Cockts office.
The Saloon Power.
No
I
It is possible
Advantage to Him: “Well, you don’t said:
Belfast, Sept. 2. 1 81M5. i
that some great providence may yet unite have to hustle quite so hard as you did a few
Notice is hereby given of the intention of AK“From the reports which come to me mid
the Christians of this country to rise and weeks ago,” said the loquacious citizen to
TIH K RITCHlFof \\
in the County of
the canvass which has been returned Mr. Waldo, to apply at theinterport,
October term of the* Sutake a deliberate stand against the terri- the iceman. “No," said the toiler, “but the
Frank should receive at least 55,000.
There preme Judicial Coiut for Waldo County for adwork is harder.
As the weather gits colder
ble usurpation of the saloon power, it is
ice weighs a heap more to the pound.” [In- will be some 10,000 votes divided between mission to the Bar.
obedience rather than numbers that is
3w37
TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
Populists, Prohibitionists and so-called
dianapolis Journal.
sound money Democrats.”
wanting. Obedient faith discovers allies.
A
Deception Easily Practiced
Obedience draws on God for resources.
A Corporation controlling line lines of manufacSept. 15th Chairman Hughes of rhe
[Rev. A. Wheaton, Congregationalist, is the offer of a reward for “any case of ca- committee gave out an interview in which tures to retail dealers wants resident agent for
tarrh not cured" by certain “cures.” NothConnecticut.
this county. Would require deposit according to
Mystic,
he said :
ing is said regarding the number of bottles
“The result of the election is fust what counties given control of. Must he intelligent and
and therein lies the deception.
Christianity. Cli ristian i ty rests on a required,
hard worker.
Fullest reference required. AdEly’s Cream Balm is an elegant preparation, everybody expected.”
tried foundation.
It Iris Christ as a liv4w36
agreeable to use, and immediate in its beneMr. Frank’s vote fell 22,000short of the dress, ]’. O. Box 3721), Boston, Mass.
ing stone. Its principles were laid in the ficial results. It cures catarrh. You can
to
by the committee’s
soul of truth. Since Christ is the founda- rely upon the fact that it contains no mer- figures pointed
canvass, hut “the result was just what
tion, it is therefore a personal product— cury nor other injurious drug. 50 cents.
everybody expected." Was Brother
not a human person, but a divine
personis
it
that
niv
son
is
so
much
“Why
before election or is Chairquick- Beane
ality. Uniike^any system of philosophy, er to catch an idea than yours is?” asked man fibbing
Hughes fibbing after election? [Portit can not be separated from its founder, the caller as the bragging-match grew
peril- land Press.
for Christ and Christianity are insepara- ously warm. “It is a compensation of naanswered
the
hostess.
ble.
ture,”
“Your
sweetly
J.
A.
[Rev.
Smith, Methodist, sou has no ideas of his own.”
A story of the time of Shakspere,
[Detroit Free
Lemurs, Io.
written by John Bennett, will he the leadPress.
ing serial for the new volume of St. NichThe Seeds of Death.
The seeds of
olas.
It is called “Master Skylark,” and
death are sown in our constitution, and
will deal with the romantic events of the
we can no more run
away from ourselves
The great dramatist
Elizabethan age.
than from death.
Dust we are, and unto
figures as one of the leading characters,
dust we shall return.
It is appointed unalthough the hero and heroine are a hoy
For Infants and Children.
to all men once to die.
[Rev. E. R. Tiland a girl.
Another serial, “The Last
ton, Baptist, Philadelphia,
Three Soldiers,” by William H. Shelton,
has a novel plot. It tells of three Union solis oa
Education. People must be educated
every
diers who became veritable castaways in
in order that the home and country be
wrapper.
the Confederacy.
Both stories will begin
preserved, and in order to do this" the
in the November St. Nicholas.
public school system must be kept intact
Variations in Styles. “Overcoats are to be
15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.
and free from sectarianism.
Compulsory short and trousers tight this winter.” “Well,
New Sweden, with 1J5 ltcpubhcans and
education is absolutely necessary.
It will I’m right, only my trousers will be short no Democratic voters, is the banner soundnot only take boys from the street and and my overcoat tight.”
[Chicago Record. money town of Maine.

fin

co,

in practical po]><iiitical iudift’er-

i> the great
siness. and when
"ilist expect deUd-at we get from j
e
in him.
Abran e when he srarto-\
W R. Lnvv-

Anthracite and

;

it i- not what the !
md rents, but it
i in and sacrifice,
• mk!‘s
sight. It
•alls blessed. It
that it should—
a rat; tude.
[Rev.

>

ic, Philadelphia.

■

i.'-iin*.
Christians
nil for their own
bond of church
them steadfast to
■>.
The restraint of
> one of the
strongn from settling into
’Rev. Ff. Hostetler,
city, Iowa.
<

is the result of
ironments.
Out of
lark would perish in
mt would be unhappy
; the sinner miserable
each case they would
with their environWestwood, Metho-

;>iness

'an

charity

him as a fellow-pil’••ature of God and
ore of <ro<l lie loves |
'V.
of God animat- j

binding together
l>v. Father Bvrne,

on

I lid.

five reasons why
majority of people

be sadness of de- i
the sense of unfin- \
remaining in the j
1
iiiTy of a future life.
which make men j
c. ]). Foss, Metlioj
\’ew .Jersey.

j

We shall love art
in *
very fireside, but I
the things that are :
-i not
betray us. Siie
>

>

conspiracy against

•“'•be must not cast dedue virtue upon the

1

• •as

Buron

Chalmers, CongreMich.

Strong individuality
eristic of every great

i1

aks

truly, “Count me
heroes, they were men
Posterity may build
In their own time they
knew
only the thorns of
■j
cross.
[Rev. II. F.
n

1

"lfax, lo.

king is part of the procis

assimilated to cliarsignificance to feelT!ie abuse of thinking
"mating the Value of thinkated thinking.
But to
to think
carefully on
bev. E. P. Dennett, {
->v,,s

■

h"sa, Cal.

VOU

are hereby notified that said (’has. W. W
>od
has filed in the Court of Insolvency in s tid

1

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Sait Rheum, Fever

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
money refunded.. Price 25 cents per box
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

County a petition for his discharge from all his
debts provable under the Insolvent laws of said
State, and for a certificate thereof, and a
hearing

upon the same is ordered to he had at the Probate
Ottice in Belfast, in said County, on
Wednesday,
the 14th day of October, A. I). 18'.#;, at two o’clock
in the afternoon, when ami where
you may attend
and show cause, if any you have, whv the
praver
of the petitioner should not he
granted.
Attest—CHAS. 1*. HAZELTINE.
2w3P
of
said
Court.
Acting Register

PREPARATIONS FOR

THE
GREAT
RATTLE
OF

3 ARE ALREADY WELL L'N’DER WAY.

NOVEMBER

A NEW

President of the United States
TO

I>

ELECTED. AND

BE

THE

NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
will,

as

ously

always,

lie found in the thickest of the

for SOUND

BUSINESS

tight, battling

vigor-

PRINCIPLES, which will

bring

PROSPERITY TO THE NATION

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE is not
only the leading
paper of the country, but is PRK- KMINEN IT Y A
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER.

Republican

Its campaign news and
can

dismissions will inter.

-■

\ neri-

Vl-.

citizen.

AH the news of the day. Foreign Corresn m 1 n
A trie droral
Market Reports, (Short Stories
modi
nuplete
number, Comic Pictures, Fashion Plates with elaborate
desorptions, and a variety of items of household interesi mikes up \N
IDEAL FAMILY PAPER.

Depaitment,

We furnish “The
Tribune”

Republican
(both papers).

ONE YEAR

Journal” md “New York

Weekly

FOR ONLY $2.00,

CASH IN ADY.W 'H
Address all orders to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.
Write

your

and

nan?

adiresa

on

postal oar.d, send ,t to 3eo. vV. Best,
a sample copy or THE NEW YORK WEEKLY

a

Tribune Building. New York City, and
TRIBUNE will beimailed to you.

Blacksmith

Closing Out Sale" Furniture.
STORE

LET.

J. C. THOMPSON <& SON
Have special eats in prices to close oat their stoc/..
Have still l ft a fine assortment of

Lt 03.1 Si

For Summer

TO

Oak & Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables,
FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS,
CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A LINE ASSORTMENT.

J. C.

Thompson

dS:

Sen,

Sketchinq.^

38 Main St.

COLUMBIAN
HARTFORD
BICYCLES
I am agent for these well known wheels,
and have all colors in enamel.
Hkyele
sundries and bra/.ing frames and vulrani/.ing tires done in all their branches. I keep
a supply of GAltDKN HUSK.
The 1896 Hartford liicycb* has been reduced to I he following prices :

Patterns Nos.

I

and 2, from $80 to

$63.

Patterns Nos. 3 and 4, from $60 to $50.
patterns Nos, 5 and <>, from $50 to $35.

The Nose and Throat.

is the love

"■’mg feels for another

in

Commercial Advertiser.

POOR & SON,

__

-’

Lame Side
Lame Stomach
Lame Shoulder

~~

p

—

apolis.

'•!

Notes.

JiMMii Limit

digest

FEED,

the

crimi’ial. In this
eihl
a politician,
i ms is lie demand
-e E. iii-ed, Mctll-

ii

Bank

CRAIN,

itioii
ll

manhood and removes all obstacles to marriage.
Restores the
r*’ entire nervous
/ system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.1
Cures Insomnia and

sun

clog-

ming of Christ.
the great ques-

'ii

Restores perfect
health, vigor and

regain
good
«|
I

'.al:an, ('atholie,

Tlic

^ Great RESTORER

National

What humbug it is for W. J.
Bryan to
assert in his letter of
acceptance that to
“empower national banks to issue circulating notes is to surrender to private corIn fact, every ache,lameness, soreness everywhere.
porations the control over the volume of Internal
or External, can he relieved and cured by
the use of this old and reliable family remedy
The total circulation
paper money.”
of the United .States at the close of the
fiscal year of 1805 was
$1,100,000,000, and
of this sum only
$211,500,000, or less It cures bites, burns, bruises. It is without an
than one-fifth, consisted of national bank
equal
for colic, croup, cramps, diurrlue.i, cholera-morbus.
notes. The silver certificates then outoverworked
muscles
In practice,
are not uncomstanding amounted alone to $320,000,000, mon,
which .loluiNon's Anodyne Liniment relieve*
or over 50
In 1801 the
per cent. more.
promptly. J. J. CASEV, Professional Oarsman.
national bank notes
aggregated only $108,000,000 out of a total paper circulation
of >1,050,000,000.
IIow is it conceivable
for these “private corporations” to coutrol” the volume of
paper money under
Positively cure biliousness and sick headache,
such circumstances?
liver and bowel complaints. They expel all impurities
The Popocratie attack upon national
from the blood. Delicate women lino relief from
using them. Price 2-> et«.; five $1.00. Pamphlet free.
bank notes is thoroughly dishonest.
Be1. S. JOHNSON Sl CO., T2 Custom House St., Boston*
hind this attack is a scheme
todleluge the
country with greenbacks redeemable—if
STATE OF MAINE.
redeemable at all—in depreciated silver.
The people should awake to the fact that
WALLO SS.
€01'BT OK INSOLVENCY.
in this Bryanite crusade
they ai;e face to In the case of CHARLES W. WO m of liurnhaia,
face with the most dangerous inflation
in the County of Waldo and State of Maine
movement this nation ever saw.
Insolvent Debtor.
[X. Y.

engine,

Men differ in
t\

NERVE-LIFE

A fact that workingmen would do well
to bear in mind is that in no country in the
world, except those that have a currency
established upon a gold basis, is the dollar
received in wages worth its assumed
purchasing power when the wage-earner
endeavors to convert it into the necessaries
and comforts of life.
Certain countries
of the world keep their currency at a geld
standard, others at silver, and others still
on a
The gold standard napaper basis.
tions are:
The United States, Great Britain, Ger-

he>lti

weak-

a

Paper.

Italy, Greece, Austria-Hungary, Russia,
Servia, Spain, Portugal, Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay and Colombia.
It will be seen from the above
showing
that the
leading nations, those where the
standards of living are higher than in
other parts of the world,
have, almost
without an exception, a gold standard

Tewell, Presby-

—

or

many,

of Church or
believe in a diiug to a destiny
Brown, Congre-

j

tiold, Silver

44 Main

Street,
Belfast, Maine.

|

CASTORIA

We Guarantee it

i

FRED

ATWOOD,

Winterport, Me,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

Over

Thirteen

Millions ($1H.000,000)

Sprixufikld Finn
Association

AM)
of

M !UtiK*,

Granite Si):

I’iim.adkliwiia,

National Fikk Insiua.m
DESIRABLE

RISKS

WRITTEN

Tkavklkks Life

(’ai
k ('•

K

insurant-? Assets,

ire

Fikk I.vsrtiAXrB Co, Firi

Kick Insi i;anvf
Hahti »kd. <.T\n

itm.
.,

l

■

AT

CURRENT

and

Accident

RATES

Inmham

TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 TEARS, at low rates
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO
INVESTMENT SKClBlTIKS BOUGHT AM) SOLI).

on

k

Co.

hiilltlln^s ucccpuibli

LOANS NEGOTIATED,

ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
PS^Correspondenre solicited.

REAL

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL
op-F. C. WHITE.
Haddock’s & Plymouth
stove anti Che-taut.

Delivered and put in, (in barrels) .... $!i.7,'i
in Damp Carts,.
,’i.dO
Prices at Wharf,.5.Hit

CUMBERLAND COAL

¥

Vein
Ka'jiatnl Crate.
~>o
a, HU
it.lO

WOOD OF ALL KINDS.

All Coal guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery.
| Telephone
0IiF“:5peeial attention given to delivery outside city limits.
; conaeetion.

SEARSPORT

Waldo Chapin of this place, who has
iu the shoe factory at Belfast,
at home a few days last week.

LOCALS.

ployment

Miss Maine Roulstou left for Boston by
train Saturday.
Mrs. Charlotte B.
Millie are in town.

and

Ford

daughter

j

Sandypoint. Rev. B. A. Lucas and familyhave moved to Bangor, having been here
Mr. Lucas will preach
several months.
here during the fall, coming down Saturday

emwas

Dr. J. C. Ham and wife and Mr. and Mrs,
A. T. Condon of Belfast spent Sunday at
their cottage in Carter’s grove.

and

returning

Monday

Mrs. Josie Smith of Rockland is the guest
of Mrs. J. W. Black.

ents’

Miss Mae Feruald was employed at Clemdining hall on the fair ground at Monroe during the three days of the fair.

Charles Barrows left Friday to attend
school in Braintree, Mass.

The school house in Dist. No. 9 is all comwe think we have the best modern country
school-house in the county,
thanks to Searsport and her voters.

James Richards of Somerville, Mass., spent
last week with his family, who have been
summering here_Mrs. Ollie M. Hall of
Calais is visiting S. L. Hall and family-

Mrs. John Logan returned
Philadelphia by boat Friday.

to

her home in

Angie L. Carver is attending the Normal
school at Bridgewater. Mass.
Miss Elizabeth 0. Merithew left for Bosby steamer Penobscot Friday,

ton

Miss Jessie Nickerson left last Thursday
to resume her studies at Wellesley college.
Geo. A. Nichols, Jr., who has been spending ios vacation in town, returned to Bos-

Monday.

ton

EPerson E. Patterson returned to his
duties ell board pilot boat No. 4 in Boston
barber Saturday.
Holmes

Mrs.
W

>

dnesday

reside for

a

lor

and daughter Lucy left
Kent’s Hill, where they will

time.

Bert. N

Colcord arrived Monday from
Links] eit and will attend the fall term of
the High school here.
Tuttle of Belfast has bought the
Stevens photographic studio and will be in
town ('lie week of each month.
W.

C.

and Mrs. Frank Moore and Miss Nora

Mr.

Field leit l y steamer Friday for their home
Frankiin Park, Mass.

m

Miss Lizzie Grant, w ho has been visiting
relatives in town, returned to her home in
Portland by train Saturday.
S« h
was

n

Lizzie Lane, Capt. H. G. Clossou,
the harbor Sunday and sailed for

Bangor Monday

load.

to

Fred Gilkey and wife rode up from Camden Sunday and were accompanied back by
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Crockett.
Carver and family, who have
been summering at the Searsport House,
leit lor their home iu Boston Monday.

Eugene

P.

Mrs. Frank Tapper and children and
Lira Cyphers will spend the winter in
N< rth Berwick, and left by train Thursday.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the M. E.
church will meet this, Thursday, evening

■with Mrs. Charles A. Colcord.

All

are

cordially invited.
Members of the Waido County Veteran
Association in this vicinity must remember
the meeting of the association at Brooks.

Thursday,

Oct. 1st.

Hugh Campbell, who has been employed
in Carter’s bakery this summer, has returned
to Somerville, Mass. Mr. Carter will conlauy

s

sman

ngnt jacKet

vrun

orown

collar and cuffs was lost last Tuesday ou
I lie county road near the Stockton line. The
tinder will confei

a

favor

by leaving

same

at

jiost office.
R. \V. Towle, wlio was formerly in the
merchant, tailoring business here, but who
has resided luBiockton for the past twenty
\r-ars, arrived in town Saturday and intends
t<; make this place his home.

L. McLaughlin, soil Fred and
daughter Mildred, and Mr. Carl Marring of
..'ibury, Mass., made a short visit to friends
here on t! eir u-turn from Little Deer Isle,
Mrs.

F.

they spent

where

the

summer.

IlaiTmtt is attending the con:«•!••*! •<
1 the c-'ngl. .•huivh.-s at Fairlidd.
’ll.w b }>i bably be n.- «•*•: vices at- the
R. < L

Lc

James Staples was in West Winterport last
week visiting his sister, who is in poor
health... .Capt. B. F. Rice has the foundation laid for two cottages on his lot near the
steamboat wharf... .Mr. John Perkins of
Milo lately visited his mother, Mrs. L. S.

Wilson N. Dow has a ladies’ satchel which
found on the road leading from Boyd’s
mill to Prospect. It contains among other
things a letter addressed to a Mrs. Ferguson.
The owner can have the same by calling at
Mr. Dow’s.
he

Perkins.Rev. J. M. Wathen and wife
have returned to their home in Lisbon, N.
H.. .Several from here attended the fair at
Monroe....F. R. Daggett is finishing the
lower part of the Hopkins house at the cor-

Mrs. Annie L. Smart, who lias reached the
advanced age of 93 years, rode to Searsport
and had her picture taken recently. It was
taken in a standing position and she looks
as young as a lady of 75.
Slie bad never bad
her picture taken before.

making a tenement for rent_French
& Co. lately received a cargo of lumber aud
! sawdust from Baugor, and are making an
additional building for their city of duckCOUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
j lings.. .There was a slight frost Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. | night in this vicinity.
Prospect Ferry.
Proctor returned to their home iu DorchesUnity. Mrs. Ed. Harding is still on the
ter, Mass., last Tuesday-Miss Lulu Avery sick list ...Mrs. A. J.
who has
ner,

Grolick,

visiting relatives in MassachusettsMiss Hannah Iieagan and her two nieces,
Emily ami Ruby Wilson, visited Mrs. J. F.

been visiting in the village, returned to her
home in Elgin, 111., last week_The Ladies'
Circle gave a farmers supper at the Grange
hall, Sept. Kith, and it was well patronized.
The proceeds will go to help repair the
church....Mrs. L. F. Webb lias bought out
Mrs. L. W. Moulton ami will do dressmaking. She is a first class dressmaker and it is
hoped she will do well....The church has
been shingled outside and repairs on the interior will be begun this week. Our minis-

is

Shiite iu Stockton last week....Mrs. Ada
Mixer of Mouroe.visited Mrs. N. J. Heagan
last week. ..Mrs. Frank Clark of Belfast
visited Mrs. W. D. Harriman last Saturday
and Sunday... .Miss Freda Harriman visited in Bangor last week... H. G. Somes of
Mt. Desert called on friends here last Saturday and Sunday_George Abbott of Bluehill visited at Mrs. E. M. Perkin's last SaturC. Avery and Clifton Coggins
came up from Bluekill and spent Sunday
with their families-Capt. Rufus Harriuiau in sell. Delaware arrived in the river

ter

Sept. 19tli with

a

load of

corn

for

every day until the work
done.Helen C. Thomas went to
Sidney Sept, loth to visit her aunt....New
seats have been put iuto the school house
this week and they are quite an improve-

Bangor.

Mr.

escape from

he could and at last succeeded in extracting
himself from his perilous position, only to
be pressed again to the earth, but, as he
managed.to keep clear of the bull’s horns he
again got clear, and this time succeeded in
getting behind a spruce tree, and the bull in
following up got bis bead against the tree,
presence

ui

Mi.

uuviv

rniuu

liberty.

F., with

am

friends in town last week. Mr. Robinson
was a member of Co. K, 4th Maine
regiment.
When the war broke out he was at work
for Treadwell & Mansfield in Belfast.
He, Sheridan Miller and Charles Brown
of this place, J. O. Johnson and about
twenty others of Belfast and vicinity, joined
the company in April, 1 s»;l. Mr. Robinson

Saturday

The lirm of Storer & Brown,
has
groceries
dry goods and
retaij
sold out to John Vickery and Arthur B.
Hatch, who, we learn, will take possession
some time in October-Mrs. John Berry
and young child with Miss Kstelle Sanborn,
w abt driving near M ales Mi'll 1 s in Belfast
Morrill.

were

1

•’

■

i.is store

in

Monday morning.

Tiie

largest, weighing five and one quarter
pounds, was caught bv J. A Clement.
another column will be found an acof the loss of Win.
White, a resident of this place. Followii g is his military
record: Me enlisted in April, iJSiIl, in Co. I,
"f the bth Maine Regt. of Infantry.
After
two years’ service .he was discharged and reenlisted in the same regiment and until his
In

lint

final

discharge
Headquarters d

in

LSlia

the

Army

was

of

employed

at

the Rotomac.

Treat arrived home Sunday
capt. I*. W
from a short business trip to Boston.
novel way -if advertising through the
untry is adopted by the Savena Mfg. Co.
who have one of the Spalding bicycle cartiers, from which the advertising matter is
Mr. Clias. L. Ingalls, their
istributed.
agent, was at the hotel last week, and several of our expert riders attempted to ride the
queer machine, but were unable to do so. It
was evident Mr. Clias. Coffin, the assistant
agent, had ridden it fast and far for the cycloA

■

registered nearly

meter

SEARSPORT

NORTH

Joseph Green

one

is

on

thousand miles.
ITEMS.

the sick list.

Jehu Bailey of Chelsea, Mass., is in the
of H. P. Towle,

employ
in

Miss Annie May Seavey visited friends
Bucksport last week.

Mr. and Mrs. C. <). Fernald have returned
from their visit in the West.
Mr. and
relatives in

Mrs. Wellman Moulton visited
Brooks last week.

Lorenzo Jones and wife of South
visited A. Stinson, Esq., last week.

Brooks

Miss Mattie Colson has gone to Bar Harbor as waiter girl in one of the hotels.
Frank Dow lias gone to Boston, where he
has secured a situation for the winter.
Susan Towle, and son, K. P. Towle,
visiting relatives in New Hampshire.

Mrs.
are

Mr.
were

and Mrs. M. C.
in town iast week

Miss

Ward of Frankfort

visiting relatives.

Louise A. Merithew has returned to
where she lias a situation.

Peabody, Mass.,
Miss
term ol
fort.

Fieeda Black is teaching the fall
school in the Black district, Frank-

Potatoes in this vicinity are rotting very
badly. The writer has a patch that is not
worth digging.

Massachusetts last Thursday-The graded
school taught by Mr. Joseph O. Whitcomb
of Waldo in the grange hall is proving a

Mr. and Mrs. Francis Judkins of Bangor
were in town last
week visiting Mr. and
Mrs. H. T. Scribner.

they

come

Mrs. Eugene Ames and child of Portland
have been in town of late, the guests of hei
sister, Mrs. J. W. Smart.
> Edmund Ames reports that he threshed
from two double horse-rack loads of oat*
one hundred bushels.
Next!

JYlarr ami a friend from Woburn,
Mass., came down for fair week and returned Saturday, accompanied by Misses Flora
and Nellie Marr-Mrs. Fannie Dickey and
daughters have returned to Washington,
accompanied by Miss Helen A. Greeley....
Percy L. Nickerson was at home from the
Maine State College Sunday, accompanied
by J. C. French of Chesterville, Me_Mr.

of Salem, Mass., spent a week visiting relatives in this section and took the cars last
Friday for home_Wendall Marden, who
is attending the Normal School at Castine,
so the report goes, was taken down with
typhoid fever and his mother, Mrs Emery
Marden, has gone to Castine to care for him.

The election at the polling place in Prospect
passed oft' very quietly. No long stories
were told for gold or silver, but a dreadfully
sudden panic must have come over quite a
number of Prospect voters. Somehow it
dawned on quite a number of voters to mark
the cross entirely opposed to their former
expressed sentiments all through the campaign. Farmers are singular people in some
ways. They are awfuPy brave in spots and
awfully meeehing and afraid in spots; very
generous at times and very stingy and parFor an inch of
simonious at other times.
land alongside a line fence they will contend
for generations, and never a word that has
been said about that line hut lias been remembered all along since the first pioneer
settled. The man and his wife, the boys
and the girls, can all go out and tell exactly
where that spotted pine tree stood on
the line 150 years ago and not ;i vestige of it
If a farmer was
left for more than 75 y< ars.

!

\

and Mrs. James WTebster are showered with
congratulations. It is another hoy_Mr.
and Mrs. W. S. Nickerson and daughter
Doris visited friends in town the past week.
.Mr«. G. D. Evans, who lias been visiting
relatives here, returned to Searsport, Tuesday-Mrs. Mae Edgecomb, who has been
visiting up r;ver, was in town a few days and
returned to Belfast the first of the week_
Most of our people attended the fair at Monroe.
We were particularly interested in the
race in which Mrs. John Lane won with her
handsome gray Vera.Mrs. Abel Wentworth has been a guest at Clark Marden’s.
_Mr. and Mrs.C. M.Marden have been in
Bangor, the guests of their daughter, Mrs.
Wm. Pierce_Mrs. W. W. Gray is in Prospect, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. II. It. Marden_Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cunningham and
son of Prospect were the guests of Mr. C’s.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Cunningham,
last week_Miss Lucy Burgess, who has
been visiting friends in town, has returned to
Massachusetts, accompanied by Miss Gay

Any One Can Cook with a

Centre Montville. The new steam mill
of erection on the site of the one
destroyed by fire last spring is progressing
quite rapidly_The party given at the
home of Mr. Addison Sprowl’s last Monday
evening was largely attended and much enjoyed_Quite a number of our town’s people attended the Monroe fair last weekMrs. V. Thompson lias returned from Northport_Mrs. Ralph Carter took a short trip
to Bar Harbor with her husband last week.

GLENWOOD
As it is fitted with

attached
the

to

exact

the

THERMOMETER

a

oven

door, that indicates

heat in the

Sold in all

oven

at

prominent cities and

all times.

towns

England.
MADE BY WEIR STOVE COMPANY. TAUNTON, MASS.
throughout

New

SHIP

NJUYVS.

brywt

or

Difference

no

2 Cloak

in process

Mr. Bert Meservey,
East Searsmont.
wife and daughter, of Vassal boro called on
friends in town Sept. 11th.G. Everett
Donnell, who has been ill for the past few
weeks, has sufficiently recovered as to ride
out.
Frank Donnell is still quite sick,
-W. S. Hunt has been at work for H. E.
Holmes the past week... .Joseph Packard

PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Sept. 18. Schs. S. E. Lindsey, McFadden, Rondout; James Holmes, Ryan, Boston ; Miantonomah,
Ryan, do.
Sept. 2<>. Sch. Omaha, Dorr, Boston.
Sept. 21. Schs. Eliza J. Pendleton, Fletcher,
Boston via. Fort Point; John M. Fiske. Clifford,
Portland; Diadem, Blake, Boston; Maria Webster. Turner, Rockland.
Sept. 22. Sch. Fannie N Edith, Ryder, Saco.
Sept. 23. Sch. A. W. Ellis, Ryder, New York.
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llowers and they were the recipients of
.Rev. Mr. Powlesland
many valuable gifts.
and wife of S. W. Harbor were the guests of
last Friday.... Mr.
Mrs. J. C. Carleton
Edwin Gilman left home Saturday for a
winter voyage.... Mrs. Henry Snow is at
home from Portland for a few weeks....
Miss Ada Walker went to Bangor to spend
Sunday with her friend, Miss Christian....

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, Sept. 1(5. Sld, bark It. A. ( Smith,
Pernambuco: 17, cld, ship Mary L. Cushing, Sydney ; 18, sld. barks Manine Swan, Cork ; Meguuticook, Boston; 13, ar, schs. Wm. H. Sumner, Pendleton, Fernandina; Florence Lelaud, Spotl'ord,
Richmond, sld, sell. Horace (». Morse, Portland for
Philadelphia ; 21, sld, soli. Abbie C. Stubbs, Brunswick.
Boston, Sept. 1(5. Ar, sell. Humaroek, Yeazie,

Grant is visiting her sister,Mrs.
T. H. Sprowl_S. W. Coffren of Leominster made a brief visit at his old home last
week... .Miss Augusta Joliusou of Dorchester, Mass., came to attend the funeral of her
uncle, Capt. T. O. Thompsou.T. J.

Boston, Sept. 17.
has

years

and JACKETS

light

Thompson is still in town attending to his
business affairs-R. G. Dearborn of Cumberland Mills visited his aunt, Mrs. PI B.
Lord, last week....Mrs. 1. J Dunham left
for her home in Boston on Saturday’s boat.
_Miss Lizzie Grant has gone to Boston
for a visit of a few weeks-Mrs. W is well
of Brunswick and her granddaughter, Mrs.
Dunning of Bangor,were in town for a week.
Miss Blanche Arey returned from Boston
Saturday’s boat.... A

born to

dark,

or

to s

countless varietv
all the way from

•
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'-apes

$3.98 Un
With

Special Bargains

at

$5.00, $7.50-410.
The

only

way to find out what
to come and see our
Don’t Fail to call.

have is

we

stock.
A

large Lot of

CLOAKINGS
just received,

at lower

ever

before.

,

prices than

WAIT FOR OUR CLOAK OPENING

0ur

All

SHAWLS

a

We KNOW that. A dandv for
grades and shades now in stock.

1

1

daughter was
Mr. and Mrs. John Welder Sept
little

15th.
Brooks. Mrs. A. B. Gowen and daughter
Gertie of Ellsworth have beeu at C. E.
Lane’s_Otis J. Libby, Esq., formerly of
Brooks, with his wife, known here as Miss
Ellen Davis, spent last Sunday with friends
in this town_Rev and Mrs. David Smith
of North Brooksville have been in town,
the guests of Hon. A. W. Rich.... Will
White with his wife and sou Carl have been
at T. D. Jellison’s for a short visit. Mr.
White has been at work for some time for
the M. C. R. R. Co. at Waterville as a painter.... Mrs. Miranda Roberts and
daughter
Evie have rented the Young house of Mr,
Dow for the winter and will move in there
this week....Milo Colson, who has hired
the David Brackett shop in this village, is
preparing to start up Ids business for the
winter. ..Geo. Card, formerly of Belfast, will
spend the winter with his daughter, Mrs. F.
G. Roberts_Mrs. Cora Clough of WaterBarbara Forbes... .Our highways are in terrible condition tics fall and little can be
Friends Elijah
done to them until spring.
Cook of Iowa and Hadley of Indiana conducted services at the Friends chapel here
last Sunday morning.... Bev. F. S. Doll ill'
gave us a very interesting sermon last Sunday afternoon. liis three o’clock talks are

very acceptable to our people.... Mrs. Albert Wentworth of South Brooks, who had
an ill turn last week, is now much improved.The K. P.’s have had the window of their club room suitably lettered
and it makes quite an improvement t<5
At the last
the front of the building.
business meeting of the Knights an ap-

served, which included a nice cheese donated by E. H. Neal ley
of Monroe, who is an enthusiastic member of
petizing lunch

was

Order_Master Alfred, son of T. I.
Huxford, took care of the store all day Sept.
15th while his father was at the Monroe
Fair, and as it was his first attempt to take
charge of the business for a whole day he
was naturally pleased with his success....
Mrs. Daniel W. Dickey, who has been very
much improved from her physical condition
of last winter, has suffered a relapse and is
now again very ill-Mrs. Anna
Healey
has taken rent in the H. H. Pilley house
and will resume her business of dressmaking....The Ford Smith family, formerly of
Knox, are to move into the Edwin Lang
house on the Lang hill for the winter....
Rents are yet scarce aud hard to obtain in
this village_John M. Dow wishes to sell
his large Hock of sheep and lambs-The
Ladies of Geo. G. Davis W. R. C. will hoid
their fair and sale of fancy articles, with supper and dance, on or about Oct. 20th. Further
particulars later.

BLANKE1V

Capt. F. X. Park, who for

commanded

three masted

the

soli.

George V. Jordan, owned by N w. Rue A Cu.ut
this eity, lias retired from the command of that
vessel and has been succeeded by ( apt. Charles
K. Bergman, formerly in • •oiumaud of the Purt-

-It’s

land sell. Ellen ( rusue. The*!. Y.Jordan is now
loading at this pun fur .Mume\ ideo, Buenos A\res
of Rosario ( apt. Park is to t emu in in the
employ
ot .V W. Rice A Co., and it is understood that he
is to assume command of a large
liar<[ue in the
neaT future.
( nartees.
Ship Wui. J. Roiidi. vprc\ioitsh
New \
Hong K< ng
k. s'.'.2.V \
si ip si Ma
same. Sin.2.70.
Seh. Belfe Hooper. Cmaeo;, to
N'-.v York, salt, <'• cents. Sell. Mar\ A. Had,
.'aeksonville r-> New York, lumber. V.i.75
s--li.
Bucia Porter, Edgeuater to Salem, coai, r.u ecu:s
Sell, pus: Roy. Perth Ainhov to Bangor, .-oak f-U

going

to

be cold and blankets .a 55c
-Call and see them.-

H. A. STARRETT

'•cuts.

BOKJSI.
1‘ a1.1.
Gse ir H.
lit A!..

In Newbmgh, Sept. 14, to Mr uid Mrs.
Fall, a daughter.
In Camden, Sept. 14, to Mr. and .Mrs.
James Heal, a daughter.
Pi:nt't.KT'«n. In Camden, Aug. 29, to Mr. and
-M s. Ephraim Pendleton, a son.
Sn"LHs. In Belfast, Sept. _T. to M> and Mrs.
-lames Slmlcs, a laughter
Sit -i.!•.'•. In Belfast, Sept. si. to Mr and Mrs.
As,.

Sholes,

a

Suffer in Silt

Miss tii
the

ness

daughter.

Stam.es. In Sandypoint, Sept. 14, to Mr. and
-Mr-. Oniheus Stajilus. a iliingliter, lhuimil, Hr,,mlnell.

0

Easily
Tlu*iv

MARRIED

Miss El vena

on

oil’d

*

Blake, Rockport.
Sept. 23. Sch. Miantonomah, Ryan, Portland.

Thorndike,

at

of E. L. Bartlett, has an attendance of
28 scholars. Mr. Bartlett has the good will
tion

[M

_

•

...

3

are

Schs. Wm. E.

in Union Sept, lltli-Henrv Mahonev :
wife spent Saturday and Sunday in Palermo.... Mr. and Mrs. Aifred Genereux !
and son Paul of Lynn, Mass., are at E. P. ;
Mahoney’s_Mrs. Sarah Mahoney and Philadelphia; Odell, .McDonough, Wiuterport;
Mary Farrow. Murphy, do.: Levi Hart, I’endlet-m,
daughter Nina of East North port are in j Edge water; 18, ar, sch. Mary E. Palmer,
Haskell,
town, the guests of her son, A. I£. Mahoney. Louisburg. ('. IE; James Webster, Welch, Prospect, Me.: cld. sell. Mary A Hall, Coombs, Jacksonville; 13, cld, sells. George \ .Iordan, MonteSouth Montville. Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
video; Wm. B. Palmer, Dyer,
C. B. ;21,
Conner, Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Howes, Mr. and ar, brigs Telos, Surinam; H. Louisburg,
B. Hussey. CharlesMrs. C. S. Adams and Mrs. Rachel Morse j ton. s. ('., iat Weymouth:; sch. Joel F. Sheppard,
Carter, Philadelphia ; sld, sch. James A. Webster,
attended the Free Baptist quarterly meeting Deer Isle, Me.; below, sell. Geo. B. Ferguson, from
Rondout.
at Islesboro and report a very interesting
Philadelphia, Sept. 1(5. Ar, sell. Maud Briggs,
and profitable session. The kind and gen- Camden; 18, cld, sell. Henry Crosbv, Atwood,
Brunswick.
erous hospitality with which the visiting
Baltimore. Sept. 1(5. Ar, sch. Star of the Sea.
delegates were received is beyond language Hopkins, Ashepoo, S.C.
Portland, Sept. 1(5. Cld, sell. Sarah E. Palmer,
to express. A large crowd gathered at the
Whittier, Louisburg, C. B.; 19, ar, sch. William
wharf Monday morning to bid good bye to Flint, Bangor for New York (put in to repair sails)
1(5. Ar, sch. R. F. Hart. Dodge,
Bangor,
those returning home, and as the boat left Isles boro; Sept.
cld, schs. Mary L. Crosbv, Trim, New
the wharf the song, “God be with you till York; July Fourth, Whitney, New Rochelle; 17,
cld, sch. Kir Carson. Kendall. New York; 18. cld,
we meet again," was so effectively sung as
schs. E. L. Warren, Northport, L I.; R. F. Hart,
We Dodge, New York; 19, ar, schs. Maud Snare, New
to bring tears to the eyes of a number.
York; Willard Saulsbury, Boston; Norombega,
hear nothing but praise for the Island peo- Port Johnson; 21, ar, schs. Annie P. Chase,
Ellis,
New York; W. Wallace Ward, Newport News;
ple-Mr. and Mrs. John Goodell of How- cld,
sell. Mark Pendleton, Collins, Huntington;
ard, R. I., have been visiting her brother, O. 22. ar, sells. Lizzie Lane, Searsport; Lillian, Portland; cld, sch. Melissa Trask, Newark.
W. Ripley.
Brunswick, Ga., Sept. 16. Sld, bark Yiola RepThorndike. Ross C. Higgins of Long pard. Cummings, Boston; 19, sld, bark Henry A.
Litchtiela, Perth Amboy.
Island, Mass., is at home for a two weeks
Charleston, S. C., Sept. 20. Ar, bark Carrie L.
vacation... .Willie P. Higgins and family of Tyler, New York.
Bucksport, Me., Sept. 18. Ar, sch. Abraham
Mass, are visiting at Mr. Albert S. Higgins'. Richardson, Wade, Port Johnson, S. I.; 19, ar.
-Howard Littlefield of Massachusetts is schs. Annie R. Lewis, Cobb, Weehawken; .Etna,
Cliipman, New York; Lunet, Simpson, Bangor for
at home on a vacation... .Mrs. Sarah Gross
New York.
Carteret, N. J., Sept. 21. Ar, bark Rose Innis,
is seriously ill. Dr. Mitchell of Freedom is
Port Tampa.
Portsmouth. N. H.. Sept.. 19. Ar. sch. J. Holmes
attending her....F. L. Philbrick and Ross
C. Higgins made a trip into Kennebec, Birdsall, Philadelphia;( 20, ar, sch. Young Brothers, Washington, D.
; in lower harbor, sell.
Somerset and Penobscot counties last week. Fawn, Yinalhaven for New York.
FOREIGN PORTS.
....Rev. David Brackett will preach at the
Trapani, Sept 7. Sailed, bark Yesuvio <ltal.)
Centre church Sunday afternoon, Sept. 27th.
Criscuolo, Bucksport.
.A few farmers have begun digging potaBarbadoes, Sept 15. Ar, sch S G Haskell,
from Dakar, west coast of Africa, for
toes, and report them to be decaying quite <Richardson,
irchilla and Balt.
badly.And now the music of the
Montevideo, Aug 21. Sailed, bark (' P Dixon,
Rio Janeiro.
“threshing machine" is heard on every j Gilkey,
Rosario, Aug 15. In port, bark Edward L Mayhand.
Grain is turning out well, and of ap- berry, Hinds, for Delaware Breakwater.
Rio
21. Sld. bark Grace Lynples there are enough and to spare... .The wood, Janeiro, Sept.Rosario
Barbadoes.
Gilley, (from
school
East
under the instruc-

li

There

Leggett, Condon, Boston; 1*. M. Bonnie, Burgess. Yinalhaven.
Sept. 20. Schs. Maria Webster, Turner, Rockland; S. E. Lindsey, McFadden, do.
Sept. 21. Schs. Omaha, Dorr, Bangor; Diadem,

and
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prettier styles

or

|

Depaii

have better b;t-.

can never

SAILED.

Sept. 18.

was

the

RANGE

McKinley

_Absolutely pure_

...

Peavey.... Mr. Isaac McICeen of Woburn,
Mass., made a Hying visit to his family last
week_Mrs. Frank Spratt of Bar Harbor,
who lias been with her mother for a little
as set in his political views as he is on his
lines you never would see many changes I while, returned home Tuesday.Mrs.
Another thing. If a
town meeting day.
Abigail Nickerson, who has been so very
merchant cheats a farmer out of 50 cents sick, is improving-Some very line tisli
he will keep that in remembrance all his are being taken from Swan L ike. Several
days and never forget to tell of it. But when gentlemen from Searsport are stopping at
it comes to politics they can forget all their
the lake now....Mr. and Mrs. S D. Greeley
contention in less than a minute of their
and two children of Hampden were in town
former views and swallow anything at hand last week.II. G. Applin has returned to
and rejoice.
Boston.

again.

Miss Minnie Harrington of Brookiyn, N.
Y., lias been in town of late, the guest of
Miss Blanche Nickerson.

diaries

work.

Most of our summer cottagers have left.
Three are boarding at the hotel. We hope
will

C.S. Roche and H. S. Parker
of
Winthrop, Mass., friends of Lewis
Hartshorn, passed through here on their
wheels on their way to Monroe fair_

sustaining
great success. Mr. Whitcomb
bis reputation as a skilled instructor of
youth. The superintendent ami scholars
ami parents all speak very highly of his

Win. M. Merithew lias raised this season
from 48 pounds of seed 87 bushels of oats.
Who Pan beat this?

The best herd of cattle on exhibition at
the Monroe fair was owned by Herbert
Black of this town.

Swanville.

is

U. S. Gov’t Report

It Makes

now a

October 8tli. A good list of entries has
a lready been made, with good horses
among
them, and it bids fair to be one of the most
interesting races ever held on this track, if
the weather should prove good_Sewall
Meservey has rented the grist mill of Mathews & Young for a year-D. McFarland
will soon start the apple evaporator at Mont
ville, but the price of apples will be low.

Stewart does the work.lrafton Hatch is
attending school at. Syracuse, N. Y....Miss
Winnie Simmons has returned to Camden.
.liev.ami Mrs. Wesley Wiggin returned to

Two other young men, Frank Crockett and
Horace Gould, who boarded at the same
place, but came home to vote, were taken
sick and are now at home. The report now
is that the Gould boy is better and hopes are
entertained that both will be about soon....

Leavening Power.—Latest

...Deacon William F. Higgins, for many
successful carriage manufacturer in years a resident of this town, died in MalSomerville.... Fred Chapman was thrown I ilen, Mass., August 9th, aged 90 years and 5
His remains were brought here
from a carriage last Friday night and
badly mouths.
in the Centre church yard.
ut al ut the head and face... .Miss
Madge I and buried
Winter-port. A very pretty wedding
(,Walker is visiting friends in Brooklyn., N.
\ ....Mrs. Carrie Berry of
Chicago is visit- i occurred W ednesday afternoon, Sept. Inch,at
ing her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Clough_ the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Harlow,
Mr. Hi'dgdon aud mother have returned to
when their daughter, Miss Grace, and Dr.
tlieir home in Boston, after spending a few II. .J. Webber were united. The ceremony
vvt*eks at Hotel Waldo....The recent rams took place at -1 o’clock in the presence of the !
caused hundreds of dollars damage to the immediate relatives of tne bride and groom,
roads in this vicinity-Do not forget the Rev. E. F. Pember of Bangor officiating.
trot at the Georges River Trotting Park
The house was beautifully decorated with
is

overturned, and Miss Sanborn was quite badly injured. She had been
1
o
_•.
m-xt Sunday morning, but if visiting at Mrs. Berry s and was able to reShe is slowly rearraiig- 11:*• n:s lur service.- arc made notice turn then last Sunday.
•’
be post I'*';Mrs. Berry and child escaped
Christian covering.
Lu 1
r n .-eting.as usual at 7 o'clock.
with slight injuries-About forty of our
Tic i.Hi- wing are among those w ho are towns people attended the fair at Monroe
Bertha Hatch is very
n.j*i •' .ug the. last days Indore dose time last Wednesday....Miss
heart and
1
*!••-•ii li- ut at Swan Lake: J. A. Clement, sick with neuraliga around the
She is attended by
\Y. R. Ti indy, M. F. Wentworth, E. S. Cy- muscular rheumatism.
see
phers, .1.11. Sullivan, F. }•;. Whitcomb, F. l)r. Durgiu « f Searsport. We hope to
A. Curtis. Several large trout have been her out again soon... .Mrs. Cynthia Blood is
taken thus far. F. A. Curtis had five on ex- having her buildings repaired. Mr. Asa
hibit;..n

society lias been formed here,

ed

...

\\<*ek,

A

..

bull had shown; and only by remarkable
coolness was Mr. Fogg’s life saved. His
.Town Fair at the
bruises are not serious

last

ones.

composed of some of the best citizens of
Liberty aud Montville, for the protection of
game and fish and for the propagation of
the latter. A hatchery will be built at the
stone dam this fall for hatching salmon.
Money for the purpose has already been
raised
.Quite a number of our people went
to Monroe Wednesday aud Thursday_Mr.
Frank Robinson of Somerville, Mass., visit-

of the change of base to remove a chain
from the animal’s neck ami attach it to the
ring and fastened it securely around the
tree. He then went in search of help, and
a ride, and the brute was soon despatched.
This was the lirst symptom of anger the

town house next

over

..

turned upon Mr. Fogg and, with bis head,
into the ditch of the road
where he held him for a little time. Mr.Fogg
in the meanwhile go t his fingers into the ring
iu the animal’s nose and held as firmly as

pressed him

where he continued to press.

the old

But it would be
more of an inprovement if the old house
could be torn down and a new one built.
Mr. H. C. Chandler is still unable to work.
Mr. Hunter, who met with the runaway
accident a short time ago, is improving
slowly. .Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Cookson went
to Springfield* Me., last week to visit his
parents... .They have finished canning corn
at the factory and will begin
labeling this
week.
All pronounce it a good season;
much better then was expected... Mrs. J. A.
Vandeets went to Cliuton Friday to visit
her sister. Miss Jessie Whitney accompanied her.
ment

C. F. Fogg had a very nardeath last Friday morning.
He was returning from Monroe and was
leading his bull, which bad been on exhibition at the fair, when suddenly the animal
Jackson.

row

helped shingle

was

day_B.

wonueriui

his cart for the present.

tinue to rim

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Green have received
that their son Sumner, who has been
employed at stone cutting in Redstone, N.
was
H.,
dangerously ill.
news

I

in

by boat-Miss

Sallie B. Rice left Saturday for BostonH. H. Morin has gone to Boston, where he
has employment for several weeks....

pleted and

Highest of all

an-

lied and
of

Cmns-Ei < e.
In Camden, Sept. in. Eugene
Marcus Curtis of Camden and Annie Estelle,
daughter ot James Luce of Searsmont.
f 11wlek-B«»wlev. In Camden.
Sept. 14, Edward
E. Fowler of Camden and Miss Electa 1. Bow lev
of Sangerville.
Hakt-Mi Inms. In Rockland, Sept. 10. Frank
E. llart and Minnie A. Molunis, both ot Rockland.
Lamson-Ricii. In Cambridge, Mass., Sept, io,
Ambrose Lam son of West Rockpurt, Me., and
Mrs. E. Rich of Cambridge.
L.\ wry You Nil, in Yinaibaven. Sejit. 17, James
L. Lawry and Gertrude Young, hot h oi Yinalliaveu.
Nason-Hassell. In Belfast, Sept. 10, by Rev.
L F. Tilton, Fred P. Nason and Miss Sarah «
Hassell, both of Belfast.
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DALTON’S

DIED.
In Searsmont, Sept! 22. Andrew
Bennett, aged 48 years.
Crooker. in Camden, Sept. 13. Philips Crooker, aged 79 years.
Dow. in beer Isle, Sept. 5, Jonathan Dow, aged
88 years.
Hatch. In Deer Isle, Sept, o, Abigail F wife
oi the late Gideon Hatch, aged 80 years. 3 months
and 19 days.
Heal. In Camden, Sept. 12, Fannie,
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Heal, aged 5 years.
Moody. In Camden, Sept. 7. John Moody of
Camden.
Packard. In Camden, Sept. 14,
Blanche,daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Packard, aged 0 months.
Dickerino. in Deer Isle, Sept. 11, Susan, widow
of the late Timothy B. Pickering, aged 82
years
and 7 months.
Shaw. In Belfast, Sept. 19, Samuei F.Sliaw of
04
9
Troy, aged
years, months and 15 days.
Sherman. In Rockland, Sept. 14. Louisa E.,
widow of Royal G. Sherman, a native of Lincolnville Beach, aged 04 years, 5 months and 25 days.
The remains were taken to Lincolnville Beach for
Bennett.

(Tiie onlv combined Blood Purifier and Nei
There is

COKKKCTKD WEEKLY

from the best families, in large numbers, tel y«m w ha: i
For faith in DALTON’S read •mr lestim .nia
W

done.
a

••

l-2j

50//;75jTallo\v,

I let a it Price.

It eta it Market.
7 iiS

Blitter, salt, 14It.hag, I S
38
Corn, p hu,
Cracked Corn, p hu, 38
38
Corn Meal, p hu,
12c/14
Cheese, p It»,
Cotton Seed, p cwt, l 20
5aH
Codfish, dry, p It.
Cranberries, p qt,08(alo
Clover Seed, p lh. 11 a 12
Flour, p bid, 3 75 a4 50
H.G.Seed, hu, 2 15c/2 25
7/iH
Lard, p lh

i

In the matter of

the

VVI; 1.1_. late of I

nit>

FOR T11F JOURNAL.

now

Winter Arrangement—In Effect Octc Ir
1, 18S6.

'•

It.,

it will not disappoint

Belfast, and Casting Route.

Pvmli'<

Beef, corned, p

good medicine, get DALTON’S

i!_
!-

t urreut.

Market.
I'ne Paid Producer,
2<) a 30 I lav, |' ton, 5 00//. 12 00
Apples |‘ l'ii.
dried. |' It..
4 //5, Hides. p Its
B'l2//4
1 4<'/<l r.ojLainb, p It..
Beans, poa.
5«.S
medium, I 30//1 4'/;Lamb Skins,
20//30
4</5
yel'w■ eyes J 25// 1 35;.Mutton, p It.,
Butler, |» 1!.,
Id//20|Oat>, j.* I.u, 32 lh. 25 // 30
4 // u.
Beef, j > tt>,
Botatoes,
25«30
4 I -2 a 5
Barley, p hu,
4o«45,Round Hog,
S // 1 o|Stra\v. p ton, 5 00 // U> ><»
Cheese. p‘lt.,
14// 1 u. Turkey, p It,.
0//.O
Chicken, p lh,
Call Skins.
1 1 -2/t3
Duck, p It..
d/i7
0/tojVea!, p It.,
id Word, unwashed, 12// 13
Kggs. { do/.,
10//.12 Wood, lninl, 3 50//5 00
Fowl, p It.,
OaO Wood, soft,
3 00//.3 50
Geese, p 11.,
H0« I 00
Lime, p hhl,
Oat .Meal, p If. 3 1-2//4
3«4
Onions, p ft.,
Oil,kerosene, gal, 12//14
Bollock, p It.,
3 1-2//.4
d.w7
Bork, p It.,
1 12
Blaster, p hbl,
03
Rye Meal, p P..
75 a 80
Shorts, p cwt,
5 l-2.«d
Sugar, p It.,
40
Salt, T. L., p hu,
2«3
Sweet Potatoes,
21-2«3
Wheat Meal,

Boston Produce

!
j

^

*Brooksville, .Mondays, Wednesdays and s.it todays.
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.no )-. m.. tor tinabove named landings.
Passengers going East take steamer < a-dine

from Belfast at 2.00 e m.. even Mom ay, Wed
nesday and Friday. Take steamer next da> tor all
landings from Castine to Bar Harbor.
Passengers going to Millbridge. dmiesport and
Machias take steamer Castine from Belfast at
2.00 i’. m., stop over at Castine, take stmr. Frank
.Jones next morning for all landings from Castine
to Machias.
AGENTS- 11. A. Greer. Belfast; ,1. R. Ryder,
Ryder's Cove; Wm. Pendleton. Hi. ghe> Point; J.
M. Vogell, Castine: R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.

c. W. SMALLIDGE, Manager.

i)0tf

Restaurant for Sale.
On account of ill health 1 otter for sale my
on
Main street, opposite the

restaurant

good run of cash eusbargain.
H. L. BUCKL1N.
Belfast, Sept. 16,1896.—Iw39*
Post Office.
mers.

Has

a

Will he sold

at a

e

pending in the

County
,i;i>Kui;i-

I
STK.IHKK l ASTINK,
Ul::u and Weatl;«*I pen.
WlR
run e\ei> week da) in* ■unecimn \vr, i; R. A R S.
Co.. as follows
Leave *West Bro.*k.>> i!le at 7.2'■ a m
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Market.

Boston, Sept. 21, ISHd. The following are today’s quotations of provisions, etc.:
Butter—Northern cream, choice, 17@17 l-2c;
dairy, north, best, 14c.
Cheese—Northern, choice, 8 l-4@9c.
Eggs—Hennery, choice, 23 a.25c; Eastern, 18c.
Fowls—Northern, Ilia 14c.
The market is over-supplied with apples and demand is light. It is hard to sell best at over §1.25.
We quote choice Duchess at §1 a 1.25; gravensteins, §1.25^*1.75; porters and pippins, 05;a75c
p hhl.

I

DALTON'S
Don’t compare DALTON’S with others.
vertisements tell you 'precisely what DALTON’S wi....

Negro Island Light Station. Camden, Sept. 7. Capi. Henry Wiley, a native -•! St.
George, aged 70 years. The reman s were taken to
St. (ieorge for bit ial.
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